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ABSTRACT 

 

BACKGROUND: Risk adjustment is defined as a method of accounting for the morbidity of 

individual patients when making aggregate statistical comparisons within and between 

populations for various medical and healthcare utilization outcomes.  It is a necessary activity in 

observational epidemiologic, outcomes, and health services research in order to control for 

confounding and to account for the variable underlying health risks within the population.  It is 

particularly important to utilize when patients are not randomly assigned to different treatments 

or interventions. Morbidity, defined as disease history, is an important and well-known 

confounder in epidemiologic studies. There is no gold standard for defining ‘true comorbidity’; 

therefore, researchers use the assumption that ‘true comorbidity’ is correlated with worse health 

outcomes, health care utilization and costs.  As such, the validity of a comorbidity index is 

assessed by the index score’s predictive validity, defined as the score’s ability to predict the 

outcome of interest. Numerous methods have been developed over the last 30 years to measure 

morbidity via valid and reliable processes.  

OBJECTIVE: The goal of the current study was to evaluate, via comparative predictive validity 

assessment, the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Studies Hierarchical Condition Category 

(CMS-HCC) comorbidity model for its ability to improve the prediction of 12-month all-cause 

mortality among a Medicare population compared to previously published comorbidity index 

models.  There were three specific aims: (1) challenge the current state of risk adjustment among 

aged populations via an evaluation of the comparative predictive validity of one novel and four 

existing models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among a heterogeneous 
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population of Medicare beneficiaries; (2) Investigate the comparative predictive validity of the 

five models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among two homogenous populations 

diagnosed with ischemic heart disease and  selected cancers, including prostate cancer, lung 

cancer, colorectal cancer, breast cancer, pancreas cancer, and endometrial cancer; and (3) 

measure each comorbidity model’s ability to control for a known example of confounding by 

indication. METHODS: A retrospective cohort design was used for all specific aims. Study 1 

included 257,641 Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in three Medicare Advantage prescription drug 

health plans in Alabama, Florida, or Ohio in 2010 and 2011. Study 2 limited analysis to 14,260 

and 66,440 beneficiaries with administrative evidence of selected cancers or ischemic heart 

disease in 2010, respectively.  Study 3 limited analysis to the beneficiaries with ischemic heart 

disease. For each participant, comorbidity risk scores for the following five models were 

generated using administrative data from 2010: an age/sex model, the Romano adaption of the 

Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) model, the Putnam adaptation of the Chronic Disease Score 

Model (CDS), the CMS version of the Hierarchical Condition Category (CMS-HCC) model, and 

the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) adaptation of the Elixhauser model. 

The prospective predictive validity of the models to predict all-cause mortality during 2011 was 

compared via the c statistic test. Participants with ischemic heart disease were randomly 

allocated retrospectively to either 1) a group that had “received” a hypothetical “Drug A” in 

2010 or 2) a group that had “received” a hypothetical “Drug B” in 2010.  In order to evaluate the 

impact of confounding by indication, a weighting factor was applied to the randomization 

process in order to force the 33,220 participants randomized to “Drug A” to have a 2.736 times 

higher likelihood of having at least one acute inpatient hospitalization in 2010. Each comorbidity 
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model’s ability to control for the contrived confounding by indication was evaluated via relative 

risk of death.  RESULTS: The CMS-HCC model had statistically significant higher c-statistic 

values than all four existing comorbidity indices among the heterogeneous Medicare Advantage 

population (N=257,641) and the homogeneous populations with breast cancer (N=4,160) and 

prostate cancer (N=6,594). The CMS-HCC model displayed similar performance for lung cancer 

(N=1,384), colorectal cancer (N=1,738), endometrial cancer (N=232), and ischemic heart disease 

(N=66,640) and  statistically significant lower performance for pancreas cancer (N=152). The 

log-transformed CMS-HCC model was the only model to generate a non-significant association 

between exposure to “Drug A” and subsequent mortality.  CONCLUSION:  In general, the 

CMS-HCC model is the preferred comorbidity measure due to its predictive performance.  

However, other comorbidity models may be optimal for diseases with low prevalence and/or 

high mortality.  Researchers should carefully and thoughtfully select a comorbidity model to 

assess the existence and direction of confounding. The CMS-HCC model should be log-

transformed when used as a dependent variable since the score is a ratio level measurement that 

displays a normal distribution when log transformed. The resulting score is less likely to violate 

the assumptions (i.e. violations of normality) of common statistical models due to extreme 

values. The national availability of CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare beneficiaries provides 

researchers with access to a new tool to measure co-morbidity among older Americans using an 

empirically weighted, single score. In terms of policy, it is recommended that CMS produce 

CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare beneficiaries on a rolling 12 month basis for each month 

during the year. The availability of monthly scores would increase the ease of use of the score, as 

well as help facilitate more rapid adoption of the tool. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I. Explanation of the Problem 

 

 Many questions in medical research, such as research into the cause of disease and 

research into the benefits and harms of medical interventions are investigated in observational 

studies [1].  In comparison to randomized controlled trials (RCT), observational studies are 

generally more suitable to detect rare or late adverse effects of treatments and are more likely to 

provide a more pragmatic of outcomes in real-world, daily practice [1].  Health insurers, 

physicians, and patients need information on the comparative effectiveness and safety of 

interventions [2].  Routinely collected and electronically stored health information has 

proliferated over the past several decades [2].  Large computerized databases with millions of 

observations of the use of drugs, biologics, devices, procedures, and interventions along with 

health outcomes may be useful in assessing which treatments are the most effective and safe in 

routine care without long delays and the prohibitive costs of most RCTs [2]. Administrative 

databases are increasingly being used for performance monitoring and comparative effectiveness 

research of healthcare in the United States [3]. In comparisons of performance, effectiveness and 

efficacy of healthcare services it is essential to adjust for several parameters including 

comorbidity and severity of disease [3].   Risk adjustment is defined as a method of accounting 

for the morbidity of individual patients when making aggregate comparisons between population 

outcomes [4].  It is a necessary activity in observational epidemiologic, outcomes, and health 

services research where patients are not randomly assigned to different treatments or 
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interventions, particularly in administrative studies where the cost of chart review is prohibitive 

[5]. Stratification by risk is a fundamental method in observational research [6]. It involves 

placing the data into subcategories, called strata, so that each subcategory can be observed 

separately [6]. Its many uses in observational studies include standardization, control of 

confounding, subgroup analysis in the presence of effect-measure modification, and to address 

selection bias of the type that occurs in matched case-control studies [6].   

        Morbidity, defined as disease history, is an important and well-known confounder of 

epidemiologic studies [5]. Morbidity can be quantified as the presence of a single diagnosis or as 

the presence of multiple conditions (i.e., comorbidity). The construct ‘comorbidity’ is a complex 

function of the number and severity of comorbidities in relation to the primary diagnosis [5].  

There is no gold standard for ‘true comorbidity’; therefore, researchers use the assumption that 

‘true comorbidity’ is correlated with worse health outcomes, health care utilization and costs [5].  

As such, the validity of a comorbidity index is assessed by the score’s predictive validity, 

defined as the score’s ability to predict the outcome of interest [5].   

     Over the last 30 years, numerous methods have been developed to measure morbidity via 

valid and reliable processes [5]. In most cases, this single score is based on a measure of the 

severity or weight of an individual diagnosis as well as the summation of these weights across 

multiple diagnoses.  The use of a single risk score provides more utility and allows for the 

simplification of the complex range of diagnostic possibilities; thereby allowing for the use of 

more holistic and parsimonious statistical models (i.e., minimizes the risk of over fitting) [5,7].   

For example, there are 25,000 International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical 

Manifestation (ICD-9-CM) codes, each representing unique diagnoses.   It should be noted that 
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there are comorbidity indices that do not combine conditions using weights into a single 

summary score, but consist of multiple categorical (e.g., Elixhauser et al) or binary variables 

(e.g., ambulatory care groups) for each diagnostic group [5]. The predictive performance of 

claims-based comorbidity scores depends on several factors, including 1) the clinical conditions 

included in the score and their relative weights; 2) the distribution of comorbid conditions in the 

source population; 3) the endpoint of a study; and 4) the accuracy of the administrative data [8].  

The predictive performance of two scores can be compared when the other factors are held 

constant [9,10]. 

Among comorbidity indexes, adaptations of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) are the 

most ubiquitous risk stratification tools in the medical literature [11,12]. In 1987, Charlson et 

al’s initial work with the CCI quantified the important positive relationship between levels of 

comorbidity and the risk of death [11].    As such, risk adjustment of comorbidity is essential in 

any study evaluating prognostic risk factors, secondary prevention, clinical practice, technology, 

and health system design [13]. This is particularly true in observational studies where patients 

are not randomly assigned to different treatments or interventions [13]. Several studies have also 

highlighted the improved predictive performance of the less well-known comorbidity model 

developed by Elixhauser [10, 14, 15]. More recently, interest has grown in pharmacy-based risk 

models since individuals with chronic diseases are frequently prescribed a set of specific, 

identifiable drugs [16].  Currently, adaptations of the Chronic Disease Score (CDS) model are the 

most widely applied and validated tools deriving aggregate comorbidity scores based on 

outpatient pharmacy data. In the August 2003 issue of Health Services Research, Schneeweiss et 

al compared the performance of the Romano et al adaptation of the CCI model (DM-CCI), the 
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Elixhauser model and the CDS model to predict 12-month all-cause mortality among a large 

heterogeneous Medicare population [10].  Currently, this work is considered the standard for risk 

adjustment among aged populations with the generally recommended comorbidity index as the 

DM-CCI. However, the development of the Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC) model [17] 

and the subsequent adoption of the methodology for risk-adjusted capitation payments to 

Medicare Advantage (MA) plans resulted in the semi-annual generation of comorbidity scores 

for each of the nation’s Medicare beneficiaries. While studies have evaluated the CMS-HCC 

model’s comparative predictive performance for mortality among hospitalized Medicare 

beneficiaries [18-20] with other comorbidity risk scores, no published studies have evaluated the 

predictive validity of the model for one-year mortality among a general population of Medicare 

beneficiaries.  This gap in the literature highlights the need to:   

 

[a] evaluate the comparative predictive validity of CMS-HCC model and four existing models 

to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among a heterogeneous population of 

Medicare beneficiaries.  In 2004, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Studies (CMS) 

implemented the HCC model to adjust Medicare capitation payments to private health care 

plans for health expenditure risk of their enrollees [17]. The intended purpose of the HCC 

model was to provide the MA health plans that care for the sickest patients the resources to 

do so; thereby, promoting fair payments that reward efficiency and encourage excellent care 

for the chronically ill (i.e., a health-based payment system) [17].  Based on claims paid in 

both the traditional fee-for-service (FFS) and the MA environment, individual HCC scores 

and HCC diagnostic categories are calculated for all Medicare beneficiaries twice a year and 
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were provided to MA health plans on a monthly basis for all enrolled Medicare beneficiaries. 

The CMS-HCC model was designed to explain variation in future 12-month Medicare 

expenditures for Medicare beneficiaries. However, more recently, I was also found to predict 

the risk of binary events such as hospitalization [21]. While the CMS-HCC model was used 

to evaluate hospital performance based on 30-day mortality rates [18,19], there have been no 

published studies have evaluated the validity of the CMS-HCC model to predict one-year all-

cause mortality among a general population of Medicare beneficiaries. In order to understand 

the effect of these risk models for longer time periods of follow-up among a more diverse 

Medicare population, it is therefore critical to evaluate the comparative validity of CMS-

HCC scores to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among a heterogeneous 

population of Medicare beneficiaries 

 

[b] Investigate the prospective comparative predictive validity of the CMS-HCC model with 

the four most frequently used comorbidity models (or comorbidity indices) to predict all-

cause mortality within the subsequent 12 months among two homogenous populations 

diagnosed with conditions identified as leading causes of death in the United States, such as  

1) ischemic heart disease and 2) selected cancers.  The analysis of the CMS-HCC model’s 

performance among both heterogeneous and homogeneous populations will provide insight 

into whether the CMS-HCC score should be used as the default comorbidity index  for all 

disease cohorts or whether the selection of comorbidity index should be disease-dependent. 
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     The current research builds on the earlier work by Schneewiess et al and assesses if the 

national availability of CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare beneficiaries provides an opportunity 

to optimize the measurement of co-morbidity conditions for control of confounding in 

observational studies of aged populations in the United States.  If the CMS-HCC model is found 

to have high predictive validity for all cause mortality among heterogeneous and homogeneous 

populations, then the national availability of these scores provides an opportunity to leverage a 

new standardized tool for epidemiologic and health services research focused on the aged 

population of the United States. This knowledge will allow researchers to make more informed 

decisions regarding the best choice of comorbidity index for observational studies targeting large 

heterogeneous or smaller homogenous Medicare populations.  
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II. Aims and Hypotheses 

 

The current research was designed to evaluate the performance of a recently developed risk 

adjustment tool, based on national, 5% sample of Medicare beneficiaries, to optimize the 

capacity to predict mortality and to assess and control for confounding in observational research.  

More specifically, the goal of the current research was to evaluate, via comparative predictive 

validity assessment, the CMS HCC risk model’s ability to improve the prediction of 12-month 

all-cause mortality among a large heterogeneous Medicare population compared to four other, 

previously published models. This is an important choice because the recent widespread 

availability of CMS HCC scores provides an opportunity to optimize the measurement of co-

morbidity. The national availability of CMS HCC scores provides an opportunity to leverage a 

new standardized tool for observational, epidemiologic and health services research focused on 

the aged population of the US.  

Based on theory and previous empirical findings, the following aims and hypotheses were 

posited: 

 

Aim1: Evaluate the comparative predictive validity of the CMS-HCC model with four existing 

models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among a heterogeneous population of 

Medicare beneficiaries.  In order to address this aim, demographic, enrollment, medical claims 

and pharmacy claims data for 257,641 Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in one of three Medicare 

Advantage Prescription Drug (MAPD) health plans offered by UnitedHealthcare in Alabama, 

Florida, or Ohio in 2010 and 2011 were obtained. For each participant, risk scores were 
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generated for the following four models: an age/sex model, the Romano adaptation of the 

Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) model [10,11,13], the Putnam adaptation of the Chronic 

Disease Score Model (CDS) [22-24], and the AHRQ adaptation of the Elixhauser model [25,26]. 

The prospective predictive validity of these models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 

months was compared with the CMS-HCC model. Results from these analyses will allow 

researchers to make more informed decisions regarding optimal comorbidity indices for 

observational studies targeting large heterogeneous Medicare populations. 

 

Null Hypothesis1: The five models will have similar predictive ability to predict death 

within 12 months among a large heterogeneous cohort of Medicare beneficiaries. 

 

Aim 2: Investigate the comparative predictive validity of the five comorbidity models to predict 

all-cause mortality within 12 months among selected populations that are homogenous for 

ischemic heart disease and selected cancers (i.e., prostate cancer, lung cancer, colorectal 

cancer, breast cancer, pancreas cancer, and endometrial cancer).  This knowledge is important 

because heart disease and malignant neoplasms are among the leading causes of death among 

aged populations. The identification of an improved comorbidity index among patients with 

these conditions will strengthen the validity of observational research evaluating prognostic risk 

factors, secondary prevention, clinical practice, technology, and health system design related to 

these disease states among older patients. 
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Null Hypothesis 2: The five models will have similar prospective predictive power to 

detect death within 12 months among cohorts of Medicare beneficiaries with 

administrative evidence of ischemic heart disease and selected cancers. 

 

Aim 3: Measure each model’s ability to control for a hypothetical example of confounding by 

indication among the Medicare population diagnosed with ischemic heart disease.  This 

knowledge is important because exploratory analyses and data mining of large administrative 

datasets are often used to generate hypotheses regarding the effectiveness and comparative 

effectiveness of treatments [2]. The identification of an improved comorbidity index will add to 

the good research practices for retrospective database analysis.   Improved research practices for 

comparative therapeutic effectiveness studies using secondary databases will help justify that the 

conclusions from such studies are robust enough to warrant changes in clinical practice or to 

influence policy decisions [2]. 

 

Null Hypothesis 3: The five models will have similar adjusted measures of the 

association between the hypothetical treatment and mortality. 

 

     The long-term aims of the research are to disseminate the study’s findings to epidemiologists, 

health services researchers and health economists. It is expected that the dissemination of the 

study’s findings via publication in peer-reviewed journals and presentation at professional 

meetings targeting each specific field, as well as dissemination to organizations chartered to 

improve observational research practices such as the Strengthening the Reporting of 
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Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) [1] and the International Society for 

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) taskforces [2], will help facilitate the 

adoption of the HCC model.  Ultimately, the adoption of a comorbidity index with improved 

predictive validity will contribute to improving the quality of reporting in observational studies. 
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III. Role of the Author in Research 

 

     This research was conducted using a longitudinal cohort based on de-identified administrative 

data that were collected prior to the initiation of the study.  All data elements utilized in this 

study were collected retrospectively as part of normal business operations of a health plan 

considered to be a covered entity based on the Administrative Simplification standards adopted 

by Health and Human Services (HHS) under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act of 1996 (HIPAA).  The final analytic dataset was de-identified in accordance with the 

HIPAA Privacy Rule standards for de-identification found at 45 CFR 45.514(b). The deidentified 

file for the 257,641 participants was made available to the researcher by UnitedHealthcare to 

answer a pre-defined business question.  The hypothetical data used in Aim 3 were randomly 

created by the Ph.D. candidate from the larger deidentified file using the 66,440 participants with 

administrative evidence of ischemic heart disease in 2010.   Due to the retrospective nature of the 

current dissertation research, the Ph.D. candidate requested and received a full IRB review, a 

waiver of authorization, and a waiver of informed consent from the University of Arizona 

Internal Review Board (IRB) (Appendix A). All analyses were conducted by the author. 

 

IV. Dissertation Format 

 

     This dissertation is organized into four sections: Introduction, Present Study, 

Dissertation Conclusions and Future Directions, and Appendices. The Introduction includes a 

summary of the research questions to be addressed and a thorough review of the relevant 
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literature. The Present Study section summarizes the methods and results of the research. The 

Dissertation Conclusions and Future Directions section integrates the study findings and 

concludes with future directions for research in response to this dissertation work. Appendix A to 

this dissertation includes the Human Subjects IRB documentation. Appendices B-G to this 

dissertation include the detailed crosswalks for each comorbidity index. A list of abbreviations 

used throughout the dissertation is provided in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Common abbreviations 

ACG Ambulatory Care Group Case-Mix Model 
ADG ambulatory diagnostic groups 
AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality  
AMI Acute Myocardial Infarction 
APR-DRG All Patient Refined Diagnosis-Related Groups 
AUC Area Under the Curve 
CABG Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Surgery 
CC Condition Categories 
CCI Charlson Comorbidity Index 
CDS or CDS-1 Chronic Disease Score Model 
CDS-2 Clark et al Adaptation of the CDS Model 
CDS-3 Fishman et al Adaptation of the CDS Model 
CMS Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Studies
CMS-HCC Hierarchical Condition Category 
Deyo-CCI Deyo et al Adaptation of the CCI Model 
DM-CCI Romano et al Adaptation of the CCI Model 
DRG Diagnostic Related Groups 
FFS Fee-for-service Medicare 
HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
HMO Health Maintenance Organization 
ICD-9-CM International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Manifestation codes 
ISPOR International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research 
IRB Internal Review Board  
MA Medicare Advantage Health Plan 
MAPD Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug 
NDC National Drug Codes 
OR Odds Ratio 
PPO Preferred Provider Organizations 
PSO Provider Sponsored Organizations 
Quan-CCI Quan et al Adaptation of the CCI model 
RCT Randomized Controlled Trials 
RR Relative Risk 
ROC Receiver Operator Curve 
STROBE Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology  
TCC Therapeutic Class Codes 
VA Veteran Health Affairs 
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V. Review of the Literature 

 

 The following background sections provide an overview of theoretical frameworks and 

epidemiological data related to the aims of this dissertation. 

 

A. The Need for Risk Adjustment of Comorbidity 

     Administrative databases are increasingly being used for performance monitoring and 

comparative effectiveness research of healthcare in the United States [3]. In comparisons of 

performance, effectiveness and efficacy of healthcare services on outcomes (e.g., symptoms, 

death, utilization, or costs) it is essential to adjust for several parameters (i.e., multivariate 

analysis) including comorbidity and severity of disease [3].  Risk adjustment is a method of 

accounting for the morbidity of individual patients when making aggregate comparisons between 

population outcomes [4]. It is a necessary activity in observational epidemiologic, outcomes, and 

health services research, particularly when using administrative data where the cost of chart 

review is prohibitive [5].  Stratification by risk is a fundamental method in observational research 

[6]. It involves placing the data into subcategories, called strata, so that each subcategory can be 

observed separately [6]. Its many uses in observational studies include standardization, control of 

confounding, subgroup analysis in the presence of effect-measure modification, and to address 

selection bias of the type that occurs in matched case-control studies [6].  Risk adjustment for 

comorbidity is essential in studies evaluating prognostic risk factors, secondary prevention, 

clinical practice, technology, and health system design [15].  
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     Morbidity, defined as disease history, can be quantified as the presence of a single diagnosis 

or as the presence of multiple conditions (i.e., comorbidity or multimorbidity) [5]. The construct 

‘comorbidity’ is a complex function of the type, number and severity of comorbidities in relation 

to the primary diagnosis [5].  While there is no gold standard to measure ‘true comorbidity’, 

researchers use the assumption that ‘true comorbidity’ is correlated with worse health outcomes, 

and increased health care utilization and costs [5]. Among Medicare populations, the risk of 

death increases with the type, number and severity of comorbidities [10,20]. 

 

B. Confounding by Indication as Confounding by Comorbidity 

     Risk adjustment for comorbidity is essential in observational studies where patients are not 

randomly assigned to different treatments or interventions [15], and these treatments or 

interventions may be at risk for confounding by indication – a type of confounding often 

encountered in observational epidemiologic studies of drugs or other clinical therapies [27].  

Confounding by indication as confounding by severity/prognosis/comorbidity is a scenario 

where the severity of the disease and its corresponding complications are important [27,28].  In 

this scenario, the indication of treatment may be related to the risk of future health outcomes 

which generates biased results due to the imbalance in the underlying risk profile between the 

treated and comparison groups [27]. For example, greater comorbidity decreases the likelihood 

that an older person will receive effective therapy for conditions including hypertension, diabetes 

mellitus, myocardial infarction, and glaucoma [29]. Increased disease burden is associated with 

lower compliance in the use of cardiovascular medications [30].  Hyperlipidemic patients who 

received simvastatin had more prior hospitalizations than patients who received pravastatin [31].  
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C. Comorbidity and Cancer 

Age is associated with an increasing prevalence of disease and is an important risk factor 

for the development of cancer [32]. Morbidity, defined as disease history, can be quantified as 

the presence of a single diagnosis or as the presence of multiple conditions (i.e., comorbidity). 

The construct ‘comorbidity’ is a complex function of the number and severity of comorbidities in 

relation to the primary diagnosis [5].   The average cancer patients aged 70 years or older has 

three comorbid conditions [33].  Because comorbidity is associated with mortality, good research 

practice dictates that it be assessed in studies of cancer outcomes [5,6,34] Failing to account for 

comorbidity in statistical analyses may result in erroneous conclusions regarding the parameters 

of interest [34].  

     Comorbidity plays an important role in the detection, treatment, and prognosis of older 

patients with cancer [34,35].  Diagnosis of comorbidity affects the benefits and risks of cancer 

screening [36,37]. Stage of cancer at diagnosis has been associated with comorbidity burden [38-

40]. Cancer patients with comorbidities may be denied potentially beneficial treatments. Access 

to novel treatments are often limited for cancer patients with comorbidities since many clinical 

trials have restrictive eligibility criteria with regards to comorbidity burden – a situation that also 

impacts the external validity of clinical trials [34, 41-45].  Older cancer patients with 

comorbidities may receive less aggressive cancer treatments than those with no concomitant 

disease [46,56], as well as less aggressive treatment for their comorbid conditions [57,58].  

Comorbidity has been associated with worse all-cause survival among cancer patients 

[37,46,52,53,56,57,59-61], as well as may influence cancer-specific survival [62-68]. 

Collectively, these findings demonstrate that comorbidities are relevant to the prognosis of 
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cancer patients and that comorbidity can become a major confounder in oncological practice and 

studies of cancer in the elderly [33,34].   

      

D. Comorbidity and Ischemic Heart Disease 

Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States, and cardiovascular 

disease accounts for nearly 30% of all deaths annually (nearly 800,000 deaths) [72,73]. Many 

heart disease deaths could be avoided through improvements in lifestyle behaviors, treatment of 

risk factors, and addressing the social determinants of health (i.e., economic and social 

conditions that influence the health of individuals and communities) [72]. Unhealthy lifestyle 

behaviors (e.g., tobacco use, inadequate physical activity, poor diet, and excessive alcohol use) 

coupled with uncontrolled hypertension, elevated cholesterol, and obesity account for 80% of 

ischemic heart disease mortality in high-income countries such as the United States [72,74]. 

Additional medical interventions, such as secondary prevention and evidence-based procedures 

to treat ischemic heart disease have been shown to reduce deaths in the United States [72,75]  

Gaps in evidence may exist on the safety and effectiveness of interventions during real world use 

where lifestyle and medical interventions may be often used by diverse patient groups outside the 

controlled environment of clinical trials [76-79]. Older adults who may have many concomitant 

diseases, complex drug regimens and cognitive and functional decline are often excluded from 

RCTs which may limit the generalizability of RCTs to these populations [76]. Therefore, the 

impact of lifestyle and medical interventions on mortality in the real world in older adults is 

often explored via large retrospective cohort studies. The majority of cohort studies evaluating 

the effect of interventions on mortality among ischemic heart disease patients in community 
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settings utilize risk adjustment to evaluate confounding [76,80,81]; however, some researchers 

have chosen to not adjust their analyses for comorbidity [82,83]. 

 

E. Comorbidity and All-Cause Mortality  

     While net disease-specific survival is an important policy-based statistic and crude probability 

of death is an important patient prognosis statistic [32], many researchers have elected to focus 

on all-cause mortality since it minimizes the misattribution inherent in cause of death, focuses 

appropriate perspective for policy, and is of primary interest to patients [37,46,52,53,56,57,59-

61,69,70].   This relationship between comorbidity and a specific disease is partially addressed 

by the theory of competing events which allows for the estimation of cumulative crude (in the 

presence of other causes) cause-specific probability of death for a population diagnosed with a 

condition [69].  As an example, Cronin et al reported that while relative survival may be the 

same for different age groups (i.e., static stage relative survival) among women with regional 

breast cancer, the crude cumulative probability of death due to a specific cancer dropped off as 

age increased, due to hazards from other causes [69].  However, this model requires the 

assumption of independent competing risks; an assumption which can be violated if risk factors 

influence multiple causes of death [69].  Several investigators have reported evidence of 

potential biologic interaction between cancer and co-occurring morbidity [37,63,71]. 

    

F. Comorbidity Models 

     Over the last 30 years, numerous methods of have been developed to quantify morbidity via 

valid and reliable processes [5]. In most cases, a single score is based on a measure of the 
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severity or weight of an individual diagnosis or as the summation of these weights across 

multiple diagnoses.  The use of a single risk score provides utility and allows for the 

simplification of the complex range of diagnostic possibilities. For example, there are 25,000 

International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Manifestation (ICD-9-CM) codes, 

each representing unique diagnoses.  The use of a single risk score also can allow for the use of 

more parsimonious statistical models (i.e., minimizes the risk of over fitting) [5,7].   It should be 

noted that there are comorbidity indices that do not combine conditions using weights into a 

single summary score, but rather use multiple categorical (e.g., the Elixhauser model) or binary 

variables (ambulatory care groups) for each diagnostic group [5].  The predictive performance of 

claims-based comorbidity scores depends on several factors, including 1) the clinical conditions 

included in the score and their relative weights; 2) the distribution of comorbid conditions in the 

source population; 3) the endpoint of a study; and 4) the accuracy of the administrative data [8].  

The predictive performance of two scores can be compared when the other factors are held 

constant [9,10]. 

 

G. Measuring the Validity of a Comorbidity Model 

     The validity of a comorbidity index is assessed by the score’s predictive validity, defined as 

the score’s ability to predict the outcome of interest [5].  For continuous outcomes, the validity is 

measured as an improvement in the R2, or explained variance, of a linear regression model after 

adding the comorbidity score of interest to a baseline demographic model [5]. The explained 

variance improves as R2 increases [5].  For dichotomous outcomes, the validity of a score that 

lies on a continuous or graded scale is measured as a comparison between the predicted and 
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observed outcomes defined as the c statistic or area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operator 

curve (ROC) [5,84,85,86]. An AUC of 1 indicates perfect prediction and an AUC of 0.5 

represents a chance prediction [5,84,85,86]. The validity of a comorbidity score to predict binary 

outcomes can also be assessed by the strength of the association between the comorbidity index 

and the outcome, in terms of the odds ratio (OR) or the relative risk (RR) per increment in score 

[5].The reliability of comorbidity indices are generally not reported, but are inferred from other 

publications addressing the data quality of the administrative data source since the computation 

of the indices is completely reproducible in the same data set [5].  

 

H. ICD-9-CM-based Comorbidity Indexes 

 

H.1. The Charlson Comorbidity Index Model (CCI). 

      The CCI is one of the most ubiquitous risk stratification tools in the medical literature 

[11,12,87]. A 2005 literature search by Needham et al reported 2,163 citations referencing the 

Charlson Index [87]. The model was designed to classify comorbid conditions to predict 

mortality for use in longitudinal studies [11]. The Charlson score is a weighted index of 19 

conditions designed to quantify the number and seriousness of comorbid diseases [11]. The CCI 

score is the sum of the weights for all prevalent conditions as described in Table 2 [11].      
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Table 2. Weighted index of comorbidity for the Charlson Comorbidity Index  
 (Source: Charlson,  1987) 

Assigned weights 
for diseases Conditions 

1 Myocardial infarct  
 Congestive heart failure 
 Peripheral vascular disease 
 Cerebrovascular disease 
 Dementia 
 Chronic pulmonary disease 
 Connective tissue disease 
 Ulcer disease 
 Mild liver disease 
 Diabetes 

2 Hemiplegia 
 Moderate or severe renal disease 
 Diabetes with end organ damage 
 Any tumor 
 Leukemia 
 Lymphoma 

3 Moderate or severe liver disease 
6 Metastatic solid tumor 

 AIDS 

Assigned weights for each condition that a patient has.  The total equals the score. Example: 
chronic pulmonary (1) and lymphoma (2) = total score (3). 

 

      Charlson et al designed the model to predict one-year mortality among a cohort of 589 

hospitalized patients [11]. The authors tested the model’s ability to predict 10-year mortality in a 

second cohort of 685 patients with histologically proven primary carcinoma of the breast [11].  

Charlson et al reported that 8%, 25%, 48%, 59% of patients died within the “0”, “1”, “2” and “≥ 

3” score categories, respectively [11].     

     In their systemic review of articles published between 1966 and 2000,  De Groot, et al 

compared the CCI with the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale, Kaplan-Feinstein Index, and Index 

of Coexistent Disease and identified correlation coefficients of > 0.40, "good" test-retest 

reliability and "moderate to good" inter-rater reliability for the CCI [12,35]. The authors also 

reported that the CCI correlated significantly with mortality, disability, readmission, and length 

of stay outcomes, suggesting good predictive validity [12,35]. This led de Groot, et al, to 

conclude that the CCI is a valid and reliable method for assessing co-morbidity in clinical 
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research [12,35].  Hall et al’s review of papers representing a diverse and relatively large 

experience with the CCI provided evidence that the scores consistently correlate with disease 

specific survival, overall survival, or treatment-related complications, confirming its predictive 

validity [12]. 

     Five research groups (Deyo et al, Romano et al, D’Hoore et al, Ghali et al, and Quan et al) 

have independently adapted the CCI for use with administrative databases by matching five digit 

ICD-9-CM codes to the comorbid disease definitions used in the original Charlson Index, with 

the Deyo et al and Romano et al (Dartmouth-Manitoba group) being the most popular 

[5,11,13,15,87,88-90].  Both groups expanded the CCI to include additional, conceptually similar 

ICD-9 diagnoses, as well as procedure codes [13,88,91]. Similar to the CCI, the DM-CCI model 

grouped diagnostic codes into similar disease categories each with an associated risk weight that 

was then summed to produce the score [91]. The resulting score ranged from no disease (i.e., 

zero) to higher scores indicating a more severe burden of disease [91].  In their 1992 study 

evaluating outcomes for 27,111 Medicare beneficiaries who underwent lumbar spinal surgery in 

1985, Deyo et al reported that their adaptation of the original CCI (Deyo-CCI) was significantly 

associated with six week postoperative mortality [88].  In 1993, the Dartmouth-Manitoba (DM) 

group published the coding crosswalk for the DM-CCI adaptation of the CCI [13].  Table 3 

describes and contrasts the Deyo-CCI and subsequent DM adaption of the Charlson Index (DM-

CCI) score [13].  In general, the Deyo-CCI model represents a stricter interpretation of the 

original CCI definitions, whereas the DM-CCI model assignments include conceptually similar 

conditions that were not explicitly mentioned in Charlson’s original paper [13,87].  Both 
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adaptations collapse three items on the original CCI (“any tumor”, “leukemia”, and 

“lymphoma”) into one item (“any malignancy”) [87].  

   Table 3. Comparison of Charlson Index adaptations by Deyo et al and Romano et al (Source: Romano,  1993) 

Conditions Deyo et al Romano et al 
Myocardial infarction  410.xx, 412* 410.xx, 412* 
Congestive heart failure 428.x 402.01, 02.11, 402.91, 425.x, 428.x, 429.3† 
Peripheral vascular disease 441.x*, 443.9* 785.4*, V3.4*, 

38.48(P) 
440.x*, 441x*, 442.x*, 443.1-443.9*, 447.1*, 785.4*, 
38.13-8.14(P)*, 38.16(P), 38.18(P)*, 38.33-38.34(P)*, 
38.36(P)*, 38.38(P)*,38.43-38.44(P)*, 38.46(P)*, 
38.48(P)*, 39.22-39.26(P)*, 39.29(P)* 

Cerebrovascular disease 430-437.x, 438* 362.34, 430-436, 437-437.1, 437.9, 438, 781.4, 784.3, 
997.0, 38.12(P), 38.42(P) 

Dementia 290.x* 290.x*, 331-331.2* 
Chronic pulmonary disease 490-496*, 500-505*, 506.4* 415.0*, 416.8-416.9*, 491.x-494*, 496* 
Rheumatologic disease 710.0-710.1*, 710.4*, 7147.0-

714.2*, 714.81*, 725* 
N/A‡ 

Peptic ulcer disease 531.4x-531.7x*, 532.4x-532.7x*, 
533.4x-533.7x*, 534.4x-534.7x, 
531.0x-531.3x, 532.0x-532.3x, 
533.0x-533.3x, 534.0x-534.3x, 
531.9, 532.9, 533.9, 534.9 

531.xx-534.xx 

Mild liver disease 571.2*, 571.4*, 571.5*, 571.6x* 571.2*, 571.5-571.6*, 571.8-571.9* 
Diabetes (mild to moderate) 250.0-250.3x*, 250.7x*  250.0x-250.3x* 
Diabetes with chronic complications 250.4x-250.6x* 250.4x-250.9x*§ 
Hemiplegia or paraplegia  342.x*, 344.1* 342.x, 344.x 
Renal disease 582.x*, 583.0-583.7*, 585*, 586*, 

588.x* 
585-586*, V42.0*, V45.1*, V56.x*, 39.27(P)*, 39.42(P)*, 
39.93-39.95(P)*, 54.98(P)*, 

Any malignancy, including lymphoma 
and leukemia 

140.x,-172.x, 174.x-195.x, 200.xx-
208.xx 

140.x-171.x*, 174.x-195.x*, 200.xx-208.x*, 273.0*, 
273.3*, V10.46*, 60.5(P)*, 62.4-62.41(P)* 

Moderate or severe liver disease 572.2-582.8*, 456.0-456.2x* 572.2-572.4*, 456.0-456.2x*, 39.1(P)*, 42.91(P)§ 
Metastatic solid tumor 196.x-199.x 196.x-199.x*§ 
AIDS 0.42.x-0.44.x N/A || 

(P) follows all ICD-9-CM codes that describe procedures rather than diagnoses (Vol/III). 

*The codes with asterisks are included in the definition of a comorbidity if they are listed during either an index or prior hospital discharges; 
other codes are included only if recorded prior to the index discharge.  Each asterisk applies to all codes within the indicated range. 

†Several additional codes for hypertensive heart and renal disease with congestive heart failure were introduced n October 1, 1989: 404.01, 
404.03, 404.11, 404.13, 404.91, 404.93.  These codes will be incorporated into future reversion of the comorbidity algorithm.  

‡Rheumatologic disease was too rare to be included in our original adaptation of the comorbidity index; however, our recent revision for the 
Ischemic Heart Disease Patient Outcomes Research Team (IHDPORT) includes ICD-9-CM codes 710.x and 714.x. 

§ In the Dartmouth-Manitoba algorithm, these conditions take precedence over less severe comorbidities involving the same organ system. For 
example, a patient with metastatic solid tumor would have that comorbidity coded as present and any associated primary malignancy diagnoses 
would be ignored. Moderate-to-severe liver disease and complicated diabetes are treated in the same way, to avoid inadvertently double counting 
one chronic condition that may be characterized using multiple diagnosis codes in administrative data.  

||AIDS was too rare to be included in our original adaptation of the comorbidity index; however, our recent revision for the IHDPORT includes 
ICD-9-CM codes 042.x-044.x. 

      

     Four studies have compared adaptations of the CCI [87,89,92,93].  First, the DM group used 

multivariable Cox proportional hazards and logistic regression models to compare the adjusted 

relative risk of one-year mortality for the two adaptations among 4,121 patients discharged from 

a Manitoba hospital after undergoing coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) between 
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1980 and 1992 [87,92].  As part of their 1993 study, the authors reported modest differences 

between the two adaptations [87,92].  The authors highlighted the following primary differences 

between the two models: 1) the Deyo-CCI method does not treat cancer on the index 

hospitalization as a comorbidity, whereas the DM-CCI does; 2) the DM-CCI method uses a 

broader definition of peripheral vascular disease; 3) the DM-CCI method uses a broader 

definition of complicated diabetes [87,92].   

     Ghali evaluated the two adaptations ability to predict in-hospital mortality for 13,117 CABG 

operations in Massachusetts in 1990 and 1992 [89]. The study was based on study-specific 

weights applied to the two models [89]. The authors found substantial agreement (κ >0.70) 

between the two adaptations for 16 of 17 individual comorbidities [87,89].  The authors also 

reported perfect agreement in 90% of the cases [87,89].  Overall, the authors reported minor 

differences between the two adaptations.  Differences, when present, were related to the DM-

CCI model’s use of a less restrictive interpretation of the original diagnosis codes [89]. Third, 

Cleves et al evaluated the two adaptations ability to predict 30-, 90-, and 180-day mortality for 

three surgical, three non-surgical complications, and for combined medical and surgical 

admissions [87,93].  As part of the 1997 study, the authors reported that their results agreed with 

previous studies that had found little difference between the two adaptations; however, the DM-

CCI was slightly superior to the Deyo-CCI for predicting mortality [87,93].  For 180-day 

mortality following a medical admission, the AUC for the DM-CCI and Deyo-CCI methods were 

0.68 and 0.69 respectively [93].   

     Schneeweiss et al evaluated the two adaptations ability to predict 12-month mortality for 

141,161 residents of British Columbia, aged ≥ 65 years of age, who filled at least one 
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prescription for an angiotension-converting enzyme inhibitor or calcium channel blocker during 

the baseline year (1995-1996) [9]. As part of their 2001 study, the authors reported modest 

differences between the DM-CCI and Deyo-CCI  models when they were adjusted for age and 

sex (c = 0.771 vs. 0.768) [9].  The authors also reported that the DM-CCI model outperformed 

the Ghali et al adaptation of the CCI (c = 0.745) and the D’Hoore adaptation of the CCI (c = 

0.745), as well as models  based on patterns of medication use such as the original Chronic 

Disease Score model (c = 0.733) and the Clark et al adaptation of the Chronic Disease Score (c = 

0.718) [9]. 

       In 1997, Roos et al augmented the DM-CCI score to reflect complications for an analysis of 

one year mortality for 7,187 individuals with coronary artery bypass surgery, pacemaker surgery, 

hip fracture repair [91]. The authors reported that the inclusion of complication diagnoses only 

resulted in a minor effect on the comorbidity score [91]. However, they did find that the addition 

of  ICD-9 codes for acute myocardial infarction and additional codes for congestive heart failure 

and cerebrovascular disease increased the DM-CCI models performance to predict one year 

mortality [91]. The AUCs for coronary artery bypass surgery, pacemaker surgery, and hip were 

0.68, 0.77 and 0.76 for the augmented DM-CCI index compared to 0.64, 0.70, and 0.75 for DM-

CCI model without the additional codes [91]. However, the authors did not provide statistical 

evidence to support their findings [91]. 

     In 2003, Schneeweiss et al adapted the DM-CCI model to predict one year mortality among a 

heterogeneous Medicare population [10].  The study participants included beneficiaries from 

New Jersey (n = 235,881) and Pennsylvania (n=230,913) who had complete drug coverage either 

through Medicaid or a statewide pharmacy assistance program [10].  The authors derived 
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empirical weights in the New Jersey population and tested the performance of the new model in 

the Pennsylvania population [10]. Table 4 describes the conditions according to the DM-CCI 

with the original CCI and the elderly specific weights derived from the New Jersey Medicare 

data [10].       

Table 4. Conditions according to the Romano adaptation of the Charlson Index for use with claims data with 
original Charlson index weights and weights derived from New Jersey Medicare Data (N=235,881) for the 
same conditions   (Source: Schneeweiss,  2003) 

Conditions 

Prevalence 
in New 

Jersey in % 

New Jersey Odds-ratio 
Estimates (95% 

Confidence Interval)* 

Original Charlson 
Weights vs. Assigned 

NJ Medicare 
Weights** 

Myocardial infarct  4.3 1.23 (1.15-1.31) 1 vs. 1 
Congestive heart failure 15.1 2.09 (2.01-2.17) 1 vs. 2 
Peripheral vascular disease 13.3 1.55 (1.49-1.61) 1 vs. 1 
Cerebrovascular disease 11.4 1.42 (1.36-1.48) 1 vs. 1 
Dementia 6.2 2.16 (2.06-2.27) 1 vs. 3 
Chronic pulmonary disease 12.4 1.66 (1.59-1.73) 1 vs. 2 
Connective tissue disease 2.2 1.09 (0.98-1.21) 1 vs. 0 
Ulcer disease 3.4 1.03 (0.96-1.11) 1 vs. 0 
Mild liver disease 0.3 1.73 (1.41-2.12) 1 vs. 2 
Diabetes 12.0 1.37 (1.31-1.44) 1 vs. 1 
Hemiplegia 2.1 1.44 (1.33-1.56) 2 vs. 1 
Moderate or severe renal disease 1.6 2.54 (2.34-2.76) 2 vs. 3 
Diabetes with end organ damage 5.1 1.57 (1.48-1.67) 2 vs. 2 
Any tumor 5.8 1.85 (1.75-1.95) 2 vs. 2 
Leukemia †  2 vs. † 
Lymphoma †  2 vs. † 
Moderate or severe liver disease 0.1 3.24 (2.47-4.26) 3 vs. 4 
Metastatic solid tumor 1.7 5.94 (5.50-6.40) 6 vs. 6 
AIDS 0.1 3.26 (2.13-4.98) 6 vs. 4 

*Odds ratio of dying during the follow up comparing patients with the condition versus subjects without. 

** A 35% increase in the risk of dying is reflected in a one-point increase in weights.  

†Leukemia and lymphoma are included in the “any tumor” category in Romano’s adaptation of the Charlson 
Index for use with claims data. 

 

     Based on the validation sample, Schneeweiss et al reported that the new elderly specific 

weights performed 8.3% better than the original DM-CCI weights suggested by Romano et al 

and Charlson et al (c = 0.765 vs. 0.757) [10].  Based on the data in the development sample and 

the original published weights, the authors also reported that the single weighted score based on 

ICD-9-diagnoses (DM-CCI) performed 60% better than one based on patterns of medication use 

(Chronic Disease Score, or CDS-1)(c = 0.771 vs. 0.703) [10]. Furthermore, the authors reported 
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that the Elixhauser model based on 30 individual conditions had the highest performance in the 

development sample (c = 0.781, 95%CI 0.778-0.785) [10]. 

     In 2004, Southern et al compared the Deyo-CCI to the Elixhauser comorbidity measurement 

to predict in-hospital mortality among 4,833 patients discharged from the hospital with a 

diagnosis of myocardial infarction [14]. However, the authors had to decompose the Deyo-CCI 

model and use the 17 comorbidity categories individually, as opposed to the weighted summary 

score, since the Elixhauser method does not have a weighted scoring system [14].  The authors 

reported that the Elixhauser model outperformed the Deyo-CCI model in predicting in-hospital 

mortality, with higher c-statistic values (c = 0.793 vs. 0.704) [14].   

     In 2005, Quan et al translated the Deyo-CCI model to ICD-10 CM codes [15].  The authors 

reported that the translation process produced modified and enhanced ICD-9-CM coding 

algorithms for the Deyo-CCI models in terms of in-hospital mortality among 55,585 hospitalized 

patients over 17 years of age [15].  The c statistics for the original ICD-9-CM version of the 

Deyo-CCI model and the Quan et al revised ICD-9-CM version of the Deyo-CCI model (Quan-

CCI) were 0.842 and 0.859, respectively [15]. The authors also compared the enhanced Quan-

CCI model to an enhanced version of the Elixhauser model.  The C-statistic was 0.859 for the 

enhanced Quan-CCI model and 0.878 for the enhanced version of the Elixhauser model [15]. 

 

H.2. The Elixhauser Model.   

     In 1998, Elixhauser et al introduced a new method for measuring comorbidity using 30 

comorbidity categories based on ICD-9-CM codes [25]. The ICD-9-CM codes assigned to the 30 

conditions are described in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Definition of comorbidities for the Elixhauser Model (Source: Elixhauser, 1998) 

Comorbidity ICD-9-CM Codes 
DRG Screen: Case Does Not Have the 
Following Disorders (DRG) 

Congestive heart failure  398.91, 402.11, 404.11, 404.13, 404.91, 404.93, 
428.0-428.9 

Cardiaca 

Cardiac arrhythmias 426.10, 426.11, 426.13, 426.2-426.53, 426.6-
426.89, 427.0, 427.2, 427.31 

Cardiaca 

Valvular disease 093.20-093.24, 394.0-397.1, 424.0-424.91, 746.3-
746.6, V42.2, V43.3 

Cardiaca 

Pulmonary circulation disorders 416.0-416.9, 417.9 Cardiaca  or COPD (88) 
Peripheral vascular disorders 440.0-440.9, 441.2, 441.4, 441.7, 441.9, 443.1-

443.9, 447.1, 557.1, V43.4 
Peripheral vascular (130-131) 

Hypertension (combined)   
  Hypertension, uncomplicated 401.1, 401.9 Hypertension (134) 
  Hypertension, complicated 402.10, 402.90, 404.10, 404.90, 405.11, 405.11, 

405.19, 405.91, 405.99 
Hypertension (134) or Cardiaca  or Renala   

Paralysis 342.0-342.12, 342.9-344.9 Cerebrovascular (5,14-17) 
Other neurologic disorders 331.9, 332.0, 333.4, 333.5, 334.0-335.9, 340, 341.1-

341.9, 345.00-345.11, 345.40-345.51, 345.80-
345.91, 348.1, 348.3, 780.3, 784.3 

Nervous system (1-35) 

Chronic pulmonary disease 490-492.8, 493.00-493.91, 494, 495.0-505, 506.4 CPD (88) or asthma (96-98) 
Diabetes, uncomplicated 250.00-250.33 Diabetes (294-295) 
Diabetes, complicated 250.40-250-73, 250.90-250.93 Diabetes (294-295) 
Hypothyroidism 243-244.2, 244.8, 244.9 Thyroid (290) or endocrine (300-301) 
Renal failure 403.11, 403.91, 404.12, 404.92, 585, 586, V42.0, 

V45.1, V56.0, V56.8 
Kidney transplant (302) or renal 
failure/dialysis (316-317) 

Liver disease 070.32, 070.33, 070.54, 456.0, 456.1, 456.20, 
456.21, 571.0, 571.2, 571.3, 571.40-571.49, 571.5, 
571.6, 571.8, 571.9, 572.3, 572.8, V42.7 

Livera 

Peptic ulcer disease excluding bleeding 531.70, 531.90, 532.70, 532.90, 533.70, 533.90, 
534.70, 534.90, V12.71 

GI hemorrhage or ulcer (174-178) 

AIDSb 042-044.9 HIV (488-490) 
Lymphoma 200.00-202.38, 202.50-203.01, 203.8-203.81, 238.6, 

273.3, V10.71, V10.72, V10.79 
Leukemia/lymphomaa 

Metastatic cancer 196.0-199.1 Cancera 
Solid tumor without metastasis 140.0-172.9, 174.0-175.9, 179-195.8, V10.00-V10.9 Cancera 
Rheumatoid arthritis/collagen vascular 
diseases 

701.0, 710.0-710.9, 714.0-714.9, 720.0-720.9, 725 Connective tissue (240-241) 

Coagulopathy 286.0-286.9, 287.1, 287.3-287.5 Coagulation (397) 
Obesity 278.0 Obesity procedure (288) or 

nutrition/metabolic (296-298) 
Weight loss 260-263.9 Nutrition/metabolic (296-298) 
Fluid and electrolyte disorders 276.0-276.9 Nutrition/metabolic (296-298) 
Blood loss anemia 280.0 Anemia (395-396) 
Deficiency anemias 280.1-281.9, 285.9 Anemia (395-396) 
Alcohol abuse 291.1, 291.2, 291.5, 291.8, 291.9, 303.90-303.93, 

305.00-305.03, V113 
Alcohol or drug (433-437) 

Drug abuse 292.0, 292.82-292.89, 292.9, 304.00-304.93, 
305.20-305.93 

Alcohol or drug (433-437) 

Psychoses 295.00-298.9, 299.10-299.11 Psychoses (430) 
Depression 300.4, 301.12, 309.0, 309.1, 311 Depression (426) 

a. Definitions of DRG groups: Cardiac: DRGs 103-108, 110-112, 115-118, 120-127, 129, 132-133, 135-143; Renal: DRGs 302-305, 315-333; 
Liver: DRGs 199-202, 205-208; Leukemia/lymphoma: DRGs 400-414, 473, 492; Cancer: DRGs 10, 11, 64, 82, 172, 173, 199, 203, 239, 257-
260, 274, 275, 303, 318, 319, 338, 344, 346, 347, 354, 355, 357, 363, 366, 367, 406-414.  
b. A hierarchy was established between the following pairs of comorbidities: If both uncomplicated diabetes and complicated diabetes are 
present, count only complicated diabetes. If both solid tumor without metastasis and metastatic cancer are present, count only metastatic cancer. 
 

     The Elixhauser method does not combine these conditions into a weighted score; instead the 

conditions are included as binary variables in a regression model to adjust for confounding 
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[10,25]. The original model was designed to predict in-hospital mortality and was developed 

using 1,779,167 inpatient admissions from 438 acute care hospitals in California in 1992 [25].  

The authors reported that the greater the number of comorbidities affecting the patient, the 

greater the likelihood of death in the hospital [25]. The comorbidities had independent effects on 

outcomes and the authors argued that they should not be simplified as an index because they 

affect mortality risk differently among different groups [25]. 

     In 2003, Schneeweiss et al evaluated the original Elixhauser model’s ability to predict one 

year mortality among a heterogeneous Medicare population from New Jersey (n = 235,881) [10]. 

The authors reported that the Elixhauser model, including age and sex, performed better than the 

DM-CCI and CDS-1 methods (c = 0.781, 0.771, 0.703) [10]. 

     In 2004, Southern et al evaluated the original Elixhauser comorbidity measurement to predict 

one-year mortality among 4,833 patients discharged from the hospital with a diagnosis of 

myocardial infarction [14]. As mentioned in the previous section, the authors reported that the 

Elixhauser model performed better than the Deyo-CCI methods (c = 0.793 vs. 0.704) [14].   

     In 2005, Quan et al translated the original Elixhauser model to ICD-10 CM codes [15].  

Similar to their experience with the Deyo-CCI, the authors reported that the translation process 

produced modified and enhanced ICD-9-CM coding algorithms for the Elixhauser models in 

terms of in-hospital mortality among 55,585 hospitalized patients over 17 years of age [15].  As 

mentioned in the previous section, the authors reported that the enhanced Elixhauser model 

performed better than the Quan-CCI method (c = 0.878 vs. 0.859) [15].   

     While there is some evidence that the Elixhauser method has superior outcomes prediction 

over the more common adaptations of the CCI, the Elixhauser method has not been widely 
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applied [14].  Schneeweiss et al argue that the inclusion of 30 additional parameters may not be 

feasible and may seriously affect the statistical power when analyzing small patient subgroups 

with rare exposures [10].  The authors continue their argument stating that the application is 

further limited by computational constraints if comorbidity is modeled as a time-varying 

covariate, which is an increasing popular analytic option for longitudinal claims data [10]. 

 

H.3. The All Patient Refined Diagnosis-Related Groups (APR-DRG).   

     In 1983, Medicare adopted the APR-DRG as part of their DRG-based prospective payment 

system for inpatient admissions [94,95].  The model was designed to severity adjust inpatient 

stays for reimbursement by Medicare.  Originally, the DRG categories were clinically derived; 

however, the later APR-DRG model was based on empirical refinements to the model using 

ICD-9-CM codes documented in the claims data from 1.5 million hospitalizations [94].  The 

APR-DRG was developed by 3M Health Information Systems and included 382 base diagnosis 

groups divided into four complexity subclasses (minor, moderate, major, and extreme) [94].  In 

1997, Lisa Iezzoni evaluated the performance of APR-DRGs to predict in-hospital death among 

11,880 patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 7,765 patients with coronary artery 

bypass graft (CABG) surgery, 18,016 patients with pneumonia, and 9,407 patients with 

medically treated stroke [94].  The AUC for AMI, CABG, pneumonia and stroke were reported 

as 0.84 (.83-.85), 0.83 (.81-.86), 0.78 (.78-.80), and 0.77 (.75 - .78) respectively [94]. 
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H.4. The Ambulatory Care Group Case-Mix Model (ACG).  

     The ACG model is a widely used diagnosis-based case-mix instruments in health 

maintenance organization (HMO), private and Veteran Health Affairs (VA) settings [16]. In 

1991, Weiner et al developed the Ambulatory Care Group (ACG) case-mix model which 

measures a population’s illness burden via the assignment of  ICD9-CM codes to one of 34 

groups based on the expected effect the conditions will have on health care utilization [16,96].  

The 34 ambulatory diagnostic groups (ADG) were derived from primary and secondary 

diagnoses made during outpatient health care visits over a six month time period [96,97]. 

Ambulatory diagnostic groups are binary (0,1) variables, with 1 indicating that the person met 

the criteria for that particular diagnostic group [96,97].  Ultimately, each individual is 

categorized into a single mutually exclusive ACG among the 51 ACG categories [96]. The 

authors reported that a regression model, with age, sex and ADG as the independent variables 

explained 59% of the retrospective variance and 20% of the prospective variance in ambulatory 

visits [96,97]. The authors did not examine the predictive validity for mortality. 

     The current version of the ACG classifies patients using both inpatient and outpatient 

diagnosis codes into 32 ADGs based on specific clinical dimensions such as duration and 

severity [16]. Once each individual is assigned to pertinent ADGs, they are then assigned into 

one of 93 mutually exclusive adjusted clinical groups based on age, gender, and total number of 

ACGs [16]. 
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H.5. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Studies (CMS) Hierarchical Condition Category 

Model (HCC).  

In 2004, CMS implemented the CMS HCC model to adjust Medicare capitation 

payments to private health care plans for health expenditure risk of their enrollees [17].    The 

intended purpose of the CMS HCC model was to provide the Medicare Advantage (MA) health 

plans that care for the sickest patients the resources to do so; thereby, promoting fair payments 

that reward efficiency and encourage excellent care for the chronically ill (i.e., a health-based 

payment system) [17].  The CMS HCC model was derived from an earlier CMS-deployed health-

based payment adjustor, the principal inpatient diagnostic cost group (PIP-DCG) model, which 

was based on demographics and a beneficiary’s worst principal inpatient diagnosis [17]. The 

CMS HCC diagnostic classification system first classifies each of over 15,000 ICD-9-CM codes 

into 804 diagnostic groups, or DxGroups [17].  Each ICD-9-CM code maps to exactly one 

DxGroup, which represents a well-specified medical condition [17]. DxGroups are further 

aggregated into 189 condition categories (CC) [17].  CCs describe a broader set of similar 

diseases, generally organized into body systems, somewhat similar like ICD-9-CM major 

diagnostic categories [17]. Although they are not as homogeneous as DxGroups, CCs are both 

clinically-and cost-similar [17].  Hierarchies are imposed among related CCs, so that a person is 

only coded for the most severe manifestation among related diseases [17]. Although CMS HCCs 

reflect hierarchies among related disease categories, for unrelated diseases, CMS HCCs 

accumulate [17]. Because a single beneficiary may be coded for none, one, or more than one 

DxGroup or CC, the CMS HCC model can individually price tens of thousands of distinct 
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clinical profiles using less than 200 parameters [17]. The model’s structure thus provides, and 

predicts from, a detailed comprehensive clinical profile for each individual [17]. 

     The CMS HCC model generates a single risk score that is based on the following elements: 1) 

age/sex cells, 2) Medicaid enrollment interacted with sex and age/disabled entitlement status, 3) 

originally disabled status interacted with sex, 4) 70 CMS HCC diagnostic categories (based on 

3,000 ICD-9 CM codes collected from inpatient and outpatient claims with dates of service in the 

previous 12 months and described in Table 6), 5) interactions of diagnostic categories with 

entitlement by disability, and 6) disease interactions [17].   The CMS HCC model explains 9.8 

percent of the variation in future 12-month Medicare expenditures for Medicare beneficiaries 

[17].  Based on claims paid in both the FFS and M+C environment, individual CMS HCC scores 

and CMS HCC diagnostic categories are calculated for all Medicare beneficiaries twice a year 

and are provided to MA health plans on a monthly basis for all enrolled Medicare beneficiaries. 

The CMS HCC model was designed to explain variation in future 12-month Medicare 

expenditures for Medicare beneficiaries; however, it has also been found to predict the risk of 

binary events such as hospitalization [17,21].  

      To date, no published studies have evaluated the predictive validity of the CMS HCC model 

for one-year mortality among a general population of Medicare beneficiaries. However, the CMS 

HCC model was adapted to predict short –term mortality rates following hospitalization for 

Medicare beneficiaries [18-19].  Krumholtz et al calibrated their model using a derivation cohort 

based on a random sample of half of the hospitalizations for acute myocardial infarction (AMI) 

(N=140,120) in the 1998 Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) files [18].  
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Table 6. Description of CMS HCC Condition Categories  (Source: CMS  2013) 
Condition Categories Description 
HCC1 HIV/AIDS 
HCC2 Septicemia/Shock 
HCC5 Opportunistic Infections 
HCC7 Metastatic Cancer and Acute Leukemia 
HCC8 Lung, Upper Digestive Tract, and other severe cancers 
HCC9 Lymphatic, Head and Neck, Brain, and other Major Cancers 
HCC10 Breast, Prostate, Colorectal and Other Cancers and Tumors 
HCC15 Diabetes with Renal or Peripheral Circulatory Manifestation 
HCC16 Diabetes with Neurologic or Other Specified Manifestation 
HCC17 Diabetes with Acute Complications 
HCC18 Diabetes with Ophthalmologic or unspecified Manifestation 
HCC19 Diabetes without complication 
HCC21 Protein-Calorie Malnutrition 
HCC25 End-Stage Liver Disease 
HCC26 Cirrhosis of Liver 
HCC27 Chronic Hepatitis 
HCC31 Intestinal Obstruction/perforation 
HCC32 Pancreatic Disease 
HCC33 Inflammatory Bowel Disease  
HCC37 Bone/Joint/Muscle Infections/Necrosis 
HCC38 Rheumatoid Arthritis and Inflammatory Connective Tissue Disease 
HCC44 Severe Hematological Disorders 
HCC45 Disorders of Immunity 
HCC51 Drug/Alcohol Psychosis 
HCC52 Drug/Alcohol Dependence 
HCC54 Schizophrenia 
HCC55 Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar, and Paranoid Disorders 
HCC67 Quadriplegia, Other Extensive Paralysis 
HCC68 Paraplegia 
HCC69 Spinal Cord Disorders/Injuries 
HCC70 Muscular Dystrophy 
HCC71 Polyneuropathy 
HCC72 Multiple Sclerosis 
HCC73 Parkinson’s and Huntington’s Diseases 
HCC74 Seizure Disorders and Convulsions 
HCC75 Coma, Brain Compression, Anoxic Damage 
HCC77 Respirator Dependence 
HCC78 Respiratory Arrest 
HCC79 Cardio- Respiratory Failure and Shock 
HCC80 Congestive Heart Failure 
HCC81 Acute Myocardial Infarction 
HCC82 Unstable Angina and Other Acute Ischemic Heart Disease 
HCC83 Angina Pectoris/Old Myocardial Infarction 
HCC92 Specified Heart Arrhythmias 
HCC95 Cerebral Hemorrhage 
HCC96 Ischemic or Unspecified Stroke 
HCC100 Hemiplegia/Hemiparesis 
HCC101 Cerebral Palsy and Other Paralytic Syndromes 
HCC104 Vascular Disease with Complications 
HCC105 Vascular Disease 
HCC107 Cystic Fibrosis 
HCC108 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
HCC111 Aspiration and Specified Bacterial Pneumonias 
HCC112 Pneumococcal Pneumonia, Empyema, Lung Abscess 
HCC119 Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy and Vitreous Hemorrhage 
HCC130 Dialysis Status 
HCC131 Renal Failure 
HCC132 Nephritis 
HCC148 Decubitus Ulcer of skin 
HCC149 Chronic Ulcer of Skin, Except Decubitus 
HCC150 Extensive Third-Degree Burns 
HCC154 Severe Head Injury 
HCC155 Major Head Trauma 
HCC157 Vertebral Fractures w/o Spinal Cord Injury  
HCC158 Hip Fracture/Dislocation 
HCC161 Traumatic Amputation 
HCC164 Major Complications of Medical Care and Trauma 
HCC174 Major Organ Transplant Status 
HCC176 Artificial Openings for Feeding or Elimination 
HCC177 Amputation Status, Lower Limb/Amputation Complications 
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The performance of the CMS HCC model compared to a medical chart abstraction model was 

tested using a validation cohort (N = 4,664) based on a linked sample of the remaining 

hospitalizations for AMI in the MEDPAR files and medical chart abstracted data for >200,000 

hospitalizations collected as part of the Cooperative Cardiovascular Project [18]. The authors 

reported strong agreement of the hospital risk-standardized 30-day mortality estimates between 

the two data sources [18].  The AUC for the CMS HCC model ranged from 0.69 to 0.71 [18].  

Based on the model’s consistent performance over several years and its agreement with the 

medical record model, the authors concluded that the CMS HCC model was suitable for profiling 

hospital performance based on 30-day mortality rates [18].  Today, the CMS HCC model is the 

risk adjustment methodology used by CMS for their Hospital Quality Compare website 

(www.hospitalcompare.hhs.gov). 

    In 2010, Li et al compared the performance of the CMS-HCC model to the CCI and 

Elixhauser comorbidity measures in predicting six month mortality following hospitalization.  

The  analysis used a homogenous sample of all community-dwelling fee-for-service Medicare 

beneficiaries with a hospital admission between January 1, 2006 and June 30, 2006, as well as 

four disease specific samples (i.e., AMI, CHF, stroke, and  diabetes mellitus) [20]. The AUC for 

the CMS-HCC, CCI and Elixhauser models were reported as 0.665 (0.658-.0.672), 0.652 (0.644-

0659), and 0.643 (0.636-0.651), respectively [20]. Across all disease samples, the CMS-HCC 

models had statistically significant higher c-statistic values than the CCI and Elixhauser methods 

[20]. The authors concluded that the CMS-model is preferred over the other two methods if 

information about the patient’s diagnoses prior to the index hospitalization is available [20]. 
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H.6. Miscellaneous ICD-9-CM-based Models.  

     While additional risk adjustment models based on administrative medical claims data have 

been reported in the medical literature, their application has been limited.  In 1991, the 

commercial firm Iameter developed the Acuity Index Method to explain in-hospital mortality 

[94].  However, the use of the Acuity Index Method model is limited.  Initial work by Mackenzie 

et al showed that the in hospital mortality AUC for the Acuity Index Method model was 0.73, 

very similar to the disease staging model [98]. 

      The MedStat Group (Ann Arbor) developed the disease staging model as a tool for inpatient 

risk stratification [99]. The tool is based on a subset of 420 conditions grouped into the following 

four stages based on physician judgment [99].  Currently, the disease staging model is used by 

the AHRQ to risk adjust the National Inpatient Survey [99].    

     In 1982, Young et al reported findings related to their patient management categories severity 

scale [100]. The patient management categories scale was designed for a broad range of patients 

and specifies the costs for 750 different care regimens into an interval scale [100].  

     In 1997, Lisa Iezzoni evaluated the performance of the disease staging model and the patient 

management categories severity scale model to predict in-hospital death among 11,880 patients 

with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 7,765 patients with coronary artery bypass graft 

(CABG) surgery, 18,016 patients with pneumonia, and 9,407 patients with medically treated 

stroke [94].  For the disease staging model, the AUC for AMI, CABG, pneumonia and stroke 

were reported as 0.86 (.85-.87), 0.77 (.74-.80), 0.80 (.80-.82), and 0.74 (.73 - .76) respectively 

[94]. The AUC for AMI, CABG, pneumonia and stroke were reported as 0.82 (.81-.83), 0.80 

(.78-.83), 0.79 (.79-.80), and 0.73 (.72 - .75) respectively [94]. 
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I. Prescription Claims-based Comorbidity Indexes 

     There has been growing interest in pharmacy-based risk models because individuals with 

chronic diseases are frequently prescribed a set of specific, identifiable drugs [16]. Pharmacy-

based risk models offer several advantages and disadvantages over diagnosis-based risk models. 

In terms of advantages, pharmacy-based risk models are a direct measure of treated morbidity 

and a direct link to clinical treatment [16]. Another concern among diagnosis-based systems is 

the variation among health care systems, facilities, and providers in the degree of completeness 

and reliability of coding measures [16]. Pharmacy data may be more complete in closed-model 

and capitated systems of care than diagnostic data [16]. It has been argued that pharmacy data 

are less subject to gaming by providers than diagnostic data because of the greater consequences 

of manipulating drug choices [16].  Pharmacy data are timelier than diagnostic data [16]. In terms 

of disadvantages, pharmacy-based systems only include conditions with established 

pharmacotherapy, can only be applied to populations with drug benefits, and will require more 

frequent updating than diagnosis-based systems because new drugs come on the market much 

more quickly than new diagnosis codes [16]. 

 

I.1. The Chronic Disease Score Model (CDS).  

      In 1992, Von Korf et al published their initial work to derive aggregate comorbidity scores 

based on outpatient pharmacy data collected during a one-year period and categorized into 17 

disease categories as described in Table 7 [22].  The Chronic Disease Score (CDS-1) leveraged 

administrative pharmacy data to assign 122,911 enrollees of a single HMO to chronic disease 
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groups based on selected medication classes [5,22].  An integer-weight was assigned to each 

grouping, which was then summed to an overall score [5,22].  As described in Table 6, the 

medication class inclusion, weighting and scoring logic for disease complexity and severity was 

developed via consensus judgment by a panel of health professionals [5,22].  Von Korf et al 

validated the CDS-1 as a predictor of physician-rated disease status, self-rated health status, 

hospitalization and mortality [5,22].  The authors reported that the probabilities of one-year 

hospitalization and one-year mortality steadily increased with increasing CDS-1 score [5,22]. 

Compared to the lowest CDS-1 score (0), the highest CDS-1 score category (7+) had a 10 times 

higher probability of dying in the next year based on the unadjusted CDS-1 score [5,22]. After 

controlling for age, gender, and health care visits, the adjusted odds ratio diminished to 5.02 

[5,22].    

          The Clark et al adaptation of the CDS score (CDS-2) was published in 1995 [97]. The 

CDS-2 score was based on outpatient pharmacy data collected during a six-month period and 

categorized into 28 disease categories, as well as adjusted for age and sex [97]. Using a split 

sample analysis, the authors developed their revised algorithm using 125,000 enrollees of a 

single HMO and evaluated the resulting score’s predictive properties using the remaining 

125,000 enrollees [97].  As part of this process, Clark et al based the new score on empirically-

derived weights for each of three outcomes: total health care costs, outpatient care costs and 

primary care visits [97].  
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Table 7. Definition of comorbidities for the Chronic Disease Score model (Source: Von Kroff, 1992) 

Chronic disease Medication class(es) Scoring rules 
Heart disease (1) Anticoagulants, hemostatics  

(2) Cardiac agents, ACE inhibitors 
(3) Diuretic loop 
 

One class = 3 
Two classes = 4 
Three classes = 5 

Respiratory illness (1) Isoproterenol 
(2) Beta-adrenergic, misc 
(3) Xanthine products  
(4) Respiratory products including 
bronchodilators and mucolytics 
but excluding cromolyn  
(5) Epinephrine 
 

One class = 2 
Two or more classes = 3 

Asthma, rheumatism Glucocorticids 
 

Score = 3 

Rheumatoid arthritis Gold salts 
 

Score = 3 

Cancer Antineoplastics 
 

Score = 3 

Parkinson’s L-Dopa 
 

Score = 3 

Hypertension (1) Antihypertensives 
(except ACE inhibitors) 
or calcium channel blockers 
(2) Beta blockers, 
Diuretics 
 

If class (1) = 2 
 
 
If class (2) & not (1) = 1 

Diabetes 
 

Insulin 
Oral hypoglycemics 
 

Score = 2 

Epilepsy 
 

Anticonvulsants 
 

Score = 2 

Asthma, rhinitis 
 

Cromolyn 
 

Score = 2 

Acne (1) Antiacne tretinoin 
(2) Topical macrolides 
 

Either class with 2+prescriptions filled = 1 

Ulcers Cimetidine 
 

Score =1  

Glaucoma Ophthalmic miotics 
 

Score =1 

Gout, hyperuricemia Uric acid salts 
 

Score =1 

High Cholesterol Antilipemics 
 

Score =1 

Migraines Ergot derivatives 
 

Score =1 

Tuberculosis Antitubercular agents Score =1 

 

     Compared to the original CDS-1 model, the author’s claimed that the CDS-2 had a stronger 

association with one-year mortality, one-year hospitalization, and health care utilization; 

however, no original data were presented [5,97].  Clark et al also compared the predictive validity 

of the CDS-2 to the ACG diagnosis-based score [97]. The authors reported that the CDS-2 was a 
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better predictor of mortality than the ACG model [97]. Compared to individuals in the 25-50 

percentile of respective scores, those in the top decile of CDS-2 and ACG scores were 500 times 

more likely and 69 times more likely to die in the next six months [97]. The CDS-2 explained 

10% of the prospective variance in total medical costs compared with 8% for ACGs [97].   

     In 2001, Schneeweiss et al evaluated the CDS-1 and CDS-2 ability to predict 12-month 

mortality for 141,161 residents of British Columbia, aged ≥ 65 years of age, who filled at least 

one prescription for an angiotension-converting enzyme inhibitor or calcium channel blocker 

during the baseline year (1995-1996) [9]. As part of their 2001 study, the authors also reported 

that the CDS-1 model outperformed the CDS-2 model when both models were adjusted for age 

and sex (c = 0.733 vs. 0.718) [9].  Both CDS adaptations performed worse than the DM-CCI 

model based on ICD-9-CM codes (c = 0.771) [9]. 

     In 2003, Schneeweiss et al evaluated the CDS-1 model’s ability to predict one year mortality 

among a heterogeneous Medicare population [10].  The study participants included beneficiaries 

from New Jersey (n = 235,881) and Pennsylvania (n=230,913) who had complete drug coverage 

either through Medicaid or a statewide pharmacy assistance program [10].  The authors derived 

empirical weights in the New Jersey population and tested the performance of the new model in 

the Pennsylvania population [10].  

     Table 8 describes the conditions according to the CDS-1 with the original CDS-1 weights and 

the elderly specific weights derived from the New Jersey Medicare data [10]. Based on the 

validation sample, the authors reported that the new elderly specific weights performed 43% 

better than the original CDS-1 weights suggested by Von Korff et al (c = 0.715 vs. 0.695) [10].  

Based on the data in the development sample and the original published weights, the authors also 
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reported that the single weighted score based on ICD-9-diagnoses (DM-CCI) performed 60% 

better than one based on patterns of medication use (CDS-1)(c = 0.771 vs. 0.703) [10].  

Table 8. Weights assigned to conditions in the Chronic Disease Score and weights derived from New Jersey Medicare Data (N=235,881) for the 
same conditions   (Source: Schneeweiss,  2003) 

Conditions and Medications Attributed to These Conditions According to Von 
Korff et al. (1982) 

Prevalence 
in New 
Jersey 

New Jersey 
Odds-ratio 

Estimates (95% 
Confidence 
Interval)* 

Original Charlson 
Weights vs. 
Assigned NJ 

Medicare 
Weights** 

Heart disease (1) Anticoagulants, hemostatics  
(2) Cardiac agents, ACE inhibitors 
(3) Loop diuretics 
 

One class  
Two classes  
Three classes 

42.3% 
16.3% 
2.3% 

1.45 (1.39-1.51) 
2.53 (2.42-2.64) 
3.14 (2.89-3.41) 

3 vs. 1 
4 vs. 3 
5 vs. 4 

Respiratory illness (1) Isoproterenol 
(2) Beta-adrenergic, misc 
(3) Xanthine products  
(4) Respiratory products including 
bronchodilators and mucolytics 
but excluding cromolyn  
(5) Epinephrine 
 

One class  
Two classes 

7.0% 
4.6% 

1.49 (1.41-1.58) 
1.89 (1.77-2.02) 

2 vs. 1 
3 vs. 2 

Asthma, rheumatism Glucocorticoids 
 

 8.7% 1.32 (1.28-1.40) 3 vs. 1 

Rheumatoid arthritis Gold salts 
 

 0.1% 0.80 (0.40-1.61) 3 vs. -1 

Cancer Antineoplastics 
 

 3.1% 2.18 (2.03-2.34) 3 vs. 3 

Parkinson’s disease L-dopa 
 

 1.8% 2.04 (1.87-2.24) 3 vs. 2 

Hypertension (1) Antihypertensives 
(except ACE inhibitors) 
or calcium channel blockers 
(2) Beta blockers, 
Diuretics 
 

Class (1) 
 
 
Class (2) not (1) 

18.4% 
 
 

10.4% 

0.95 (0.91-0.99) 
 
 

1.03 (0.97-1.08) 

2 vs. 0 
 
 

1 vs. 0 

Diabetes Insulin 
Oral hypoglycemics 
 

 16.2 1.42 (1.36-1.48) 2 vs. 1 

Epilepsy Anticonvulsants 
 

 4.0% 1.95 (1.83-2.08) 2 vs. 2 

Asthma, rhinitis Cromolyn 
 

 0.6% 0.54 (0.43-0.69) 2 vs. -2 

Acne (1) Antiacne tretinoin 
(2) Topical macrolides 
 

 0.2% 0.49  (0.28-0.86) 1 vs. -2 

Ulcers Cimetidine 
 

 27.7% 1.30 (1.25-1.34) 1 vs. 1 

Glaucoma Ophthalmic miotics 
 

 10.1% 0.94 (0.89-0.99) 1 vs. 0 

Gout, hyperuricemia Uric acid salts 
 

 3.1% 1.16 (1.08-1.26) 1 vs. 0 

High Cholesterol Antilipemics 
 

 10.0% 0.59 (0.55-0.63) 1 vs. -2 

Migraines Ergot derivatives 
 

 0.7% 0.84 (0.69-1.03) 1 vs. -1 

Tuberculosis Antitubercular agents  0.2% 1.81 (1.38-2.38) 1 vs. 2 

*Odds ratio of dying during the follow up comparing patients with the condition versus subjects without. 
** A 35% increase in the risk of dying is reflected in a one-point increase in weights. 
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          In 1999, Fishman et al adapted the CDS-1 score (i.e., CDS-3) for use as a predictor of 

hospitalization within multiple health maintenance organizations (HMO) populations [23]. The 

CDS-3 score was based on outpatient pharmacy data collected during a 12-month period and 

categorized into 29 disease categories, as well as adjusted for age and sex [23].  The revised score 

was based on empirically-derived weights that predicted hospitalization associated with chronic 

diseases among enrollees of two HMOs [23].  Putnam et al reported that the CDS-3 successfully 

predicted hospitalization risk within a group of 29,247 women aged 45 years or older enrolled in 

eight HMOs – odds ratios comparing the highest with the lowest deciles ranged from 8.9 to 10.2 

[23]. The authors did not examine one-year mortality as an outcome. 

 

I.2. The RxRisk model 

     In early 2003, Fishman et al further adapted the CDS-3 score as an all-ages and market 

segment pharmacy-based risk assessment model that can be easily replicated in multiple health 

care settings [101]. The new score, named the RxRisk, predicts future health care cost based on 

weights derived from an individual’s age, sex, benefit status (commercial, Medicaid, or 

Medicare) and chronic condition profile measured by pharmacy dispenses during a 12-month 

period [101].  The chronic condition profile was linked to 57 chronic conditions or clinically 

homogenous groups [101]. Fishman et al empirically-derived model weights using 1.4 million 

(93%) of the 1.5 million study subjects [101]. The authors withheld a 7% random sample to 

validate the model and test comparative validity against the ACG and HCC models [101]. Using 

the R2 criteria, the authors reported that RxRisk, ACG and HCC models explained 8.7%, 10.2%, 
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and 15.4% of the prospective variance in total health care cost [101]. The authors did not 

examine one-year mortality as an outcome. 

     In late 2003, Sloan et al further adapted the RxRisk score as a pharmacy-based risk 

assessment model for the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) population [102].  The 

recalibration of the RxRisk model to the VHA population resulted in substantial shifts in the 

method of categorization.  The new RxRisk-V model established 45 RxRisk categories limited to 

adults, as opposed to the 28 adult and 24 pediatric risk factors in the original RxRisk model [101, 

102].  In addition, the RxRisk-V model eliminated the cardiac disease and coronary/peripheral 

vascular categories and replaced them with the following five categories: anticoagulation, 

antiplatelet agents, arrhythmias, congestive heart failure/hypertension, and ischemic heart 

disease/angina [102].  Among 126,075 veteran users of VHA services in four states, Sloan et al 

reported that the 33 of the 45 classes had good-to-excellent one-year reliability and 25 classes 

had good-to-excellent criterion validity against ICD-9 diagnoses [102].  In terms of predictive 

validity, the RxRisk-V model accounted for 10% of prospective costs [102].  Sloan et al did not 

evaluate the use of the RxRisk-V model to predict mortality [102].  Among 161,202 veteran users 

of VHA services in four states, Sales et al compared the performance of the RxRisk-V model to 

predict future costs compared to the DCG/HCC model, the ADG model, and an age/sex model 

[103].  In their 2003 article, the authors found that the DCG/HCC model had the best 

performance (R2 = 0.15), followed by the ADG (0.12), RxRisk-V (0.12), and the age/sex (0.01) 

models [103].   

     In 2006, Farley et al compared the RxRisk-V model to the Romano adaptation of the Charlson 

index and the Elixhauser model to predict future costs among 20,378 members of a managed 
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care organization [104].  The authors reported that the Charlson and Elixhauser models 

performed similarly (R2 = 0.1172 and 0.1148, respectively), while the RxRisk-V model (R2 = 

0.1573) outperformed both [104]. The authors did not examine the mortality as an outcome. 

 

J. Clinical Data-based Comorbidity Indexes 

     The use of clinical information from medical records for severity adjustment provides an 

opportunity to collect robust data related to a patient’s risk.  However, the costs of clinical data 

are an impediment to their wide-spread use [94]. Furthermore, clinical data-based models are 

generally calibrated for hospitalized patients. As such, their application to larger heterogeneous 

populations is severely limited. 

 

J.1. Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation, refined score (APACHE III).  

     Published in 1991, the APACHE III physiology score produces an integer score from 0 to 299 

based on 17 physiological variables collected within 24 hours of intensive care unit (ICU) 

admission [94,105].  The model was designed to predict in-hospital mortality for ICU patients, 

and was validated using 17,440 ICU admissions at 40 US hospitals [105].  In 1997, Lisa Iezzoni 

evaluated the performance of the APACHE III physiology score to predict in-hospital death 

among 11,880 patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 7,765 patients with coronary 

artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery, 18,016 patients with pneumonia, and 9,407 patients with 

medically treated stroke [94].  For the APACHE III model, the AUC for AMI, CABG, 

pneumonia and stroke were reported as 0.83 (.82-.84), 0.72 (.70-.76), 0.81 (.81-.83), and 0.84 

(.83 - .85) respectively [94]. 
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J.2. MedisGroups. 

     Developed by MediQual Systems Inc, the MedisGroups severity measure was designed to 

calculate the probability of death, ranging from 0 to 1, within 30 days after admission based on 

67 disease groups [94].  The model relies on key clinical findings  typically used by physicians in 

evaluating specific patients – diagnoses, acute physiological findings, and routine test results 

[94].  MediQual Systems Inc empirically refined their model using a large, computational file 

containing KCFs from numerous hospitals in the U.S. – the “MedisGroups comparative 

database” [94].  In 1997, Lisa Iezzoni evaluated the performance of the MedisGroups severity 

measure to predict in-hospital death among 11,880 patients with AMI, 7,765 patients with 

CABG surgery, 18,016 patients with pneumonia, and 9,407 patients with medically treated 

stroke [94].  For the MedisGroups model, the AUC for AMI, CABG, pneumonia and stroke were 

reported as 0.83 (.83-.85), 0.73 (.70-.76), 0.85 (.85-.86), and 0.87 (.86 - .88) respectively [94]. 

While the MedisGroups model was initially used by several states to severity adjust inpatient 

data, most states ultimately moved to the DRG model citing cost and administrative burden 

concerns [94]. 

 

J.3. Miscellaneous Clinical Data-based Models.  

     While additional severity adjustment models based on clinical data have been reported in the 

medical literature, their application has been limited.  Examples include the Cleveland Health 

Quality Choice model developed by the Academy of Medicine of Cleveland, the Comprehensive 

Severity Index  model developed by International Severity Information Systems, Medicare 
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Mortality Prediction System developed by Health Care Financing Administration, Cardiac 

Surgery Reporting System developed by the New York Department of Health and the Northern 

New England Cardiovascular Disease Study Group developed by Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical 

Center [94]. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

 

     The methods, results, and conclusions of the study are presented in the following sections of 

the dissertation.  Table 9 provides an overview of the methods of the three studies. 

 

Table 9.  Schematic  of Study Design, Populations, and Analytic Approach by Specific Aims 

 Aim 1 Aim 2 Aim 3 

Study Design Retrospective cohort study using administrative data 

Population Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in three Medicare Advantage prescription drug health plans in Alabama, Florida, or Ohio 
in 2010 and 2011. 

Sample Heterogeneous population of 257,641 
participants 

Homogeneous populations consisting 
of 14,260 participants with selected 
cancers and 66,440 participants with 
ischemic heart disease 

66,440 participants with ischemic heart 
disease 

Analysis 
Approach 

The prospective predictive validity of 
five models to predict all-cause 
mortality during 2011 was compared 
via the C statistic test. 

The prospective predictive validity of 
five models to predict all-cause 
mortality during 2011 was compared 
via the C statistic test. 

Each comorbidity model’s ability to 
control for the confounding by 
indication was evaluated via logistic 
regression.  
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I. Methods 

 

A. Study Design 

 

A.1. Design 

     The study was based on a longitudinal cohort with one year of follow-up created from a 

retrospective administrative database of demographics and medical claims for Medicare 

beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare Advantage (MA) plans.  The design allowed for the 

assessment of prospective predictive validity - a process that uses data (i.e., demographic 

characteristics, diagnoses and prescriptions) collected during a historical time period (January 1, 

2010 – December 31, 2010) and evaluates the outcome of interest in a subsequent time period 

(January 1, 2011 – December 31, 2011). 

 

A.2. Study Population 

     According to a June 2007 report by The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, most of the 44 

million elderly and disabled people on Medicare (80%) have their health bills paid by the 

traditional fee-for-service (FFS) program; 20% (8.7 million) get their Medicare benefits through 

private health plans that receive payments from Medicare, now called “Medicare Advantage” 

plans [106]. Nationwide, over half of all MA enrollees live in six states (CA, FL, NY, OH, PA, 

and TX) [106]. In general, MA enrollees tend to be in better health than their counterparts in 

traditional Medicare [106].  Plans also enroll a smaller share of beneficiaries under age 65 with 

permanent disabilities [106]. In 2006, 6.2 million beneficiaries enrolled in local HMO, preferred 
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provider organizations (PPO), and provider sponsored organizations (PSO) plans, collectively 

referred to as local coordinated care plans, which cover Medicare Parts A, B, and Part D services 

within provider networks [106]. 

     The study population for Aim 1 included 257,641 Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in one of 

three MA prescription drug health plans in Alabama, Florida, or Ohio as of December 31, 2010.  

Participants were also required to have at least one month of enrollment in the respective health 

plans between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011.  

     The study population for Aim 2 included 66,440 participants with administrative evidence of 

ischemic heart disease and 14,260 participants with administrative evidence of lung cancer, 

prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic cancer, or endometrial cancer. Table 10 lists the 

ICD-9-CM codes used for inclusion in Aim 2. The logic was based on the ICD-9CM codes with 

reasonably high sensitivity for the six common cancers [107].  The logic was based on the 

inclusion logic for the CMS Chronic Condition Data Warehouse for coronary heart disease 

[108].   

 

Table 10. Specific Diagnostic Coding for Inclusion Criteria for Aim 2 

Condition Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 
Lung Cancer 162.0-162.9 
Breast Cancer 174.0-174.9 
Prostate Cancer  185 
Colorectal Cancer  153.0-153.4, 153.5-153.9, 154.0, 151.1 
Pancreas Cancer 157.0-157.3, 157.8,157.9 

Endometrial Cancer  182.0-182.8 

Ischemic Heart Disease 410.00, 410.01, 410.02, 410.10, 410.11, 410.12, 410.20, 410.21, 410.22, 410.30, 410.31, 410.32
410.41, 410.42, 410.50, 410.51, 410.52, 410.60, 410.61, 410.62, 410.70, 410.71, 410.72, 410.80
410.82, 410.90, 410.91, 410.92, 411.0, 411.1, 411.81, 411.89, 412, 413.0, 413.1, 413.9, 414.00,
414.02, 414.03, 414.04, 414.05, 414.06, 414.07, 414.12, 414.2, 414.3, 414.8, 414.9. 

 

     The study population for Aim 3 also included 66,440 participants with administrative 

evidence of ischemic heart disease. 
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A.3. Calculation of Specific Risk Models or Comorbidity Scores 

     The purpose of the current study was to compare the predictive validity (discrimination and 

calibration) of five measures of comorbidity when used as predictors of one-year all-cause 

mortality.  Medical, behavioral health, and pharmacy claim data with dates of service in 2010 

were used to generate published, pre-weighted scoring algorithms. ICD-9-CM codes from all 

positions were collected from inpatient and Part B claims. 

 

A.3.1. The Age Sex Model.  

     Based on data available from the CMS Monthly Membership Report (MMR) files, the 

demographic model was limited to age (as of December 31, 2010), sex and Medicaid enrollment 

(a proxy for socio-economic status).   In addition to providing a simple demographic model, the 

identification of these three variables allowed for all the models to be adjusted for a more direct 

comparison to the CMS-HCC model since all three variables are utilized in the CMS-HCC 

model. Sex and Medicaid status were modeled as binary outcomes.  Age was modeled as a 

continuous outcome. 

 

A.3.2.  The Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) Model 

     As described in Appendix B, the ICD-9-CM codes identified in the Romano et al method [13] 

and the Medicare weights described by Schneeweiss et al [10] were used to generate CCI scores 

based on medical claims (i.e., CMS UB-92 form and CMS 1500 form) with dates of service in 

2010. Similar to the original CCI, the adapted model grouped diagnostic codes into similar 

disease categories each with an associated risk weight that was then summed to produce the 
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score. The resulting score ranged from no disease (i.e., zero) to higher scores indicating a more 

severe burden of disease. Scores were calculated for all 257,641 participants using ICD-9-CM 

codes identified in any position (primary, secondary, etc.) collected from both professional and 

facility claims. Age, sex and Medicaid enrollment were added to the CCI model to allow for 

more direct comparisons with the CMS-HCC model. 

 

A.3.3. The Chronic Disease Score Model (CDS) 

     The current study utilized the CDS Utility tool published by the HMO Research Network Cert 

Data Coordinating Center to generate CDS scores based on pharmacy claims (i.e., 30-1 form) 

with script fill dates in 2010 [24].  The CDS Utility was based on the Clark version of the CDS 

[30] that was later adapted to multiple HMO populations by Putnam et al [23].  The CDS Utility 

calculated the composite score for total cost, outpatient cost and number of primary care visits 

using age, gender, and the presence or absence of the 29 disease categories [97]. The current 

study was limited to the CDS Utility sub score for total costs. The CDS Utility calculated the 

score using an age-gender group and the 29 disease categories. The score was generated for all 

257,641 beneficiaries using demographics and pharmacy claims. 

     The CDS Utility includes a dataset that links CDS categories to drugs via National Drug 

Codes (NDC) that were commonly used in the US prior to December 31, 2004.  As part of the 

current study, this crosswalk dataset was updated via a two-step process using a December 2010 

version of the First DataBank national drug data file. First, the crosswalk file was updated for all 

NDCs related to generic codes identified in original CDS Utility dataset. Second, the crosswalk 

file was updated for new generic codes that have been created since 2004 within the previously 
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identified Therapeutic Class Codes (TCC).  The primary indications for the newly identified 

generic codes were validated using information sourced from the Wolters Kluwer Health, 

American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, and the Cerner Multum and Thomson Reuters 

Micromedex databases, as well as the original Clark et al crosswalk of chronic disease and 

associated medication classes [97]. The results of the update are described in Appendix 

C. Medicaid status was added to the CDS model. 

 

A.3.4. The CMS Hierarchical Condition Category Model 

     The current study utilized the 2007 CMS-HCC model software, available on the CMS 

website, to generate the CMS-HCC community score based on medical claims (i.e., CMS UB-92 

form and CMS 1500 form) with dates of service in 2010 [109].  The software included the 

necessary SAS programs and files to generate CMS-HCC scores [109]. The score was calculated 

for all 257,641 participants using ICD-9-CM codes identified in any position (primary, 

secondary, etc.) collected from both professional and facility claims. The mapping of ICD9-CM 

codes to CC codes is described in Appendix D. 

 

A.3.5 The Elixhauser Model 

      The Agency for Healthcare Research (AHRQ) published an adapted version of the 

Elixhauser model on their website [26].  Version 3.7 of the AHRQ-Web algorithm, designed to 

model ICD-9-CM and Diagnostic Related Groups (DRG) for acute inpatient admissions, was 

used to generate the specific Elixhauser disease flags for the current study. The AHRQ-Web 
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algorithm creates comorbidity variables based on the presence of secondary diagnoses and 

redefines comorbidity group by eliminating DRGs directly related to them [26].  

     The current study utilized the Version 3.7 of the AHRQ-Web algorithm to generate the 

Elixhauser disease categories based on the 42,109 participants with at least one hospital 

admission in 2010 identified via a facility claim (i.e., CMS UB-92 form).  The last admission in 

2010 was used to create the disease categories for individuals with multiple admissions in 2010.    

Both ICD-9-CM and DRG inputs were used in the model. The ICD-9-CM and DRG codes used 

in the model are described in Appendix E. Age, sex and Medicaid enrollment were added to the 

Elixhauser model to allow for more direct comparisons with the CMS-HCC model. 

 

A.4. Mortality as the Outcome Measure 

     The outcome of interest was death in the subsequent 12 month period (January 1, 2011 – 

December 2011). Consistent with previous studies of mortality among Medicare beneficiaries, 

disenrollment reason due to death was captured via the health plan’s administrative systems [20]. 

CMS provided documentation of disenrollment reasons to the health plan via Monthly 

Membership Files files every 30 days for actively enrolled beneficiaries. Because of the 

deidentified nature of the data, only a binary indicator of death in 2010 was available and not 

specific date of death.  

 

A.5. Specific Design Methods for Aim 3: Randomization to Hypothetical Treatment 

     The 66,440 participants with ischemic heart disease in Aim 3 were randomly allocated to 

either 1) a group that had “received” a hypothetical “Drug A” in 2010 or 2) a group that had 
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“received” a hypothetical “Drug B” in 2010.  In order to evaluate the impact of confounding by 

indication, a weighting factor was applied to the randomization process in order to force the 

33,220 participants randomized to “Drug A” to have a 2.736 times higher likelihood of having at 

least one acute inpatient hospitalization in 2010 [OR 2.736 (95%CI: 2.645, 2.830; p<0.0001)]. In 

other words, “Drug B” would have been less likely to be prescribed to participants with a 

hospitalization.  This process allows for the measurement of each comorbidity model’s ability to 

control for a known example of confounding by indication. 

     The weighted randomization process entailed the creation of a uniform random number for all 

66,440 participants.  Next, participants with one or more hospitalizations in 2010 had 0.25 added 

to their random number.  The final step was t sort the dataset by the weighted random number 

and assign the 33,220 participants with the lowest weighted numbers to Drug B and the 33,220 

participants with the highest numbers to Drug A.  

 

B. Statistical Plan 

     All tests were two-sided tests with alpha = 0.05.  Data analyses were performed using SAS 

version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) software.  All scores were assessed for 

skewness and/or normality and transformed as necessary.  The CMS-HCC and CDS scores were 

log transformed for Aim 1, Aim 2, and Aim 3. The actual CMS-HCC was also used for Aim 3. 

 

B.1. Descriptive Statistics  

     Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the demographic and baseline characteristics 

of the study population. The results were expressed as means +- SD unless otherwise specified.   
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 B.2. Comparative Predictive Validity 

        In order to evaluate the comparative performance of the five models, the c statistic (AUC) 

was generated using the ROC curve capabilities incorporated in the SAS LOGISTIC procedure. 

The ROCCONTRAST statement was used to test whether the ROC curves for the various 

models were statistically different.  The CMS-HCC model was identified as the referent model in 

the ROCCONTRAST statement. Each of the models was tested against the CMS-HCC model in 

a single df test, as well as a test with k-1 degrees of freedom for multiple models. This method 

exploits the mathematical equivalence of the AUC to the Mann-Whitney U-statistic [84,110]. 

The method produces the Mann-Whitney U, the Somer’s D, Gamma and Tau-a statistics. The 

Mann-Whitney U test is commonly used in nonparametric two-group comparisons when the 

normality of the underlying distribution is questionable.  The Somer's D, Goodman-Kruskal 

gamma coefficient and the Kendal’s Tau are additional non-parametric measures of correlation 

based on the differences in concordant and discordant pairs.  

      

B.3. Contrast of Each Index’s Ability to Control Confounding – A Simulation Study 

     As part of Aim 3, the study evaluated the ability of each comorbidity model to control (i.e., 

estimate the true relative risk of 1) for the contrived simulation of confounding by indication 

using the SAS GENMOD procedure with the Poisson distribution (the binomial distribution 

failed to converge). Unadjusted and adjusted (via each comorbidity score) relative risks for  the 

mortality (the dependent variable) were produced for exposure to the hypothetical “Drug A’ (the 
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independent variable).  A priori, successful control was defined as a non-significant estimate of 

the true relative risk of 1.    

 

C. Results 

     The results of this dissertation work are summarized by Aim and Hypotheses below.   

 

C.1. Overall Characteristics of the Cohort 

     The demographic and baseline characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 11 by 

cohort. Among the 257,641 beneficiaries, 12,963 (5.0%) were identified with a date of death 

between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011. The average age of the beneficiaries was 71.2 

(±10.6) years of age.  The majority (80.20%) of beneficiaries were white.  Concurrent Medicare 

and Medicaid enrollment was identified for 50,482 (19.59%) beneficiaries.  

     The mean CCI, CDS, and CMS-HCC scores were 2.20 (±2.81), 3,365.96 (±2,510.27), and 

1.10 (±1.04). During 2010, 42,109 (16.34%) of the beneficiaries were found to have at least on 

inpatient admission, totaling 74,259 admissions.  The most and least frequently identified 

Elixhauser conditions were uncomplicated hypertension (21,455 admissions) and   peptic ulcer 

disease excluding bleeding (14 admissions), respectively. 
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Table 11 Baseline characteristics displayed as number (%) or mean (±sd) 

Score/measure/characteristic All Beneficiaries Selected Cancers 
Ischemic Heart 

Disease 
Number of Participants 257,641 14,260 66.640 
Age (sd) 71.22 (±10.26) 73.83 (±7.94) 73.35 (±9.32) 
Female (%) 147,778 (57.36%) 6,269 (43.96%) 31,866 (47.96%) 
Race/Ethnicity    
     White (%) 206,619 (80.20%) 11,368 (79.72%) 54,987 (82.76%) 
     African-American (%) 41,930 (16.27%) 2,495 (17.50%) 9,507 (14.31%) 
     Hispanic (%) 2,918 (1.13%) 158 (1.11%) 791 (1.19%) 
     Native American (%) 142 (0.06%) 5 (0.04%) 34 (0.05%) 
     Asian (%) 1,280 (0.50% 59 (0.41% 303 (0.46)% 
     Other (%) 2,749 (1.07%) 125 (0.88%) 597 (0.90%) 
     Unknown (%) 525 (0.20%) 15 (0.11%) 83 (0.12%) 
     Missing (%) 1,478 (0.57%) 35 (0.25%) 138 (0.21%) 
Dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid (%) 50,482 (19.59%) 1,869 (13.11%) 13,742 (20.68%) 
CCI (sd) 2.20 (2.81) 1.57 (1.17) 4.11 (±3.40) 
CDS (sd) 3,365.96 (2,510.27) 3665.91 (2503.50) 4,567.39 (±3,050) 
CMS-HCC (sd) 1.10 (1.04) 4.55 (3.02) 1.80 (±1.36) 
Elixhauser Model    
     Total Acute Inpatient Admissions 74,259 5,250 42,950 
     ≥ One Acute Inpatient Admission (%) 42,109 (16.34%) 3,257 (22.84%) 22,033 (33.16%) 
     congestive heart failure (%) 3,264 (1.27%) 175 (1.23%) 2,465 (3.71%) 
     valvular disease (%) 1,154 (0.45%) 95 (0.67%) 701 (1.06%) 
     pulmonary circulation disorders (%) 627 (0.24%) 54 (0.38%) 359 (0.54%) 
     peripheral vascular disorders (%) 2,488 (0.97%) 151 (1.06%) 1,871 (2.82%) 
     hypertension, uncomplicated (%) 21,455 (8.33%) 1,693 (11.87%) 11,186 (16.84%) 
     hypertension, complicated (%) 3,969 (1.54%) 238 (1.67%) 2,670 (4.02%) 
     paralysis (%) 855 (0.33%) 37 (0.26%) 440 (0.66%) 
     neurological disorders (%) 2,661 (1.03%) 124 (0.87%) 1,239 (1.86%) 
     chronic pulmonary disease (%) 7,805 (3.03%) 655 (4.59%) 4,517 (6.80%) 
     diabetes, uncomplicated (%) 9,459 (3.67%) 635 (4.45%) 5,645 (8.50%) 
     diabetes, complicated (%) 1,430 (0.56%) 64 (0.45%) 935 (1.41%) 
     hypothyroidism (%) 4,481 (1.74%) 328 (2.30%) 2,160 (3.25%) 
     renal failure (%) 3,669 (1.42%) 222 (1.56%) 2,513 (3.78%) 
     liver disease (%) 596 (0.23%) 24 (0.17%) 240 (0.36%) 
     peptic ulcer disease excluding bleeding (%) 14 (0.01%) < 5 7 (0.01%) 
     AIDS (%) 53 (0.02% < 5 15 (0.02%) 
     lymphoma (%) 268 (0.10%) 37 (0.26%) 128 (0.19%) 
     metastastic cancer (%) 563 (0.22%) 280 (1.96%) 226 (0.34%) 
     solid tumor without metastasis (%) 662 (0.26) 300 (2.10%) 336 (0.51) 
     rheumatoid arthritis/collagen vascular disease (%) 1,074 (0.42%) 61 (0.43%) 4,634 (0.70%) 
     coagulopathy (%) 1,134 (0.44%) 79 (0.55%) 614 (0.70%) 
     obesity (%) 3,135 (1.22%) 169 (1.19%) 1,554 (2.34%) 
     weight loss (%) 1,283 (0.50%) 107 (0.75%) 623 (0.94%) 
     electrolyte disorders (%) 8,249 (3.20%) 568 (3.98%) 4,163 (6.27%) 
     blood loss anemia (%) 440 (0.17%) 38 (0.27%) 218 (0.33%) 
     deficiency anemia (%) 4,908 (1.90%) 436 (3.06%) 2,458 (3.70%) 
     alcohol abuse (%) 872 (0.34%) 50 (0.35%) 321 (0.48%) 
     drug abuse (%) 519 (0.20%) 9 (0.06%) 164 (0.25%) 
     psychoses (%) 1,181 (0.46%) 51 (0.36%) 497 (0.75%) 
     depression (%) 2,954 (1.15%) 175 (1.23%) 1,297 (1.95%) 
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C.2 Results for Aim1: Evaluate the comparative predictive validity of the CMS-HCC model with 

four existing models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among a heterogeneous 

population of Medicare beneficiaries.  

 

Hypothesis1: Performance to predict death within 12 months among a large heterogeneous 

cohort of Medicare beneficiaries will be significantly different by comorbidity index.   

 

     Table 12 and Figure 1 describe the comparative predictive properties of the five algorithms. 

The area under the curve (AUC) values for the age/sex, adjusted CCI,  CMS-HCC, adjusted CDS 

models, and adjusted Elixhauser were 0.5549, 0.7376, 0.7661, 0.6964, and 0.6478 respectively. 

The differences between the AUC of the CMS-HCC model and the age/sex, adjusted CCI, 

adjusted CDS models, and adjusted Elixhauser were -0.2113 (p<0.001), -0.1183 (p<0.001), -

0.0286 (p<0.001), and -0.0697 (p<0.001). 

 

Table 12. ROC association statistics for Aim 1 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7661 0.00218 0.7619 0.7704 0.5323 0.5341 0.0509 
Age Sex 0.5549 0.00244 0.5501 0.5596 0.1097 0.1097 0.0105 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6478 0.00269 0.6425 0.6531 0.2956 0.2956 0.0282 
Adjusted CDS 0.6964 0.00248 0.6916 0.7013 0.3929 0.3936 0.0375 
Adjusted CCI 0.7376 0.00251 0.7327 0.7425 0.4752 0.4752 0.0454 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.2113 0.00325 -0.2176 -0.2049 4216.4952  <0.001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.1183 0.00282 -0.1239 -0.1128 1763.5005  <0.001 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.0697 0.00238 -0.0744 -0.0650 857.0586  <0.001 
Adjusted CCS-HCC -0.0286 0.00181 -0.0321 -0.0250 249.4697  <0.001 
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Figure 1. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 1 

 

 

 

C.3 Results for Aim 2: Investigate the comparative predictive validity of the five comorbidity 

models to predict all-cause mortality within 12 months among selected populations that are 

homogenous for ischemic heart disease and selected cancers (i.e., prostate cancer, lung cancer, 

colorectal cancer, breast cancer, pancreas cancer, and endometrial cancer).   

     The demographic and baseline characteristics of the participants with ischemic heart disease 

and the selected cancers are presented in Table 11 and Table 13. Among the 14,260 participants 

with all cancers, 1,384 (9.7%), 4,160 (29.2%), 6,594 (46.2%), 1,738 (12.2%), 152 (1.1%), and 

232 (1.6%) were identified with lung cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, 

pancreatic cancer, and endometrial cancer respectively per Table 12. 
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Table 13. Participants and mortality by condition 

Condition Participants (%) Deaths (% by type) 
Lung 1,384 (9.7%) 413 (29.8%) 
Breast 4,160 (29.2%) 217 (5.2%) 
Prostate 6,594 (46.2% 352 (5.3%) 
Colorectal 1,738 (12.2%) 197 (11.3%) 
Pancreas 152 (1.1%) 45 (29.6%) 
Endometrial 232 (1.6%) 11 (4.7%) 
Selected Cancers 14,260 (100%) 1,235 (8.7%) 
   
Ischemic Heart Disease 66,640 (100%) 5,502 (8.3%)

 

 

C.3.1 Results for Selected Cancers – Baseline Characteristics 

      Among participants with cancer, the average age of the beneficiaries was 73.83 (±7.94) years 

of age per Table 11.  The majority (79.72%) of beneficiaries were white.  Concurrent Medicare 

and Medicaid enrollment was identified for 1,869 (13.11%) beneficiaries. During 2010, 3,257 

(22.8%) of the beneficiaries were found to have at least on inpatient admission, totaling 5,250 

admissions.  The most and least frequently identified Elixhauser conditions were uncomplicated 

hypertension (1,693 admissions) and  peptic ulcer disease excluding bleeding/AIDS (both with 

less than 5 admissions), respectively. The mean CCI, CMS-HCC and CDS scores were 1.57 

(±1.17), 4.55 (±3.02), and 3,665.91 (±2,503.50), respectively.  

     As described in Table 13, 1,235 (8.7%) of the participants with the selected cancers had a date 

of death between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011.  There were 413 (29.8%), 217 

(5.2%), 352 (5.3%), 197 (11.3%), 45 (29.6%), 11 (4.7%) deaths among lung cancer, breast 

cancer, prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic cancer, and endometrial cancer patients, 

respectively.  
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Hypothesis2: The prospective predictive validity to detect death within 12 months among 

homogeneous cohorts of Medicare beneficiaries with administrative evidence of ischemic heart 

disease and any one of six selected cancers will significantly differ by model.   

 

Table 13 through Table 19 and Figures 2 through Figure 8 describe the comparative predictive 

properties of the five algorithms across the six cancers.  

 

C.3.2 Comparison of Indices among Population with the Selected Cancers 

       Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.8048) among the pooled 

14,260 participants with the selected cancers, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and 

CDS models were, 0.6094 (p<0.0001), 0.7739 (p<0.0001), 0.6927 (p<0.0001), and 0.6807 

(p<0.0001) per Table 14 and Figure 2, respectively.  

 

Table 14. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – selected cancers 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.8048 0.00660 0.7918 0.8177 0.6095 0.6108 0.00964 
Age Sex 0.6094 0.00812 0.5935 0.6254 0.2189 0.2189 0.0346 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6927 0000837 0.6763 0.7091 0.3854 0.3854 0.0610 
Adjusted CDS 0.6807 0.00808 0.6649 0.6966 0.3615 0.3618 0.0572 
Adjusted CCI 0.7739 0.00739 0.7594 0.7884 0.5478 0.5478 0.0867 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1953 0.01050 -0.2159 -0.1747 345.8022  <0.001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.1121 0.00896 -0.1296 -0.0945 156.5112  <0.001 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.1240 0.00853 -0.1407 -0.1073 211.5963  <0.001 
Adjusted CCI-HCC -0.0309 0.00567 -0.0420 -0.0197 29.5958  <0.001 
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Figure 2. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – selected cancers 

 

 

 

C.3.3 Lung Cancer Comparisons 

      Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.7002) among the 1,384 

participants with lung cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS models were 

0.5740 (p<0.0001), 0.7119 (p=0.3586), 0.6632 (p=0.0458), and 0.6810 (p=0.3051) per Table 15 

and Figure 3, respectively.  

Table 15. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – lung cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7002 0.0150 0.6708 0.7295 0.4003 0.4008 0.1678 
Age Sex 0.5740 0.0163 0.5421 0.6059 0.1480 0.1480 0.0620 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6632 0.0159 0.6320 0.6945 0.3264 0.3264 0.1368 
Adjusted CDS 0.6810 0.0158 0.6500 0.7120 0.3620 0.3622 0.1517 
Adjusted CCI 0.7119 0.0152 0.6821 0.7416 0.4237 0.4237 0.1775 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1262 0.0233 -0.1719 -0.0804 29.2409  <0.001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.0369 0.0185 -0.0732 -0.00068 3.9877  0.0458 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.0192 0.0187 -0.0558 0.0175 1.0517  0.3051 
Adjusted CCI-HCC 0.0117 0.0127 -0.0133 0.0367 0.8429  0.3586 
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Figure 3. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – lung cancer 

 

 

C.3.4 Breast Cancer Comparisons 

     Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.7642) among the 4,160 

participants with breast cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS models were 

0.5466 (p<0.0001), 0.7354 (p=0.0543), 0.6389 (p<0.0001), and 0.6543 (p<0.0001) per Table 16 

and Figure 4, respectively.  

Table 16. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – breast cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7642 0.0180 0.7288 0.7995 0.5283 0.5336 0.0523 
Age Sex 0.5466 0.0188 0.5097 0.5835 0.0932 0.0932 0.00922 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6389 0.0214 0.5970 0.6808 0.2778 0.2778 0.0275 
Adjusted CDS 0.6543 0.0193 0.6166 0.6921 0.3087 0.3090 0.0305 
Adjusted CCI 0.7354 0.0202 0.6959 0.7750 0.4709 0.4709 0.0466 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.2176 0.0260 -0.2685 -0.1666 70.0765  <.0001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.1253 0.0240 -0.1723 -0.0782 27.2361  <.0001 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.1098 0.0217 -0.1524 -0.0673 25.5937  <.0001 
Adjusted CCI-HCC -0.0287 0.0149 -0.0580 0.000535 3.7023  0.0543 
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Figure 4. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – breast cancer 

 

 

 

C.3.5 Prostate Cancer Comparisons 

     Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.7589) among the 6,594 

participants with prostate cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS models 

were 0.5949 (p<0.0001), 0.7306 (p=0.0278), 0.6570 (p<0.0001), and 0.6677 (p<0.0001) per 

Table 17 and Figure 5, respectively.  

Table 17. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – prostate cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7589 0.0130 0.7335 0.7843 0.5178 0.5211 0.0523 
Age Sex 0.5949 0.0175 0.5606 0.6292 0.1898 0.1898 0.0192 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6570 0.0173 0.6231 0.6910 0.3141 0.3141 0.0317 
Adjusted CDS 0.6677 0.0144 0.6395 0.6958 0.3353 0.3362 0.0339 
Adjusted CCI 0.7306 0.0158 0.6997 0.7615 0.4613 0.4613 0.0466 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1640 0.0221 -0.2073 -0.1206 54.9822  <.0001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.1019 0.0194 -0.1400 -0.0638 27.4365  <.0001 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.0912 0.0149 -0.1205 -0.0620 37.3719  <.0001 
Adjusted CCI-HCC -0.0283 0.0128 -0.0534 -0.00309 4.8429  0.0278 
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Figure 5. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – prostate cancer 

 

 

 

C.3.6 Colorectal Cancer Comparisons 

     Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.7578) among the 1,738 

participants with colorectal cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS models 

were 0.6239 (p<0.0001), 0.7432 (p=0.3497), 0.6986 (p=0.0124), and 0.6938 (p=0.0067) per 

Table 18 and Figure 6, respectively.  

Table 18. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – colorectal cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7578 0.0185 0.7215 0.7941 0.5156 0.5165 0.1037 
Age Sex 0.6239 0.0207 0.5832 0.6645 0.2477 0.2478 0.0498 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6986 0.0206 0.6582 0.7389 0.3972 0.3972 0.0799 
Adjusted CDS 0.6938 0.0207 0.6532 0.7344 0.3875 0.3879 0.0779 
Adjusted CCI 0.7432 0.0190 0.7059 0.7804 0.4863 0.4863 0.0978 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1339 0.0282 -0.1892 -0.0786 22.5391  <.0001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.0592 0.0237 -0.1057 -0.0128 6.2474  0.0124 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.0640 0.0236 -0.1103 -0.0178 7.3620  0.0067 
Adjusted CCI-HCC -0.0147 0.0157 -0.0454 0.0161 0.8744  0.3497 
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Figure 6. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – colorectal cancer 

 

 

 

C.3.7 Pancreas Cancer Comparisons 

     Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.6567) among the 152 

participants with pancreas cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS models 

were 0.6172 (p=0.5411), 0.6881 (p=0.4493), 0.7740 (p=0.0235), and 0.6474 (p=0.8820) per 

Table 19 and Figure 7, respectively.  

 

Table 19. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – pancreas cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.6567 0.0484 0.5618 0.7516 0.3134 0.3137 0.1315 
Age Sex 0.6172 0.0497 0.5198 0.7147 0.2345 0.2345 0.0984 
Adjusted_Elix 0.7740 0.0428 0.6901 0.8580 0.5481 0.5481 0.2300 
Adjusted CDS 0.6474 0.0495 0.5503 0.7444 0.2947 0.2947 0.1236 
Adjusted CCI 0.6881 0.0501 0.5898 0.7863 0.3761 0.3761 0.1578 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.0395 0.0646 -0.1660 0.0871 0.3734  0.5411 
Adjusted Elix - HCC 0.1173 0.0518 0.0158 0.2189 5.1303  0.0235 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.00935 0.0630 -0.1328 0.1141 0.0220  0.8820 
Adjusted CCI-HCC 0.0314 0.0414 -0.0499 0.1126 0.5724  0.4493 
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Figure 7. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – pancreas cancer 

 

 

 

C.3.8 Endometrial Cancer Comparisons 

     Compared to the performance of the CMS-HCC score (AUC=0.7740) among the 232 

participants with endometrial cancer, the AUCs for the age/sex, CCI, Elixhauser and CDS 

models were 0.6236 (p=0.1754), 0.8367 (p=0.2345), 0.7219 (p=0.6196), and 0.6018 (p=0.0548) 

per Table 20 and Figure 8, respectively. 
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Table 20. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – endometrial cancer 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7740 0.0957 0.5864 0.9615 0.5479 0.5495 0.0497 
Age Sex 0.6236 0.0856 0.4558 0.7914 0.2472 0.2472 0.0224 
Adjusted_Elix 0.7219 0.0847 0.5560 0.8879 0.4439 0.4439 0.0403 
Adjusted CDS 0.6018 0.0750 0.4548 0.7489 0.2036 0.2055 0.0185 
Adjusted CCI 0.8367 0.0800 0.6800 0.9934 0.6734 0.6734 0.0611 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1503 0.1110 -0.3678 0.0671 1.8358  0.1754 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.0520 0.1048 -0.2575 0.1534 0.2464  0.6196 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.1722 0.0896 -0.3478 0.00354 3.6882  0.0548 
Adjusted CCI-HCC 0.0627 0.0528 -0.0407 0.1661 1.4136  0.2345 

 
 
 
Figure 8. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – endometrial cancer 

 

 

 

C.3.9 Ischemic Heart Disease Baseline Characteristics 

     The demographic and baseline characteristics of the cohort diagnosed with ischemic heart 

disease are presented in Table 11 and Table 13.  Among the 66,440 participants, 5,502 (8.3%) 

were identified with a date of death between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011. The 

average age of the beneficiaries was 73.35 (±9.32) years of age.  The majority (82.76%) of 
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beneficiaries were white.  Concurrent Medicare and Medicaid enrollment was identified for 

13,742 (20.68%) beneficiaries. The mean CCI, CDS, and CMS-HCC scores were 4.11 (±3.40), 

4,567.39 (±3,050), and 1.80 (±1.36). During 2010, 22,033 (33.16%) of the beneficiaries were 

found to have at least one inpatient admission, totaling 42,950 admissions.  The most and least 

frequently identified Elixhauser conditions were uncomplicated hypertension (11,186 

admissions) and peptic ulcer disease excluding bleeding (seven admissions), respectively. 

 

C.3.10 Ischemic Heart Disease Comparisons 

     Table 21 and Figure 9 describe the comparative predictive properties of the five algorithms 

for the 66,440 beneficiaries. The area under the curve (AUC) values for the age/sex, adjusted 

CCI, adjusted CDS, CMS-HCC, and adjusted Elixhauser models were 0.6120, 0.7527, 0.6780, 

0.7523, and 0.6932 respectively. The differences between the AUC of the CMS-HCC model and 

the age/sex, adjusted CCI, adjusted CDS, and adjusted Elixhauser models were -0.1403 

(p<0.001), 0.000305 (p = 0.9188), -0.0743 (p<0.001), and -0.0592 (p<0.001). 

Table 21. ROC association statistics for Aim 2 – ischemic heart disease 

ROC Model Mann-Whitney     
 Area Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Somer’s D 

(Gini) 
Gamma Tau-a 

HCC 0.7523 0.00335 0.7458 0.7589 0.5047 0.5049 0.0767 
Age Sex 0.6120 0.00387 0.6045 0.6196 0.2241 0.2241 0.0340 
Adjusted_Elix 0.6932 0.00393 0.6855 0.7009 0.3864 0.3864 0.0587 
Adjusted CDS 0.6780 0.00392 0.6703 0.6857 0.3560 0.3562 0.0541 
Adjusted CCI 0.7527 0.00358 0.7456 0.7597 0.5053 0.5053 0.0768 
        
Contrast Estimate Standard 

Error 
96% Wald Confidence Limits Chi-Square Pr > ChiSq 

AgeSex – HCC -0.1403 0.00518 -0.1505 -0.1302 734.2022  <.0001 
Adjusted Elix - HCC -0.0592 0.00425 -0.0675 -0.0508 193.9376  <.0001 
Adjusted CDS - HCC -0.0743 0.00434 -0.0829 -0.0658 293.0921  <.0001 
Adjusted CCI-HCC 0.0003 0.00299 -0.0056 0.0062 0.0104  0.9188 
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Figure 9. ROC curves for comparisons for Aim 2 – ischemic heart disease 

 

 

 

C.4 Results for Aim 3: Measure each model’s ability to control for a hypothetical example of 

confounding by indication among the Medicare population diagnosed with ischemic heart 

disease. 

 

Hypothesis 3: The adjusted measures of the association between the hypothetical treatment and 

mortality among the cohort of Medicare beneficiaries with administrative evidence of ischemic 

heart disease will significantly differ by comorbidity index.  

 

     Among the 33,220 beneficiaries randomized to the hypothetical “Drug A”, 3,083 (9.2%) were 

identified with a date of death between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011.  Among the 

33,220 beneficiaries randomized to the hypothetical “Drug B”, 2,419 (7.3%) were identified with 
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a date of death between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2011. As described in Table 22, the 

unadjusted relative risk (RR) for mortality was 1.275 (95%CI: 1.2084, 1.3442; p <0.0001) for 

exposure to the hypothetical “Drug A”.  The RR for mortality were 1.2786 (95%CI:  1.2123, 

1.3485;p <0.0001), 1.1050 (95%CI: 1.0474, 1.1658; p=0.0003), 1.2067 (95%CI: 1.1440 , 

1.2729; p<0.0001), 1.0699 (95%CI: 1.0139, 1.1291; p=0.0138), and 1.0873 (95%CI: 1.0297, 

1.1482; p=0.0026) for exposure to the hypothetical “Drug A” based on adjustment by the 

age/sex, adjusted CCI, adjusted CDS, CMS-HCC and adjusted Elixhauser models, respectively. 

The RR for mortality was 0.9730 (95%CI: 0.9221, 1.0267; p=0.3182) for exposure to the 

hypothetical “Drug A” based on adjustment by log transformed CMS-HCC model (Figure 10).  

 

Table 22 Association between hypothetical exposure to Drug A and all-cause mortality at 12 months of follow-up by comorbidity 
adjustment method 

Model Relative Risk (95% CI) Chi-Square p value 
Unadjusted (i.e., no comorbidity adjustment) 1.2745 (1.2084,1.3442) 79.74 <0.0001 
    
Age Sex Model 1.2786 (1.2123,1.3485) 81.85 <0.0001 
Adjusted CCI Model 1.1050 (1.0474,1.1658) 13.36 0.0003 
Adjusted CDS Model (log transformation) 1.2067 (1.1440,1.2729) 47.66 <0.0001 
CMS-HCC Model 1.0699 (1.0139,1.1291) 6.06 0.0138 
Elixhauser Model 1.0873 (1.0297,1.1482) 9.08 0.0026 
    
CMS-HCC Model (log transformation) 0.9730 (0.9221,1.0267) 1.00 0.3182 
   

Figure 10. Histogram of  transformed CMS-HCC scores for Aim 3 
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DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

I. Dissertation Conclusions 

 

     The critical findings and recommendations are highlighted in Exhibit 1. The results of the 

current study suggest that the design characteristics of the CMS-HCC model imbue it with 

properties that result in better predictive performance for 12 month mortality compared to all 

four existing comorbidity indices among a heterogeneous Medicare Advantage population and 

homogeneous populations with breast cancer and prostate cancer. In general, the CMS HCC 

model is the preferred comorbidity measure. The CMS-HCC model displayed similar 

performance for lung cancer, colorectal cancer, endometrial cancer and ischemic heart disease; 

however, the CMS-HCC model did not perform as well for predicting pancreatic cancer 

mortality. Deaths among patients with diseases with low prevalence and/or high mortality, such 

as pancreatic cancer, are likely less related to the more common comorbidities used in the HCC 

model, and more likely related to the prognosis and treatment options of the specific condition.  

Therefore, weighted disease specific variables should be added to these models (in addition to 

the CMS-HCC score), which are attributable to the disease itself.  Furthermore, the results of the 

simulation study focused on contrasting the ability of the five indices to control for a known 

example of confounding by indication suggested that the CMS-HCC was the only comorbidity 

model that adequately controlled for the known confounding level.  The CMS-HCC model 

reduced the relative risk and resulted in a non-significant association between exposure to “Drug 

A” and subsequent mortality.  The CMS-HCC model should be log-transformed when used as a 
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an independent variable since the score is a ratio level measurement that displays a normal 

distribution when log transformed. The resulting score is less likely to violate the assumptions 

(i.e. violations of normality) of common statistical models due to extreme values. This adds 

further evidence that small gains in c statistics can be worthwhile and relevant [9, 111].   
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      The improved performance of the CMS-HCC model among the larger, presumably more 

heterogeneous populations may be the result of the model’s diagnostic classification system 

which is characterized by 804 diagnostic groups aggregated into 189 condition categories 

assigned to hierarchies within related disease categories and accumulated for unrelated diseases 

[17]. The model’s structure thus provides, and predicts from, a detailed comprehensive clinical 

profile for each individual based on tens of thousands of distinct clinical profiles using less than 

200 parameters [17]. While the CMS-HCC diagnostic classification system may be optimal for 

large heterogeneous populations (i.e., all participants) or for a large homogeneous populations 

with conditions associated with a high survival rate (e.g., prostate cancer), the findings from the 

current study suggest that the model may be sub-optimal for a smaller diagnostic subgroup with 

low survival rates (i.e., pancreas cancer).  In the current study, the Elixhauser method performed 

better than the CMS-HCC score among Medicare beneficiaries with pancreas cancer – the cancer 

with the poorest 5 year relative survival. These findings raise the possibility of increased 

discrimination of cause specific mortality due to the presence or absence of comorbidity based 
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solely on hospitalization since the Elixhauser disease flags were only identified for the 42,109 

(16.34%) beneficiaries with at least one inpatient admission during 2010. Furthermore, the 

Elixhauser model includes conditions that are associated with staging and prognosis of specific 

cancers, such as solid tumor, metastatic cancer, weight loss, and anemia.  

      In Aim 3, the association between the treatment with the hypothetical drugs and all-cause 

mortality within 12 months was confounded by prior hospitalization which was associated with 

both the treatment (by design) and the outcome.  While all five comorbidity models have been 

associated with risk of hospitalization [9,21] and risk of death [9,18,20], the log transformed 

CMS-HCC model was the only comorbidity model that controlled for the spurious association 

that was introduced through simulation.  The improved performance was partially due to the 

score’s design as a ratio level measurement and the normality of the log-transformed score. 

However, the improved performance may also be associated with the stronger association of the 

CMS-HCC score with the exposure (e.g., higher likelihood of treatment in the hospital).  While 

the CMS-HCC model had an equivalent AUC with the CCI model and a statistically significantly 

better AUC than the Elixhauser model among the 66,440 Medicare beneficiaries with 

administrative evidence of ischemic heart disease, the non-transformed CMS-HCC and the 

Elixhauser model were both more effective than the CCI model at controlling for the spurious 

association that was introduced through simulation. The index with the stronger association with 

the exposure may be the optimal covariate when faced with two indices with equal predictive 

validity for all-cause mortality.  When the performance characteristics of indices are relatively 

similar, researchers should carefully explore the choice of comorbidity method since the 

association of the index and the exposure of interest is an equally important consideration.  
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        The CCI comorbidity index continues to be the most frequently used risk stratification tool 

in the medical literature, particularly in studies utilizing administrative databases [11,12,87].  

The CCI is a valid and reliable method for assessing co-morbidity in clinical research [35] and 

was calibrated for use with large heterogeneous Medicare populations using a split test 

methodology predicting 12 month mortality [10].  In the current study, the CCI model and the 

CMS-HCC model performed equally well among Medicare beneficiaries with lung cancer, 

colorectal cancer, pancreas cancer and endometrial cancer. The findings suggesting that the CCI 

model performed worse than the CMS-HCC model among Medicare beneficiaries with breast 

cancer was unexpected since the original CCI model was designed to predict mortality in a 

cohort of patients with histologically proven primary carcinoma of the breast [11]. The current 

study utilized the method and weights empirically identified by Schneeweiss et al [10], but 

altered the defined risk for which the CMS-HCC model was calibrated. While the CMS-HCC 

model was designed to explain variation in future 12-month Medicare expenditures for Medicare 

beneficiaries, the current study included it to predict mortality.  This variation was employed 

since costs increase dramatically in the last six months of life [112].  The current finding that the 

CMS-HCC model displayed improved prediction of mortality compared to the Schneeweiss et al 

adaptation of the CCI method [10] was similar to findings from a recent study of a national 

representative sample of 170,342 hospitalized Medicare beneficiaries [20].   In addition, the 

CMS-HCC model was reported to be a viable method for profiling hospital performance based 

on 30-day mortality rates [18]. Furthermore, the CMS-HCC model is the risk adjustment 

methodology used by CMS for their Hospital Quality Compare website 

(www.hospitalcompare.hhs.gov).  
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     While there has been growing interest in pharmacy-based risk models, the adoption of the 

various pharmacy-based methods have been limited due to their disadvantages.  The primary 

disadvantages are that these methods, such as the CDS, only include conditions with established 

pharmacotherapy, can only be applied to populations with drug benefits, and require more 

frequent updating than diagnosis-based systems because new drugs come on the market much 

more quickly than new diagnosis codes [16]. The effort required to update the disease 

category/NDC crosswalk was a major rate limiting step of the current study. Perhaps the greatest 

disadvantage is the CDS’s consistent mediocre performance as displayed in the current study. 

However, the CDS and CMS-HCC model performed equally well among Medicare beneficiaries 

with lung cancer and pancreas cancer – both cancers with poor survival rates.  

Underperformance was also reported by Schneewiess et al when they compared the CDS to the 

CCI method where the CCI method performed 60 percent better at predicting 12 month mortality 

compared to the CDS method [10].  It should be noted that the current study utilized a more 

recent, publically available version of the CDS method [23,101].  Similar to the CMS-HCC 

score, the CDS Utility tool published by the HMO Research Network Cert Data Coordinating 

Center [24] was also designed to predict future medical costs. While both models were designed 

to predict future cost, the CMS-HCC score showed greater predictive validity when measuring 

the risk of 12 month all-cause mortality.  In the current study, pharmacy data were limited to 

pharmacy claim forms (i.e., 30-1 form) and did not include injectable drugs that may have been 

billed by physicians on CMS 1500 form.  

     The Elixhauser model displayed the second best performance in terms of controlling for the 

spurious association, even though it displayed poorer performance per the c statistic. Previous 
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studies have suggested that the Elixhauser method has superior outcomes prediction over the 

more common adaptations of the CCI [10,14,15]. However, it has been argued that the primary 

reason why the Elixhauser method has not been widely applied is due to the model’s additional 

parameters which may not be feasible to obtain and may seriously affect statistical power when 

analyzing small patient subgroups with rare exposures [10,14]. This scenario became 

problematic in the current analysis of the 152 Medicare beneficiaries with pancreas cancer.  With 

only 26 degrees of freedom and 152 observations, the logistic procedure in SAS reported that the 

model convergence status detected quasi-complete separation of data points – the validity of the 

model fit was questionable. The application of the Elixhauser method is further limited by 

computational constraints if comorbidity is modeled as a time-varying covariate, which is an 

increasing popular analytic option for longitudinal claims data [10]. The lower AUC of the 

Elixhauser method compared to the CMS-HCC, CCI, and CDS models in Aim 1, Aim 2 and Aim 

3 could be related to the use of the publically available algorithm since the AHRQ-Web 

algorithm was designed to predict mortality risk among hospitalized patients [26].  The 

Elixhauser disease flags were only identified for the 42,109 (16.34%) beneficiaries with at least 

one inpatient admission during 2010.  The predicted probabilities for the remaining beneficiaries 

were based on the age, sex, Medicaid status, and the absence of a hospitalization. A previous 

study reported that the Elixhauser model, including age and sex, predicted one year mortality 

better than the CCI and CDS methods when applied to physician, outpatient and inpatient claims 

among a heterogeneous Medicare population [10].   

    The primary limitations of the current study were threefold. The first limitation was the 

possibility of incomplete or inaccurate clinical data that may lead to misclassification of clinical 
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conditions during the encounter with the provider or facility.   For example, clinicians may not 

discuss or document the ICD-9-CM codes for all of a patient’s clinical conditions during a 15 

minute evaluation and management visit. However, this problem may be mitigated in the future 

due to increasing efforts to accurately capture all clinical conditions for Medicare beneficiaries 

via comprehensive clinical assessments by nurse practitioners – a consequence of the national 

implementation of the CMS-HCC model.  The issue is compounded in pharmacy-based systems 

which only include conditions with established pharmacotherapy [16]. 

     The second limitation was the possibility of incomplete administrative, health plan data for 

the study participants, such as incomplete claims data (medical or pharmacy) or incomplete 

follow-up (due to disenrollment).  Medical and pharmacy claims for 2010 may have been 

incomplete due to partial year enrollment in the health plans. In addition, early disenrollment 

from the health plan may have resulted in some misclassification bias for the dependent variable 

since the administrative database did not capture mortality for individuals who dis-enrolled from 

the health plan in 2011.  Prescription drug data may have been incomplete due to the phasing of 

Medicare’s prescription drug benefit. During the Medicare Part D coverage gap, also known as 

the donut hole, Medicare beneficiaries may be more likely to access samples or prescription 

drugs from alternate sources. In 2010, the donut hole was defined as true out-of-pocket expenses 

between $940 and $4,550. However, Part D plans should still capture the majority of pharmacy 

claims encountered during this phase in order to capture these expenses for the member.  

     The third limitation was the quality of administrative data. Schneeweiss et al argued that the 

predictive performance of claims-based comorbidity scores depends on the accuracy of 

administrative data [5]. It is important to note that administrative data are a by-product of 
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administering health care services, enrolling members into health insurance plans, and 

reimbursing for health care services [100]. The quality of administrative data encompasses the 

following dimensions: clinical content (i.e., do ICD-9-CM codes accurately and completely 

represent clinical conditions), coding accuracy (i.e., the temporal impact of optimization and 

maximization efforts), and completeness of coding (i.e., coding restrictions of standard billing 

forms) [113].  Several studies have documented the potential for misclassification of ICD-9-CM 

diagnoses in administrative databases, particularly for comorbid conditions [92,114]. However, 

there is substantial evidence that administrative data based on Medicare claims can be used to 

identify individuals with specific medical conditions [107, 115-117].  Furthermore, the current 

study’s goals were primarily directed towards the application of risk adjustment to administrative 

database research.  

     The CMS-HCC method is a standardized, single score model for measuring comorbidity with 

equal or better predictive validity than existing comorbidity methods.  While the national 

availability of CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare beneficiaries provides researchers with access 

to a new tool to measure co-morbidity among older Americans, researchers should carefully and 

thoughtfully select a comorbidity model to assess the existence and direction of confounding. 

 

II. Future Directions 

 

       Implementation of the CMS-HCC model as a health-based payment adjustor had the 

unintended effect of creating a national comorbidity score clearing house for epidemiologists and 

health services researchers. Current and historical scores are available for all Medicare 
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beneficiaries. The national availability of CMS-HCC scores provides an opportunity to leverage 

a new, standardized risk adjustment tool for epidemiologic and health services research focused 

on the aged population of the United States.  However, adoption of the CMS-HCC model has 

been slow. As part of the current study, the author completed a literature search of Medline and 

found 515, 103, 47 and five articles for “Charlson Comorbidity Index”, “Chronic Disease 

Score”, “Elixhauser Method”, and “Hierarchical Condition Category”, respectively. In terms of 

policy, it is recommended that CMS produce CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare beneficiaries on 

a rolling 12 month basis for each month during the year.  Today, CMS produces the scores twice 

a year.  The availability of the monthly scores would increase the ease of use of the score, as well 

as help facilitate the more rapid adoption of the tool. 

It is very important to conduct research to evaluate the comparative predictive performance 

of available comorbidity models.  The current study built on the earlier work by Schneewiess et 

al [10] and assessed if the national availability of CMS-HCC scores for all Medicare 

beneficiaries provided an opportunity to optimize the measurement of co-morbidity in 

observational studies of aged populations in the United States. It is expected that the 

dissemination of the study’s findings to epidemiologists, health services researchers, and health 

economists via publication in peer-reviewed journals and presentation at professional meetings 

targeting each specific field, as well as dissemination to organizations chartered to improve 

observational research practices such as the STROBE and ISPOR taskforces, will result in more 

rapid adoption of the CMS-HCC model and ultimately, increased confidence in the results of 

observational, epidemiologic and health services research in the future. This knowledge will 

allow researchers to make more informed decisions regarding the best choice of comorbidity 
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index for observational studies targeting large heterogeneous or smaller homogenous Medicare 

populations. A single comorbidity score would allow cross-sample comparisons and would aid in 

transparently comparing health outcomes across sites of care.  The identification of an improved 

comorbidity index will strengthen the validity of observational research evaluating prognostic 

risk factors, secondary prevention, clinical practice, technology, and health system design related 

to these disease states among older patients. 
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Appendix B. 
 
Appendix B. Model specifics of the Dartmouth-Manitoba adaptation of the Charlson Comorbidity Index 

Diagnostic Category 
Medicare 
Weights* ICD-9-CM Codes** 

Myocardial infarction 1 

410','4100','41000','41001','41002','4101','41010','41011','41012','4102', '41020','41021' 
,'41022','4103','41030','41031','41032','4104','41040','41041','41042','4105','41050','41051', 
'41052','4106','41060','41061','41062','4107','41070','41071','41072','4108','41080','41081', 
'41082','4109','41090','41091','41092','412' 
 

Congestive heart failure 2 

40201','40211','40291','4250','4251','4252','4253','4254', '4255','4257','4258','4259', 
'428','4280','4281','42820','42821','42822','42823','42830','42831','42832', '42833''42840', 
'42841','42842','42843','429.3' 
 

Peripheral vascular disease 1 

440','4400','4401','4402','44020','44021','44022','44023','44024','44029', '44030','44031', 
'44032','4404','4408','4409','441','4410','44100','44101','44102','44103','4411', '4412', 
'4413','4414','4415','4416','4417','4419','4431','4420','4421','4422','4423','44281', '44282', 
'44283','44284','44289','4429','4432','44321','44322','44323','44324','44329','4438', 
'44381','44382','44389','4439','4471','7854' 
 

Cerebrovascular disease 1 

36234','430','431','432','4320','4321','4329','433','4330','43300','43301','4331','43310', 
'43311','4332','43320','43321','4333','43330','43331','4338','43380','43381','4339','43390', 
'43391','434','4340','43400','43401','4341','43410','43411','4349','43490','43491','435', 
'4350','4351','4352','4353','4358','4359','436','437','4370','4371','4379','438','4380','43810', 
'43811','43812','43819','43820','43821','43822','43830','43831','43832','43840','43841', 
'43842','43850','43851','43852','4386','4387','43881','43882','43883','43884','43885', 
'43889','4389','7814','7843','9970','99700','99701','99702','99709' 
 

Dementia 3 
290','2900','29010','29011','29012','29013','29020','29021','2903','29040','29041', '29042', 
'29043','2908','2909','3310','3311','33111','33119','3312' 
 

Chronic pulmonary disease 2 

4150','4168','4169','491','4910','4911','4912','49120','49121','49122','4918','4919', 
'492','4920','4928','493','49300','49301','49302','49310','49311','49312','49320','49321', 
'49322','49381','49382','49390','49391','49392','494','4940','4941','496' 
 

Rheumatologic disease 0 
7100','7101','7102','7103','7104','7105','7108','7109','7140','7141','7142','71430','71431', 
'71432','71433','7144','7148','71481','71489' 
 

Peptic ulcer disease 0 

531','53100','53101','53110','53111','53120','53121','53130','53131','53140','53141', 
'53150','53151','53160','53161','53170','53171','53190','53191','532','53200','53201', 
'53210','53211','53220','53221','53230','53231','53240','53241','53250','53251', 
'53260','53261','53270','53271','53290','53291','533','53300','53301','53310','53311', 
'53320','53321','53330','53331','53340','53341','53350','53351','53360','53361','53370', 
'53371', '53390','53391','534','53400','53401','53410','53411','53420','53421','53430', 
'53431','53440','53441','53450','53451','53460','53461','53470','53471','53490','53491' 
 

Mild liver disease 2 
5712','5715','5716','5718','5719' 
 

Diabetes (mild to moderate) 1 
2500','25000','25001','25002','25003','2501','25010','25011','25012','25013','2502', 
'25020','25021','25022','25023','2503','25030','25031','25032','25033' 
 

Diabetes with chronic 
complications 

2 

2504','25040','25041','25042','25043','2505','25050','25051','25052','25053','2506', 
'25060','25061','25062','25063','2507','25070','25071','25072','25073','2508','25080', 
'25081','25082','25083','2509','25090','25091','25092','25093' 
 

Hemiplegia or paraplegia 1 

342','3420','34200','34201','34202','3421','34210','34211','34212','34280','34281', 
'34282','3429','34290','34291','34292','3440','34400','34401','34402','34403','34404', 
'34409','3441','3442','3443','34430','34431','34432','3444','34440','34441','34442', 
'3445','3446','34460','34461','3448','34481','34489','3449' 
 

Renal Disease 3 

585','5851','5852','5853','5854','5855','5856','5859','586','5880','5881','5888','58881', 
'58889','5889','V420','V451','V4511','V4512','V56','V560','V561','V562','V5631','V5632', 
'V568' 
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Appendix B. Model specifics of the Dartmouth-Manitoba adaptation of the Charlson Comorbidity Index. Cont 

Diagnostic Category 
Medicare 
Weights* ICD-9-CM Codes** 

Any  malignancy, including 
lymphoma and leukemia 

2 

140','1400','1401','1402','1403','1404','1405','1406','1408','1409','141','1410', '1411', 
'1412','1413','1414','1415','1416','1418','1419','142','1420','1421','1422', '1428','1429', 
'143','1430','1431','1438','1439','144','1440','1441','1448','1449','145','1450','1451', 
'1452','1453','1454','1455','1456','1458','1459','146','1460','1461','1462','1463','1464', 
'1465','1466','1467','1468','1469','147','1470','1471','1472','1473','1478','1479', '148', 
'1480','1481','1482','1483','1488','1489','149','1490','1491','1498','1499', '150','1500', 
'1501','1502','1503','1504','1505','1506','1508','1509','151','1510','1511','1512','1513', 
'1514','1515','1516','1518','1519','152','1520','1521','1522','1523','1528','1529','153', 
'1530','1531','1532','1533','1534','1535','1536','1537','1538','1539','154','1540', '1541', 
'1542','1543','1548','155','1550','1551','1552','156','1560','1561','1562','1568','1569', 
'157','1570','1571','1572','1573','1574','1578','1579','158','1580','1588','1589','159', 
'1590','1591','1598','1599','160','1600','1601','1602','1603','1604','1605','1608','1609', 
'161','1610','1611','1612','1613','1618','1619','162','1620','1622','1623','1624','1625', 
'1628','1629','163','1630','1631','1638','1639','164','1640','1641','1642','1643', '1648', 
'1649','165','1650','1658','1659','170','1700','1701','1702','1703','1704','1705','1706',' 
1707','1708','1709','171','1710','1711','1712','1713','1714','1715','1716','1717','1718', 
'1719','174','1740','1741','1742','1743','1744','1745','1746','1748','1749','175', '1750', 
'1759','176','1760','1761','1762','1763','1764','1765','1768','1769','179','180','1800', 
'1801','1808','1809','181','182','1820','1821','1829','183','1830','1832','1833','1834', 
'1835','1838','1839','184','1840','1841','1842','1843','1844','1848','1849','185','186', 
'1860','1869','187','1871','1872','1873','1874','1875','1876','1877','1878','1879','188', 
'1880', '1881','1882','1883','1884','1885','1886','1887','1888','1889','189','1890', 
'1891','1892','1893','1894','1898','1899','190','1900','1901','1902','1903','1904', 
'1905','1906','1907','1908','1909','191','1910','1911','1912','1913','1914','1915','1916', 
'1917','1918','1919','192','1920','1921','1922','1923','1928','1929','193','194', '1940', 
'1941','1943','1944','1945','1946','1948','1949','195','1950','1951','1952','1953', 
'1954','1955','1958','200','20000','20001','20002','20003','20004','20005','20006', 
'20007','20008','20010','20011','20012','20013','20014','20015','20016','20017','20018', 
'20020','20021','20022','20023','20024','20025','20026','20027','20028','20030','20031', 
'20032','20033','20034','20035','20036','20037','20038','20040','20041','20042','20043', 
'20044','20045','20046','20047','20048','20050','20051','20052','20053','20054','20055', 
'20056','20057','20058','20060','20061','20062','20063','20064','20065','20066','20067', 
'20068','20070','20071','20072','20073','20074','20075','20076','20077','20078','20080', 
'20081','20082','20083','20084','20085','20086','20087','20088','201','20100','20101', 
'20102', '20103','20104','20105','20106','20107','20108','20110','20111','20112', 
'20113','20114','20115','20116','20117','20118','20120','20121','20122','20123','20124', 
'20125','20126','20127','20128','20140','20141','20142','20143','20144','20145', 
'20146','20147','20148','20150','20151','20152','20153','20154','20155','20156','20157', 
'20158','20160','20161','20162','20163','20164','20165','20166','20167','20168','20170', 
'20171','20172','20173','20174','20175','20176','20177','20178','20190','20191','20192', 
'20193','20194','20195','20196','20197','20198','202','20200','20201','20202','20203', 
'20204','20205','20206','20207','20208','20210','20211','20212','20213','20214','20215', 
'20216','20217','20218','20220','20221','20222','20223','20224','20225','20226','20227', 
'20228','20230','20231','20232','20233','20234','20235','20236','20237','20238','20240', 
'20241','20242','20243','20244','20245','20246','20247','20248','20250','20251', 
'20252','20253','20254','20255','20256','20257','20258','20260','20261','20262','20263', 
'20264','20265','20266','20267','20268','20270','20271','20272','20273','20274','20275', 
'20276','20277','20278','20280','20281','20282','20283','20284','20285','20286','20287', 
'20288','20290','20291','20292','20293','20294','20295','20296','20297','20298','203', 
'2030','20300','20301','20302','2031','20310','20311','20312','2038','20380','20381','20382', 
'204','2040','20400','20401','20402','2041','20410','20411','20412','2042','20420','20421', 
'20422','2048','20480','20481','20482','2049','20490','20491','20492','205','2050','20500', 
'20501','20502','2051','20510','20511','20512','2052','20520','20521','20522','2053','20530', 
'20531','20532','2058','20580','20581','20582','2059','20590','20591','20592','206','2060', 
'20600','20601','20602','2061','20610','20611','20612','2062','20620','20621','20622', 
'2068','20680','20681','20682','2069','20690','20691','20692','207','2070','20700','20701', 
'20702','2071','20710','20711','20712','2072','20720','20721','20722','2078','20780','20781', 
'20782','208','2080','20800','20801','20802','2081','20810','20811','20812','2082','20820', 
'20821','20822','2088','20880','20881','20882','2089','20890','20891','20892','2730','2733' 
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Appendix B. Model specifics of the Dartmouth-Manitoba adaptation of the Charlson Comorbidity Index. Cont 

Diagnostic Category 
Medicare 
Weights* ICD-9-CM Codes** 

Moderate or severe liver disease 4 
4560','4561','4562','45620','45621','5722','5723','5724' 
 

Metastatic solid tumor 6 

196','1960','1961','1962','1963','1965','1966','1968','1969','197','1970','1971','1972', 
'1973','1974','1975','1976','1977','1978','198','1980','1981','1982','1983','1984','1985', 
'1986','1987','19881','19882','19889','199','1990','1991','1992' 
 

AIDS 4 042','0420','0421','0422','0429','043','0430','0431','0432','0433','0439','044','0440','0449' 

*  Schneeweeweiss S, Wang PS, Avorn J, Glynn RJ. Improved comorbidity adjustment for predicting mortality in Medicare populations. Health 
Serv Res. 2003;38(4):1103-1120. 

** Romano PS, Roos LL, Jollis JG Adapting a clinical comorbidity index for use with ICD-9-CM administrative data: differing perspectives J 
Clin Epidemiol 1993:46(10):1075-1079. 
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Appendix C.  
    

Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score  

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Coronary and Peripheral Vascular 
Disease 

Coronary 
disease 

CALCIUM CHANNEL 
BLOCKING AGENTS NIMODIPINE 

  CARDIOVASCULAR 
DIAGNOSTICS,NON-
RADIOPAQUE 
AGENTS DIPYRIDAMOLE 

  VASODILATORS,PERIP
HERAL CYCLANDELATE 

   ETHAVERINE HCL 
   ISOXSUPRINE HCL 
   PAPAVERINE HCL 
   PAPAVERINE HCL/PHENTOLAMINE 
  THROMBIN 

INHIBITORS,SEL.,DIR
ECT,&REV.-HIRUDIN 
TYPE  

  HEPARIN AND 
RELATED 
PREPARATIONS  

  ORAL 
ANTICOAGULANTS,C
OUMARIN TYPE  

  PLATELET 
AGGREGATION 
INHIBITORS ABCIXIMAB 

   ASPIRIN/DIPYRIDAMOLE 
   CILOSTAZOL 
   CLOPIDOGREL BISULFATE 
   DIPYRIDAMOLE 
   PRASUGREL HYDROCHLORIDE 
   TICLOPIDINE HCL 
  HEMORRHEOLOGIC 

AGENTS 
  

Epilepsy Epilepsy ANTICONVULSANTS  

  

SEDATIVE-
HYPNOTICS,NON-
BARBITURATE PARALDEHYDE 

  BARBITURATES PHENOBARBITAL/ALLOBARBITAL 
    

Hypertension Hypertension 
HYPOTENSIVES, ACE 
INHIBITORS  

  

HYPOTENSIVES,ANG
IOTENSIN 
RECEPTOR 
ANTAGONIST  

  
HYPOTENSIVES,VAS
ODILATORS  

  
HYPOTENSIVES,SYM
PATHOLYTIC  

  
HYPOTENSIVES,GAN
GLIONIC BLOCKERS  
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score 

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Hypertension Hypertension 
HYPOTENSIVES,MIS
CELLANEOUS  

  

ANGIOTENSIN 
RECEPTR 
ANTG./THIAZIDE & 
RELATED COMB.  

  ACE 
INHIBITOR/THIAZID
E & THIAZIDE-LIKE 
DIURETIC  

  ACE 
INHIBITOR/CALCIUM 
CHANNEL BLOCKER 
COMBINATION AMLODIPINE BESYLATE/BENAZEPRIL 

   ENALAPRIL MALEATE/FELODIPINE 
   TRANDOLAPRIL/VERAPAMIL HCL 
  CALCIUM CHANNEL 

BLOCKING AGENTS CLEVIDIPINE BUTYRATE 
   FELODIPINE 
   ISRADIPINE 
  ALPHA-

ADRENERGIC 
BLOCKING AGENTS  

  ALPHA-
ADRENERGIC 
BLOCKING 
AGENT/THIAZIDE 
COMB  

  ALPHA/BETA-
ADRENERGIC 
BLOCKING AGENTS CARVEDILOL 

   LABETALOL HCL 
  BETA-ADRENERGIC 

BLOCKING AGENTS ACEBUTOLOL HCL 
   BISOPROLOL FUMARATE 
   METOPROLOL SUCCINATE 
   NEBIVOLOL HCL 
  BETA-ADRENERGIC 

BLOCKING 
AGENTS/THIAZIDE & 
RELATED  

  HYPERGLYCEMICS DIAZOXIDE 
  THIAZIDE AND 

RELATED DIURETICS BENDROFLUMETHIAZIDE 
   BENZTHIAZIDE 
   CHLORTHALIDONE 
   INDAPAMIDE 
   METHYCLOTHIAZIDE 
   TRICHLORMETHIAZIDE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

HIV AIDS 
ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, PROTEASE 
INHIBITORS  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, 
NUCLEOTIDE 
ANALOG, RTI  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, NON-
NUCLEOSIDE, RTI  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, 
NUCLEOSIDE ALG, 
RTI COMB  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, PROTEASE 
INHIBITOR COMB  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPECIFIC, FUSION 
INHIBITORS  

  ANTIVIRALS, HIV-
SPEC, NUCLEOSIDE-
NUCLEOTIDE 
ANALOG  

  ANTIPROTOZOAL 
DRUGS,MISCELLANE
OUS ATOVAQUONE 

   PENTAMIDINE ISETHIONATE 
   TRIMETREXATE GLUCURONATE 
  ANTIVIRALS, 

GENERAL CIDOFOVIR 
   FOSCARNET SODIUM 
   GANCICLOVIR 
   GANCICLOVIR SODIUM 
   VALGANCICLOVIR HYDROCHLORIDE 
    
Tuberculosis Tuberculosis AMINOGLYCOSIDES STREPTOMYCIN SULFATE 

  
ANTITUBERCULAR 
ANTIBIOTICS  

  

ANTI-
MYCOBACTERIUM 
AGENTS AMINOSALICYLATE SODIUM 

   AMINOSALICYLIC ACID 
   ETHAMBUTOL HCL 
   ETHIONAMIDE 
   ISONIAZID 
   ISONIAZID/PYRIDOXINE HCL 
   PYRAZINAMIDE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Rheumatologic Conditions 
Rheumatoid 
arthritis 

ANTI-
INFLAMMATORY, 
PYRIMIDINE 
SYNTHESIS 
INHIBITOR  

  

ANTI-
INFLAMMATORY 
TUMOR NECROSIS 
FACTOR INHIBITOR  

  

ANTI-ARTHRITIC 
AND CHELATING 
AGENTS  

  

ANTI-FLAM. 
INTERLEUKIN-1 
RECEPTOR 
ANTAGONIST ANAKINRA 

  
ANTIMALARIAL 
DRUGS HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE SULFATE 

  
IMMUNOSUPPRESSIV
ES AZATHIOPRINE SODIUM 

  

METALLIC 
POISON,AGENTS TO 
TREAT PENICILLAMINE 

  GLUCOCORTICOIDS METHYLPREDNISOLONE 
  GOLD SALTS AURANOFIN 
   AUROTHIOGLUCOSE 
   GOLD SODIUM THIOMALATE 
    

Hyperlipidemia 
Hyperlipide
mia LIPOTROPICS ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM 

   CERIVASTATIN SODIUM 
   CLOFIBRATE 
   DEXTROTHYROXINE SODIUM 
   EZETIMIBE 
   EZETIMIBE/SIMVASTATIN 
   FENOFIBRATE 
   FENOFIBRATE NANOCRYSTALLIZED 
   FENOFIBRATE,MICRONIZED 
   FENOFIBRIC ACID 
   FENOFIBRIC ACID (CHOLINE) 
   FLUVASTATIN SODIUM 
   GEMFIBROZIL 
   LOVASTATIN 
   LOVASTATIN/NIACIN 
   NIACIN 
   NIACIN/LOVASTATIN 
   PRAVASTATIN SODIUM 
   PROBUCOL 
   SIMVASTATIN 

  
BILE SALT 
SEQUESTRANTS  

  

ANTIHYPERLIPIDEM
IC - HMG COA 
REDUCTASE 
INHIBITORS  
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont 

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Hyperlipidemia 
Hyperlipide
mia 

ANTIHYPERLIPIDEM
IC (HMG-COA) & 
PLATELET INHIB. 
CMB  

  

ANTIHYPERLIP.HMG 
COA REDUCT 
INHIB&CHOLEST.AB.
INHIB  

    

Malignancies Malignancies 

APPETITE STIM. FOR 
ANOREXIA,CACHEXI
A,WASTING SYND.  

  
LEUKOCYTE (WBC) 
STIMULANTS  

  
SOMATOSTATIC 
AGENTS  

  

LHRH(GNRH) 
AGONIST ANALOG 
PITUITARY 
SUPPRESSANTS HISTRELIN AC 

   LEUPROLIDE ACETATE 

  

LHRH(GNRH)AGNST 
PIT.SUP-CENTRAL 
PRECOCIOUS 
PUBERTY  

  

BONE RESORPTION 
SUPPRESSION 
AGENTS DENOSUMAB 

   GALLIUM NITRATE 
   PAMIDRONATE DISODIUM 

  

ANTI-ARTHRITIC, 
FOLATE 
ANTAGONIST 
AGENTS  

  
ALKYLATING 
AGENTS  

  ANTIMETABOLITES  
  VINCA ALKALOIDS  

  
ANTIBIOTIC 
ANTINEOPLASTICS  

  
STEROID 
ANTINEOPLASTICS  

  
ANTINEOPLASTICS,MI
SCELLANEOUS ANASTROZOLE 

   ARSENIC TRIOXIDE 
   ASPARAGINASE 
   CABAZITAXEL 
   DACARBAZINE 
   DENILEUKIN DIFTITOX 
   DOCETAXEL 
   ETOPOSIDE 
   ETOPOSIDE PHOSPHATE 
   GALLIUM NITRATE 
   MITOTANE 
   MITOXANTRONE HCL 
   PACLITAXEL 
   PACLITAXEL PROTEIN-BOUND 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Malignancies Malignancies  PACLITAXEL,SEMI-SYNTHETIC 
   PEGASPARGASE 
   PORFIMER SODIUM 
   PROCARBAZINE HCL 
   TAMOXIFEN CITRATE 
   TENIPOSIDE 
   TOREMIFENE CITRATE 
   TRETINOIN 
  CHEMOTHERAPY 

RESCUE/ANTIDOTE 
AGENTS  

  ANTIANDROGENIC 
AGENTS  

  ANTINEOPLASTICS 
ANTIBODY/ANTIBOD
Y-DRUG COMPLEXES  

  SELECTIVE 
RETINOID X 
RECEPTOR 
AGONISTS (RXR)  

  ANTINEOPLASTIC 
LHRH(GNRH) 
AGONIST,PITUITARY 
SUPPR.  

  ANTINEOPLASTIC 
SYSTEMIC ENZYME 
INHIBITORS  

  PHOTOACTIVATED, 
ANTINEOPLASTIC 
AGENTS (SYSTEMIC) PORFIMER SODIUM 

  SELECTIVE 
ESTROGEN 
RECEPTOR 
MODULATORS  

  ANTINEOPLASTIC 
LHRH(GNRH) 
ANTAGONIST,PITUIT
.SUPPRS  

  ANTINEOPLAST EGF 
RECEPTOR 
BLOCKER RCMB MC 
ANTIBODY  

  ANTINEOPLASTIC - 
TOPOISOMERASE I 
INHIBITORS  

  IMMUNOMODULATO
RS IMIQUIMOD 

   INTERFERON ALFA-2B,RECOMB. 
   LEVAMISOLE HCL 
  ANTI-CD20 (B 

LYMPHOCYTE) 
MONOCLONAL 
ANTIBODY  

  ANTIEMETIC/ANTIVE
RTIGO AGENTS APREPITANT 

   DRONABINOL 
   FOSAPREPITANT DIMEGLUMINE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Malignancies Malignancies  GRANISETRON 
   GRANISETRON HCL 
   GRANISETRON HCL/PF 
   NABILONE 
   ONDANSETRON 
   ONDANSETRON HCL 
   ONDANSETRON HCL/D5W/PF 
   ONDANSETRON HCL/NORMAL SALINE 
   ONDANSETRON HCL/PF 
   ONDANSETRON/SOD CL/PF 
   PALONOSETRON HCL 
  TOPICAL 

ANTINEOPLASTIC & 
PREMALIGNANT 
LESION AGNTS ALITRETINOIN 

   BEXAROTENE 
   FLUOROURACIL 
   FLUOROURACIL/ADHESIVE BANDAGE 
    

Parkinson's Disease 
Parkinson's 
Disease 

ANTIPARKINSONISM 
DRUGS,ANTICHOLIN
ERGIC  

  
ANTIPARKINSONISM 
DRUGS,OTHER  

  
CHOLINESTERASE 
INHIBITORS RIVASTIGMINE 

   RIVASTIGMINE TARTRATE 
    

Renal Disease 
Renal 
Disease 

HYPERPARATHYROI
D TX AGENTS - 
VITAMIN D ANALOG-
TYPE  

  
ELECTROLYTE 
DEPLETERS CALCIUM ACETATE 

   LANTHANUM CARBONATE 
   SEVELAMER CARBONATE 
   SEVELAMER HCL 
   SODIUM POLYSTYRENE SULFONATE 

  
VITAMIN D 
PREPARATIONS CALCITRIOL 

    

ESRD 
End stage 
renal disease HEMATINICS,OTHER  

    

Cardiac Disease 
Cardiac 
Disease ANTIARRHYTHMICS  

  
VASODILATORS,COR
ONARY  

  INOTROPIC DRUGS  

  

PULMONARY ANTI-
HTN, ENDOTHELIN 
RECEPTOR  

  
CALCIUM CHANNEL 
BLOCKING AGENTS AMLODIPINE BESYLATE 

   BEPRIDIL HCL 
   DILTIAZEM HCL 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Cardiac Disease 
Cardiac 
Disease  DILTIAZEM HCL/D5W 

   DILTIAZEM HCL/NORMAL SALINE 
   DILTIAZEM MALATE 
   MIBEFRADIL DI-HCL 
   NICARDIPINE HCL 
   NICARDIPINE IN DEXTROSE,ISO-OS 
   NICARDIPINE IN SALINE, ISO-OSM 
   NIFEDIPINE 
   NISOLDIPINE 
   VERAPAMIL HCL 
  BETA-ADRENERGIC 

BLOCKING AGENTS ATENOLOL 
   ESMOLOL HCL 
   ESMOLOL HCL/SOD CL 
   METOPROLOL TARTRATE 
   NADOLOL 
   PENBUTOLOL SULFATE 
   PINDOLOL 
   PROPRANOLOL HCL 
   SOTALOL HCL 
   TIMOLOL MALEATE 
  ANTIHYPERLIP(HMGC

OA) & CALCIUM 
CHANNEL BLOCKER 
CMB AMLODIPINE/ATORVAST CAL 

  CARDIOVASCULAR 
DIAGNOSTICS,NON-
RADIOPAQUE 
AGENTS ADENOSINE 

   REGADENOSON 
  VASODILATORS,MISC

ELLANEOUS ADENOSINE PHOSPHATE 
   EPOPROSTENOL NA 
  PLATELET 

AGGREGATION 
INHIBITORS EPTIFIBATIDE 

   TIROFIBAN HCL M-HYDRATE 
   TIROFIBAN HCL M-HYDRATE/NS 
    

CHF 
Heart 
Disease LOOP DIURETICS  

  
DIGITALIS 
GLYCOSIDES  

  
POTASSIUM 
SPARING DIURETICS  

  

POTASSIUM 
SPARING DIURETICS 
IN COMBINATION  

  
THIAZIDE AND 
RELATED DIURETICS CHLOROTHIAZIDE 

   CHLOROTHIAZIDE SODIUM 
   HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE 
   HYDROFLUMETHIAZIDE 
   METOLAZONE 
   POLYTHIAZIDE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

CHF 
Heart 
Disease 

ALPHA/BETA-
ADRENERGIC 
BLOCKING AGENTS CARVEDILOL PHOSPHATE 

  

METALLIC 
POISON,AGENTS TO 
TREAT EDETATE DISODIUM 

  
POTASSIUM 
REPLACEMENT POT BICARB/POTASSIUM CIT/CA 

  

VASOACTIVE 
NATRIURETIC 
PEPTIDES NESIRITIDE 

  

ACE 
INHIBITOR/CALCIUM 
CHANNEL BLOCKER 
COMBINATION ENALAPRIL MALEATE/DILTIAZ MAL 

  
HYPOTENSIVES,MISC
ELLANEOUS BISOPROLOL FUMARATE/HCTZ 

    

Diabetes Diabetes 

HYPOGLYCEMICS, 
INSULIN-RELEASE 
STIMULANT TYPE  

  

HYPOGLYCEMICS, 
BIGUANIDE TYPE 
(NON-
SULFONYLUREAS)  

  

HYPOGLY, INSULIN-
REL STIM. & 
BIGUANIDE (N-S) 
COMB.  

  INSULINS  

  

HYPOGLYCEMICS, 
ALPHA-
GLUCOSIDASE INHIB 
TYPE (N-S)  

  

HYPOGLYCEMICS, 
INSULIN-RESPONSE 
ENHANCER (N-S)  

  

HYPOGLY, INSUL-
RESP. ENHANCER & 
BIGUANIDE COMB.  

  
PANCREATIC 
DIAGNOSTICS TOLBUTAMIDE 

  
SYRINGES AND 
ACCESSORIES INSULIN PUMP SYRINGE, 1.8 ML 

   INSULIN PUMP SYRINGE, 3 ML 
   SYRING W-NDL,DISP,INSUL,0.25ML 
   SYRING W-NDL,DISP,INSUL,0.3ML 
   SYRING W-NDL,DISP,INSUL,0.5ML 
   SYRING W-O NDL,DISP,INSUL, 1ML 
   SYRING W-O NEEDLE,DISP,INSULIN 
   SYRINGE W-NDL, DISP,INSUL,1ML 
   SYRINGE W-NDL, DISP,INSUL,2ML 
   SYRINGE W-NDL, DISP., INSULIN 
   SYRINGE W-NDL,INSUL,U-40,1 ML 
   SYRNG W-NDL,DISP,INSUL,0.333ML 
  DIABETIC SUPPLIES INFUSION SET FOR INSULIN PUMP 
   INSULIN ADMIN. SUPPLIES 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Diabetes Diabetes  I NSULIN INHALATION CHAMBER 
   INSULIN POWDER INHALER/CHAMBER 
   INSULIN PUMP CARTRIDGE 
   INSULIN RELEASE UNIT 
   SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN PUMP 
    

Glaucoma Glaucoma 

MIOTICS/OTHER 
INTRAOC. PRESSURE 
REDUCERS  

  
PARASYMPATHETIC 
AGENTS PILOCARPINE HCL 

  
BETA-ADRENERGIC 
BLOCKING AGENTS BETAXOLOL HCL 

   CARTEOLOL HCL 

  

CARBONIC 
ANHYDRASE 
INHIBITORS  

    

Cystic fibrosis 
Cystic 
fibrosis GASTRIC ENZYMES CELL/AMY/LIP/PROTE/BELL ALK/PB 

   CELL/AMY/LIP/PROTE/P-TLOX/HYOS 
   CELLULASE/AMYLASE/LIPASE/PROTE 
   PEP/CELL/SIMETH/BILE/PANCREAT 
   PEPSIN/DHCAAC/PANCREATIN 
   PEPSIN/PANCREATIN/AMMON/BETAIN 
   PEPSIN/PANCREATIN/BETAINE 

  
PANCREATIC 
ENZYMES AMYLASE/LIPASE/PROTE/PANCREAT 

   AMYLASE/LIPASE/PROTEASE 
   LIPASE/PROTEASE/AMYLASE 
   PANCREATIN 
   PANCREATIN/AMYLASE/LIP/PROTE 
   PANCREATIN/LIPASE/PROTEASE/AMY 
    

Liver failure Liver failure 
LAXATIVES AND 
CATHARTICS LACTULOSE 

  
AMMONIA 
INHIBITORS CARGLUMIC ACID 

   LACTULOSE 
    

Acid peptic disease 
Gastric acid 
disorder 

ANTI-ULCER 
PREPARATIONS  

  
ANTI-ULCER-
H.PYLORI AGENTS  

  
PROTON-PUMP 
INHIBITORS  

  

GASTRIC ACID 
SECRETION 
REDUCERS  

  

HISTAMINE H2-
RECEPTOR 
INHIBITORS  

    

Transplantation Transplant 
IMMUNOSUPPRESSIV
ES AZATHIOPRINE 

   CYCLOSPORINE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Transplantation Transplant  CYCLOSPORINE, MODIFIED 
   EVEROLIMUS 
   MYCOPHENOLATE MOFETIL 
   MYCOPHENOLATE MOFETIL HCL 
   MYCOPHENOLATE SODIUM 
   SIROLIMUS 
   TACROLIMUS 
   TACROLIMUS ANHYDROUS 
  IMMUNOSUPP - 

MONOCLONAL AB 
INHIBITING T 
LYMPH FXN  

    
Respiratory illness, asthma Asthma XANTHINES AMINOPHYLLINE 
   AMINOPHYLLINE HYDRATE 
   AMINOPHYLLINE/EPHED/AMOBARB 
   DYPHYLLINE 
   OXTRIPHYLLINE 
   THEOPHYLL/EPHED HCL/PHENOBARB 
   THEOPHYLLINE ANHYDROUS 
   THEOPHYLLINE/DEXTROSE 5%-WATER 
   THEOPHYLLINE/EPHED/HYDROXYZINE 
   THEOPHYLLINE/EPHEDRINE HCL 

  

GENERAL 
BRONCHODILATOR 
AGENTS  

  

ADRENERGIC 
AGENTS,CATECHOLA
MINES ISOETHARINE HCL 

   ISOETHARINE MESYLATE 
   ISOPROTERENOL HCL 
  BETA-ADRENERGIC 

AGENTS ALBUTEROL 
   ALBUTEROL SULFATE 
   ARFORMOTEROL TARTRATE 
   BITOLTEROL MESYLATE 
   FORMOTEROL FUMARATE 
   LEVALBUTEROL HCL 
   LEVALBUTEROL TARTRATE 
   METAPROTERENOL SULFATE 
   PIRBUTEROL ACETATE 
   SALMETEROL XINAFOATE 
   TERBUTALINE SULFATE 
  BETA-ADRENERGICS 

AND 
GLUCOCORTICOIDS 
COMBINATION  

  GLUCOCORTICOIDS BECLOMETHASONE DIPROPIONATE 
   BUDESONIDE 
   FLUNISOLIDE 
   FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE 
   MOMETASONE FUROATE 
  MAST CELL 

STABILIZERS 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Respiratory illness, asthma Asthma 

LEUKOTRIENE 
RECEPTOR 
ANTAGONISTS  

  5-LIPOXYGENASE 
INHIBITORS  

    

Thyroid disorders 
Thyroid 
disorder 

THYROID 
HORMONES  

  
ANTITHYROID 
PREPARATIONS  

    
Gout Gout PURINE INHIBITORS  
  URICOSURIC AGENTS  
  COLCHICINE  
    

Crohn's and ulcerative colitis 

Inflammator
y bowel 
disease 

DRUGS TO TX 
CHRONIC INFLAMM. 
DISEASE OF COLON  

  

DRUG TX-CHRONIC 
INFLAM. COLON 
DX,5-
AMINOSALICYLAT  

  
ANALGESIC/ANTIPYR
ETICS, SALICYLATES MESALAMINE 

  

CHRONIC INFLAM. 
COLON DX, 5-A-
SALICYLAT,RECTAL 
TX  

  
ABSORBABLE 
SULFONAMIDES SULFASALAZINE 

    

Pain and inflammation 

Pain and 
Inflammatio
n 

PATENT DUCTUS 
ARTERIOSUS TREAT. 
AGENTS, NSAID-
TYPE  

  
ANALGESICS,NARCOT
ICS IBUPROFEN/HYDROCODONE BIT 

  
ANALGESIC/ANTIPYR
ETICS, SALICYLATES ASPIRIN/MAG HYDROX/AL HYDROX 

   CHOL SAL/MAGNESIUM SALICYLATE 
   CHOLINE SAL/MAG SALICYLATE 
   DIFLUNISAL 
   MAGNESIUM SALICYLATE 
   MG SALICYLATE/DP-HYDRAM HCL 
   MG SALICYLATE/PHENYLTOLX CIT 
   SALSALATE 
  ANALGESICS, 

NARCOTIC AGONIST 
AND NSAID 
COMBINATION  

  NSAIDS, 
CYCLOOXYGENASE 
INHIBITOR - TYPE CELECOXIB 

   DICLOFENAC POTASSIUM 
   DICLOFENAC SODIUM 
   DICLOFENAC SODIUM/MISOPROSTOL 
   ETODOLAC 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

Pain and inflammation 

Pain and 
Inflammatio
n  FENOPROFEN CALCIUM 

   IBUPROFEN 
   INDOMETHACIN 
   KETOPROFEN 
   KETOROLAC TROMETHAMINE 
   MECLOFENAMATE SODIUM 
   MEFENAMIC ACID 
   MELOXICAM 
   NABUMETONE 
   NAPROXEN 
   NAPROXEN SODIUM 
   OXAPROZIN 
   PIROXICAM 
   ROFECOXIB 
   SULINDAC 
   TOLMETIN SODIUM 
   VALDECOXIB 
  NSAIDS (COX NON-

SPECIFIC INHIB)& 
PROSTAGLANDIN 
CMB  

  NSAID, COX 
INHIBITOR-TYPE & 
PROTON PUMP INHIB 
COMB  

    
Pain Pain EXPECTORANTS GUAIFENESIN/HYDROMORPHONE HCL 

  
ANALGESICS,NARCOT
ICS BUPRENORPHINE 

   BUPRENORPHINE HCL 
   BUPRENORPHINE HCL/NALOXONE HCL 
   BUTORPHANOL TARTRATE 
   COD/ASA/SAL-AMIDE/APAP/CAFFEIN 
   CODEINE PHOS 
   CODEINE PHOS/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   CODEINE PHOS/ASPIRIN 
   CODEINE PHOS/CARISOPRODOL/ASA 
   CODEINE PHOSPHATE 
   CODEINE PHOSPHATE/APAP 
   CODEINE PHOSPHATE/ASPIRIN 
   CODEINE SULF 
   CODEINE/APAP/CAFFEIN/BUTALB 
   CODEINE/ASA/CAFFEINE/BUTALB 
   DEZOCINE 
   DHCODEINE BT/ACETAMINOPHN/CAFF 
   DIHYDROCODEINE/ASPIRIN/CAFFEIN 
   FENTANYL 
   FENTANYL CITRATE 
   FENTANYL CITRATE/NS/PF 
   FENTANYL CITRATE/PF 
   FENTANYL/BUPIVACAINE/NS/PF 
   FENTANYL/ROPIVACAINE/NS/PF 
   HYDROCODONE BIT/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   HYDROCODONE BIT/ASPIRIN 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

    
    
   HYDROCODONE BITARTRATE/APAP 
   HYDROCODONE BITARTRATE/ASPIRIN 
   HYDROMORPH HCL/BUPIV HCL/NS/PF 
   HYDROMORPHONE HCL 
   HYDROMORPHONE HCL/NS 
   HYDROMORPHONE HCL/NS/PF 
   HYDROMORPHONE HCL/PF 
   IBUPROFEN/HYDROCODONE BIT 
   LEVORPHANOL TARTRATE 
   MEPERIDINE HCL 
   MEPERIDINE HCL/NORMAL SALINE 
   MEPERIDINE HCL/NS/PF 
   MEPERIDINE HCL/PF 
   MEPERIDINE HCL/PROMETH HCL 
   METHADONE HCL 
   MORPHINE SULFATE 
   MORPHINE SULFATE LIPOSOMAL/PF 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/D5W 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/D5W/PF 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/NALTREXONE 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/NORMAL SALINE 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/NS/PF 
   MORPHINE SULFATE/PF 
   NALBUPHINE HCL 
   OPIUM 
   OPIUM/ASPIRIN/CAFFEINE 
   OPIUM/ASPIRIN/CAFFEINE/CAMPHOR 
   OPIUM/BELLADONNA ALKALOIDS 
   OXYCODONE HCL 
   OXYCODONE HCL/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   OXYCODONE HCL/ASPIRIN 
   OXYCODONE HCL/OXYCODON TER/ASA 
   OXYCODONE/ASPIRIN 
   OXYMORPHONE HCL 
   PENTAZOCINE HCL/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   PENTAZOCINE HCL/ASPIRIN 
   PENTAZOCINE HCL/NALOXONE HCL 
   PENTAZOCINE LACTATE 
   PROPOXYPHENE HCL 
   PROPOXYPHENE HCL/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   PROPOXYPHENE HCL/ASA/CAFFEINE 
   PROPOXYPHENE NAPSYL 
   PROPOXYPHENE NAPSYLATE/APAP 
   PROPOXYPHENE/ACETAMINOPHEN 
   TAPENTADOL HYDROCHLORIDE 
   TRAMADOL HCL 
   TRAMADOL HCL/ACETAMINOPHEN 
  ANTIMIGRAINE 

PREPARATIONS  
  ANALGESICS 

NARCOTIC, 
ANESTHETIC 
ADJUNCT AGENTS FENTANYL CITRATE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

  NARCOTIC 
ANALGESIC & NON-
SALICYLATE 
ANALGESIC COMB  

  SKELETAL MUSCLE 
RELAXANTS METHOCARBAMOL/ASPIRIN 

  ANTIHISTAMINES ACETAMINOPHEN/DP-HYDRAM HCL 
    

Depression Depression 

SEDATIVE-
HYPNOTICS,NON-
BARBITURATE DOXEPIN HCL 

  
ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
O.U.  

  
ANTIDEPRESSANT 
COMBINATIONS O.U. AMITRIP HCL/CHLORDIAZEPOXIDE 

  

SEROTONIN 
SPECIFIC REUPTAKE 
INHIBITOR (SSRIS)  

  

TRICYCLIC 
ANTIDEPRESSANTS 
& REL. NON-SEL. RU-
INHIB  

  

TRICYCLIC 
ANTIDEPRESSANT/B
ENZODIAZEPINE 
COMBINATNS  

  

ALPHA-2 RECEPTOR 
ANTAGONIST 
ANTIDEPRESSANTS  

  

NOREPINEPHRINE 
AND DOPAMINE 
REUPTAKE INHIB 
(NDRIS)  

  

SEROTONIN-2 
ANTAGONIST/REUPT
AKE INHIBITORS 
(SARIS)  

  

MAOIS - NON-
SELECTIVE & 
IRREVERSIBLE  

  
SMOKING 
DETERRENTS, OTHER BUPROPION HCL 

  

SMOKING 
DETERRENT AGENTS 
(GANGLIONIC 
STIM,OTHERS) BUPROPION HCL 

    

Psychotic Illness 
Psychotic 
disease 

ANTI-
PSYCHOTICS,PHENO
THIAZINES  

  
ANTIDEPRESSANT 
COMBINATIONS O.U. AMITRIPTYLINE HCL/PERPHENAZINE 

  

ANTI-
PSYCHOTICS,NON-
PHENOTHIAZINES CLOZAPINE 

   HALOPERIDOL 
   HALOPERIDOL DECANOATE 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

    
   HALOPERIDOL LACTATE 
   LOXAPINE HCL 
   LOXAPINE SUCCINATE 
   MOLINDONE HCL 
   OLANZAPINE 
   RISPERIDONE 
   THIOTHIXENE 
   THIOTHIXENE HCL 

  
ANTIEMETIC/ANTIVE
RTIGO AGENTS PROCHLORPERAZINE EDISYLATE 

  

ANTIPSYCHOTICS,D
OPAMINE 
ANTAGONISTS,BUTY
ROPHENONES  

  

ANTIPSYCHOTICS,D
OPAMINE 
ANTAGONISTS, 
THIOXANTHENES  

  

ANTIPSYCH,DOPAMI
NE 
ANTAG.,DIPHENYLB
UTYLPIPERIDINES  

  

ANTIPSYCHOTICS,AT
YPICAL,DOPAMINE,
& SEROTONIN 
ANTAG  

  

ANTIPSYCHOTICS, 
DOPAMINE & 
SEROTONIN 
ANTAGONISTS  

  

ANTIPSYCHOTICS, 
ATYP, D2 PARTIAL 
AGONIS  

  

SSRI 
&ANTIPSYCH,ATYP,D
OPAMINE&SEROTONI
N ANTAG COMB  

    

Bipolar Disorders 
Bipolar 
disease ANTI-MANIA DRUGS  

    

Anxiety and tension 
Anxiety and 
tension ESTROGENIC AGENTS ESTROGENS,CONJUGATED/MEPROBAM 

  BARBITURATES AMOBARBITAL SODIUM 
   AMOBARBITAL SODIUM/SECOBARB NA 
   BUTABARBITAL SODIUM 
   PENTOBARBITAL 
   PENTOBARBITAL SODIUM 
   PHENOBARBITAL 
   PHENOBARBITAL SODIUM 
   SECOBARBITAL SODIUM 

  

SEDATIVE-
HYPNOTICS,NON-
BARBITURATE AMMONIUM/SODIUM/POTASSIUM 

   CARBROMAL 
   CHAMOMILE FLOWERS 
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Appendix C. Model specifics of the Chronic Disease Score, Cont

Chronic Disease 
Chronic 
Disease 

SPEC_THERAPEUTIC
_CLSS_DESC 

GNRC_NM 

(Original CDS Paper) 
 

(HMO 
Research 
Network) 

 

(Bold text indicates that 
the entire TCC mapped 
to the chronic disease) 

 

(only reported if the entire TCC is not mapped to the 
chronic disease) 

 

   CHLORAL HYDRATE 
   DIPHENHYDRAMINE HCL 
   DOXYLAMINE SUCCINATE 
   ESZOPICLONE 
   ETHCHLORVYNOL 
   FLURAZEPAM HCL 
   GLUTETHIMIDE 
   K PH,MBDB/YELLOW JASMINE 
   LORAZEPAM 
   PROPIOMAZINE HCL 
   PYRILAMINE MALEATE 
   QUAZEPAM 
   TEMAZEPAM 
   TRIAZOLAM 
   TRYPTOPHAN 
   VAL/CA CARBONATE/MAGNESIUM/VAL 
   VALINE/CA CARBONATE/MAG/VAL 
   ZALEPLON 
   ZOLPIDEM TARTRATE 

  
ANTI-ANXIETY 
DRUGS  

  
ANALGESIC/ANTIPYR
ETICS, SALICYLATES ASPIRIN/MEPROBAMATE 

  

ANTI-ANXIETY 
(ANXIOLYTIC) AND 
ANTISPASMODIC 
COMB.  

  
BELLADONNA 
ALKALOIDS ATROPINE SULFATE/PHENOBARBITAL 

   BELLAD ALK/BUTABARBITAL SODIUM 
   BELLADONNA ALKALOIDS/PHENOBARB 
   HYOSCYAMINE SULFATE/PHENOBARB 
   PHENOBARB/HYOSCY/ATROPINE/SCOP 
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Appendix D. 

Appendix D. Diagnostic Coding by Hierarchical Condition Category 

Condition Category Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 
hcc1-HIV/AIDS  ,'042','07953' ,'V08' 
hcc2-Septicemia/Shock  ,'0031' ,'0202' ,'0223' ,'0362' ,'0380','03810' ,'03811' ,'03812' ,'03819' ,'0382' ,'0383' ,'03840' ,'03841' ,'03842' ,'03843' 
  ,'03844' ,'03849' ,'0388' ,'0389' ,'04082' ,'0545' ,'77181' ,'78552' ,'78559' 
hcc5-Opportunistic Infections ,'0074' ,'0310' ,'0312' ,'0785' ,'1124' ,'1125' ,'11284' ,'1173' ,'1175' ,'1177' ,'1300' ,'1308' ,'1363' ,'3210' ,'4841' 
hcc7-Metastatic Cancer and Acute Leukemia  ,'1960' ,'1961' ,'1962' ,'1963' ,'1965' ,'1966' ,'1968' ,'1969' ,'1970' ,'1971' ,'1972' ,'1973' ,'1974' ,'1975' ,'1976' 
  ,'1977' ,'1978' ,'1980' ,'1981' ,'1982' ,'1983' ,'1984' ,'1985' ,'1986' ,'1987' ,'19881' ,'19882' ,'19889' ,'1990' ,'20400' 
  ,'20401' ,'20402' ,'20500' ,'20501' ,'20502' ,'20600' ,'20601' ,'20602' ,'20700' ,'20701' ,'20702' ,'20800' ,'20801' ,'20802' ,'20970' 
  ,'20971' ,'20972' ,'20973' ,'20974' ,'20975' ,'20979' 
hcc8-Lung, Upper Digestive Tract, and Other 
Severe Cancers  ,'1500' ,'1501' ,'1502' ,'1503' ,'1504' ,'1505' ,'1508' ,'1509' ,'1510' ,'1511' ,'1512' ,'1513' ,'1514' ,'1515' ,'1516' 
  ,'1518' ,'1519' ,'1520' ,'1521' ,'1522' ,'1523' ,'1528' ,'1529' ,'1550' ,'1551' ,'1552' ,'1560' ,'1561' ,'1562' ,'1568' 
  ,'1569' ,'1570' ,'1571' ,'1572' ,'1573' ,'1574' ,'1578' ,'1579' ,'1580' ,'1588' ,'1589' ,'1620' ,'1622' ,'1623' ,'1624' 
  ,'1625' ,'1628' ,'1629' ,'1630' ,'1631' ,'1638' ,'1639' ,'20510' ,'20511' ,'20512' ,'20520' ,'20521' ,'20522' ,'20530' ,'20531' 
  ,'20532' ,'20580' ,'20581' ,'20582' ,'20590' ,'20591' ,'20592' ,'20610' ,'20611' ,'20612' ,'20620' ,'20621' ,'20622' ,'20680' ,'20681' 
  ,'20682' ,'20690' ,'20691' ,'20692' ,'20710' ,'20711' ,'20712' ,'20720' ,'20721' ,'20722' ,'20780' ,'20781' ,'20782' 
hcc9-Lymphatic, Head and Neck, Brain, and Other 
Major Cancers  ,'1410' ,'1411' ,'1412' ,'1413' ,'1414' ,'1415' ,'1416' ,'1418' ,'1419' ,'1420' ,'1421' ,'1422' ,'1428' ,'1429' ,'1430' 
  ,'1431' ,'1438' ,'1439' ,'1440' ,'1441' ,'1448' ,'1449' ,'1450' ,'1451' ,'1452' ,'1453' ,'1454' ,'1455' ,'1456' ,'1458' 
  ,'1459' ,'1460' ,'1461' ,'1462' ,'1463' ,'1464' ,'1465' ,'1466' ,'1467' ,'1468' ,'1469' ,'1470' ,'1471' ,'1472' ,'1473' 
  ,'1478' ,'1479' ,'1480' ,'1481' ,'1482' ,'1483' ,'1488' ,'1489' ,'1490' ,'1491' ,'1498' ,'1499' ,'1600' ,'1601' ,'1602' 
  ,'1603' ,'1604' ,'1605' ,'1608' ,'1609' ,'1610' ,'1611' ,'1612' ,'1613' ,'1618' ,'1619' ,'1640' ,'1641' ,'1642' ,'1643' 
  ,'1648' ,'1649' ,'1650' ,'1658' ,'1659' ,'1700' ,'1701' ,'1702' ,'1703' ,'1704' ,'1705' ,'1706' ,'1707' ,'1708' ,'1709' 
  ,'1710' ,'1712' ,'1713' ,'1714' ,'1715' ,'1716' ,'1717' ,'1718' ,'1719' ,'1760' ,'1761' ,'1762' ,'1763' ,'1764' ,'1765' 
  ,'1768' ,'1769' ,'181' ,'1830' ,'1832' ,'1833' ,'1834' ,'1835' ,'1838' ,'1839' ,'1910' ,'1911' ,'1912' ,'1913' ,'1914' 
  ,'1915' ,'1916' ,'1917' ,'1918' ,'1919' ,'1920' ,'1921' ,'1922' ,'1923' ,'1928' ,'1929' ,'1940' ,'1943' ,'1944' ,'20000' 
  ,'20001' ,'20002' ,'20003' ,'20004' ,'20005' ,'20006' ,'20007' ,'20008' ,'20010' ,'20011' ,'20012' ,'20013' ,'20014' ,'20015' ,'20016' 
  ,'20017' ,'20018' ,'20020' ,'20021' ,'20022' ,'20023' ,'20024' ,'20025' ,'20026' ,'20027' ,'20028' ,'20030' ,'20031' ,'20032' ,'20033' 
  ,'20034' ,'20035' ,'20036' ,'20037' ,'20038' ,'20040' ,'20041' ,'20042' ,'20043' ,'20044' ,'20045' ,'20046' ,'20047' ,'20048' ,'20050' 
  ,'20051' ,'20052' ,'20053' ,'20054' ,'20055' ,'20056' ,'20057' ,'20058' ,'20060' ,'20061' ,'20062' ,'20063' ,'20064' ,'20065' ,'20066' 
  ,'20067' ,'20068' ,'20070' ,'20071' ,'20072' ,'20073' ,'20074' ,'20075' ,'20076' ,'20077' ,'20078' ,'20080' ,'20081' ,'20082' ,'20083' 
  ,'20084' ,'20085' ,'20086' ,'20087' ,'20088' ,'20100' ,'20101' ,'20102' ,'20103' ,'20104' ,'20105' ,'20106' ,'20107' ,'20108' ,'20110' 
  ,'20111' ,'20112' ,'20113' ,'20114' ,'20115' ,'20116' ,'20117' ,'20118' ,'20120' ,'20121' ,'20122' ,'20123' ,'20124' ,'20125' ,'20126' 
  ,'20127' ,'20128' ,'20140' ,'20141' ,'20142' ,'20143' ,'20144' ,'20145' ,'20146' ,'20147' ,'20148' ,'20150' ,'20151' ,'20152' ,'20153' 
  ,'20154' ,'20155' ,'20156' ,'20157' ,'20158' ,'20160' ,'20161' ,'20162' ,'20163' ,'20164' ,'20165' ,'20166' ,'20167' ,'20168' ,'20170' 
  ,'20171' ,'20172' ,'20173' ,'20174' ,'20175' ,'20176' ,'20177' ,'20178' ,'20190' ,'20191' ,'20192' ,'20193' ,'20194' ,'20195' ,'20196' 
  ,'20197' ,'20198' ,'20200' ,'20201' ,'20202' ,'20203' ,'20204' ,'20205' ,'20206' ,'20207' ,'20208' ,'20210' ,'20211' ,'20212' ,'20213' 
  ,'20214' ,'20215' ,'20216' ,'20217' ,'20218' ,'20220' ,'20221' ,'20222' ,'20223' ,'20224' ,'20225' ,'20226' ,'20227' ,'20228' ,'20230' 
  ,'20231' ,'20232' ,'20233' ,'20234' ,'20235' ,'20236' ,'20237' ,'20238' ,'20240' ,'20241' ,'20242' ,'20243' ,'20244' ,'20245' ,'20246' 
  ,'20247' ,'20248' ,'20250' ,'20251' ,'20252' ,'20253' ,'20254' ,'20255' ,'20256' ,'20257' ,'20258' ,'20260' ,'20261' ,'20262' ,'20263' 
  ,'20264' ,'20265' ,'20266' ,'20267' ,'20268' ,'20270' ,'20271' ,'20272' ,'20273' ,'20274' ,'20275' ,'20276' ,'20277' ,'20278' ,'20280' 
  ,'20281' ,'20282' ,'20283' ,'20284' ,'20285' ,'20286' ,'20287' ,'20288' ,'20290' ,'20291' ,'20292' ,'20293' ,'20294' ,'20295' ,'20296' 
  ,'20297' ,'20298' ,'20300' ,'20301' ,'20302' ,'20310' ,'20311' ,'20312' ,'20380' ,'20381' ,'20382' ,'20410' ,'20411' ,'20412' ,'20420' 
  ,'20421' ,'20422' ,'20480' ,'20481' ,'20482' ,'20490' ,'20491' ,'20492' ,'20810' ,'20811' ,'20812' ,'20820' ,'20821' ,'20822' ,'20880' 
  ,'20881' ,'20882' ,'20890' ,'20891' ,'20892' 
hcc10-Breast, Prostate, Colorectal and Other 
Cancers and Tumors  ,'1530' ,'1531' ,'1532' ,'1533' ,'1534' ,'1535' ,'1536' ,'1537' ,'1538' ,'1539' ,'1540' ,'1541' ,'1542' ,'1543' ,'1548' 
  ,'1590' ,'1591' ,'1598' ,'1599' ,'1720' ,'1721' ,'1722' ,'1723' ,'1724' ,'1725' ,'1726' ,'1727' ,'1728' ,'1729' ,'1740' 
  ,'1741','1742' ,'1743' ,'1744' ,'1745' ,'1746' ,'1748' ,'1749' ,'1750' ,'1759' ,'179' ,'1800' ,'1801' ,'1808' ,'1809' 
  ,'1820' ,'1821' ,'1828' ,'1840' ,'1841' ,'1842' ,'1843' ,'1844' ,'1848' ,'1849' ,'185' ,'1860' ,'1869' ,'1871' ,'1872' 
  ,'1873' ,'1874' ,'1875' ,'1876' ,'1877' ,'1878' ,'1879' ,'1880' ,'1881' ,'1882' ,'1883' ,'1884' ,'1885' ,'1886' ,'1887' 
  ,'1888' ,'1889' ,'1890' ,'1891' ,'1892' ,'1893' ,'1894' ,'1898' ,'1899' ,'1900' ,'1901' ,'1902' ,'1903' ,'1904' ,'1905' 
  ,'1906' ,'1907' ,'1908' ,'1909' ,'193' ,'1941' ,'1945' ,'1946' ,'1948' ,'1949' ,'1950' ,'1951' ,'1952' ,'1953' ,'1954' 
  ,'1955' ,'1958' ,'1991' ,'1992' ,'20900' ,'20901' ,'20902' ,'20903' ,'20910' ,'20911' ,'20912' ,'20913' ,'20914' ,'20915' ,'20916' 
  ,'20917' ,'20920' ,'20921' ,'20922' ,'20923' ,'20924' ,'20925' ,'20926' ,'20927' ,'20929' ,'20930' ,'20931' ,'20932' ,'20933' ,'20934' 
  ,'20935' ,'20936' ,'2250' ,'2251' ,'2252' ,'2253' ,'2254' ,'2258' ,'2259' ,'2273' ,'2274' ,'22802' ,'2370' ,'2371' ,'2373' 
  ,'2375' ,'2376' ,'23770' ,'23771' ,'23772' ,'2379' ,'2396' ,'2592' ,'7595' ,'7596' 
hcc15-Diabetes with Renal or Peripheral 
Circulatory Manifestation  ,'24940' ,'24941' ,'24970' ,'24971' ,'25040' ,'25041' ,'25042' ,'25043' ,'25070' ,'25071' ,'25072' ,'25073' 
hcc16-Diabetes with Neurologic or Other Specified 
Manifestation  ,'24960' ,'24961' ,'24980' ,'24981' ,'25060' ,'25061' ,'25062' ,'25063' ,'25080' ,'25081' ,'25082' ,'25083' 
hcc17-Diabetes with Acute Complications  ,'24910' ,'24911' ,'24920' ,'24921' ,'24930' ,'24931' ,'25010' ,'25011' ,'25012' ,'25013' ,'25020' ,'25021' ,'25022' ,'25023' ,'25030' 
  ,'25031' ,'25032' ,'25033' 
hcc18-Diabetes with Ophthalmologic or 
Unspecified Manifestation  ,'24950' ,'24951' ,'24990' ,'24991' ,'25050' ,'25051' ,'25052' ,'25053' ,'25090' ,'25091' ,'25092' ,'25093' 
hcc19-Diabetes without Complication  ,'24900' ,'24901' ,'25000' ,'25001' ,'25002' ,'25003' ,'V5867' 
hcc21-Protein-Calorie Malnutrition  ,'260' ,'261' ,'262' ,'2630' ,'2631' ,'2632' ,'2638' ,'2639' ,'7994' 
hcc25-End-Stage Liver Disease  ,'4560' ,'4561' ,'45620' ,'45621' ,'5722' ,'5723' ,'5724' ,'5728' 
hcc26-Cirrhosis of Liver  ,'5712' ,'5713' ,'5715' ,'5716' 
hcc27-Chronic Hepatitis  ,'07022' ,'07023' ,'07032' ,'07033' ,'07044' ,'07054' ,'57140' ,'57141' ,'57142' ,'57149' 
hcc31-Intestinal Obstruction/Perforation  ,'03283' ,'09886' ,'53110' ,'53111' ,'53120' ,'53121' ,'53150' ,'53151' ,'53160' ,'53161' ,'53210' ,'53211' ,'53220' ,'53221' ,'53250' 
  ,'53251' ,'53260' ,'53261' ,'53310' ,'53311' ,'53320' ,'53321' ,'53350' ,'53351' ,'53360' ,'53361' ,'53410' ,'53411' ,'53420' ,'53421' 
  ,'53450' ,'53451' ,'53460' ,'53461' ,'5600' ,'5601' ,'5602' ,'56030' ,'56031' ,'56039' ,'56081' ,'56089' ,'5609' ,'5670' ,'5671' 
  ,'56721' ,'56722' ,'56723' ,'56729' ,'56731' ,'56738' ,'56739' ,'56781' ,'56782' ,'56789' ,'5679' ,'56983' 
hcc32-Pancreatic Disease  ,'0402' ,'0723' ,'2514' ,'2515' ,'2518' ,'2519' ,'5770' ,'5771' ,'5772' ,'5778' ,'5779' ,'5790' ,'5791' ,'5792' ,'5793' 
  ,'5794' ,'5798' ,'5799' 
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Appendix D. Diagnostic Coding by Hierarchical Condition Category 

Condition Category Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 
hcc33-Inflammatory Bowel Disease  ,'5550' ,'5551' ,'5552' ,'5559' ,'5560' ,'5561' ,'5562' ,'5563' ,'5564' ,'5565' ,'5566' ,'5568' ,'5569' 
hcc37-Bone/Joint/Muscle Infections/Necrosis  ,'00323' ,'00324' ,'03682' ,'05671' ,'09850' ,'09851' ,'09852' ,'09853' ,'09859' ,'1026' ,'71100' ,'71101' ,'71102' ,'71103' ,'71104' 
  ,'71105' ,'71106' ,'71107' ,'71108' ,'71109' ,'71110' ,'71111' ,'71112' ,'71113' ,'71114' ,'71115' ,'71116' ,'71117' ,'71118' ,'71119' 
  ,'71120' ,'71121' ,'71122' ,'71123' ,'71124' ,'71125' ,'71126' ,'71127' ,'71128' ,'71129' ,'71130' ,'71131' ,'71132' ,'71133' ,'71134' 
  ,'71135' ,'71136' ,'71137' ,'71138' ,'71139' ,'71140' ,'71141' ,'71142' ,'71143' ,'71144' ,'71145' ,'71146' ,'71147' ,'71148' ,'71149' 
  ,'71150' ,'71151' ,'71152' ,'71153' ,'71154' ,'71155' ,'71156' ,'71157' ,'71158' ,'71159' ,'71160' ,'71161' ,'71162' ,'71163' ,'71164' 
  ,'71165' ,'71166' ,'71167' ,'71168' ,'71169' ,'71170' ,'71171' ,'71172' ,'71173' ,'71174' ,'71175' ,'71176' ,'71177' ,'71178' ,'71179' 
  ,'71180' ,'71181' ,'71182' ,'71183' ,'71184' ,'71185' ,'71186' ,'71187' ,'71188' ,'71189' ,'71190' ,'71191' ,'71192' ,'71193' ,'71194' 
  ,'71195' ,'71196' ,'71197' ,'71198' ,'71199' ,'72886' ,'73000' ,'73001' ,'73002' ,'73003' ,'73004' ,'73005' ,'73006' ,'73007' ,'73008' 
  ,'73009' ,'73010' ,'73011' ,'73012' ,'73013' ,'73014' ,'73015' ,'73016' ,'73017' ,'73018' ,'73019' ,'73020' ,'73021' ,'73022' ,'73023' 
  ,'73024' ,'73025' ,'73026' ,'73027' ,'73028' ,'73029' ,'73030' ,'73031' ,'73032' ,'73033' ,'73034' ,'73035' ,'73036' ,'73037' ,'73038' 
  ,'73039' ,'73070' ,'73071' ,'73072' ,'73073' ,'73074' ,'73075' ,'73076' ,'73077' ,'73078' ,'73079' ,'73080' ,'73081' ,'73082' ,'73083' 
  ,'73084' ,'73085' ,'73086' ,'73087' ,'73088' ,'73089' ,'73090' ,'73091' ,'73092' ,'73093' ,'73094' ,'73095' ,'73096' ,'73097' ,'73098' 
  ,'73099' ,'73340' ,'73341' ,'73342' ,'73343' ,'73344' ,'73345' ,'73349' 
hcc38-Rheumatoid Arthritis and Inflammatory 
Connective Tissue Disease  ,'1361' ,'4460' ,'4461' ,'44620' ,'44621' ,'44629' ,'4463' ,'4464' ,'4465' ,'4466' ,'4467' ,'7100' ,'7101' ,'7102' ,'7103' 
  ,'7104' ,'7105' ,'7108' ,'7109' ,'7140' ,'7141' ,'7142' ,'71430' ,'71431' ,'71432' ,'71433' ,'7144' ,'71481' ,'71489' ,'7149' 
  ,'7200' ,'7201' ,'7202' ,'72081' ,'72089' ,'7209' ,'725' 
hcc44-Severe Hematological Disorders  ,'23872' ,'23873' ,'23874' ,'23875' ,'28241' ,'28242' ,'28260' ,'28261' ,'28262' ,'28263' ,'28264' ,'28268' ,'28269' ,'2830' ,'28310' 
  ,'28311' ,'28319' ,'2832' ,'2839' ,'28401' ,'28409' ,'2841' ,'2842' ,'28481' ,'28489' ,'2849' ,'2860' ,'2861' ,'28952' ,'5173' 
hcc45-Disorders of Immunity  ,'27900' ,'27901' ,'27902' ,'27903' ,'27904' ,'27905' ,'27906' ,'27909' ,'27910' ,'27911' ,'27912' ,'27913' ,'27919' ,'2792' ,'2793' 
  ,'2794' ,'27941' ,'27949' ,'27950' ,'27951' ,'27952' ,'27953' ,'2798' ,'2799' ,'28800' ,'28801' ,'28802' ,'28803' ,'28804' ,'28809' 
  ,'2881' ,'2882' ,'2884' 
hcc51-Drug/Alcohol Psychosis3  ,'2910' ,'2911' ,'2912' ,'2913' ,'2914' ,'2915' ,'29181' ,'29182' ,'29189' ,'2919' ,'2920' ,'29211' ,'29212' ,'2922' ,'29281' 
  ,'29282' ,'29283' ,'29284' ,'29285' ,'29289' ,'2929' 
hcc52-Drug/Alcohol Dependence3  ,'30300' ,'30301' ,'30302' ,'30303' ,'30390' ,'30391' ,'30392' ,'30393' ,'30400' ,'30401' ,'30402' ,'30403' ,'30410' ,'30411' ,'30412' 
  ,'30413' ,'30420' ,'30421' ,'30422' ,'30423' ,'30430' ,'30431' ,'30432' ,'30433' ,'30440' ,'30441' ,'30442' ,'30443' ,'30450' ,'30451' 
  ,'30452' ,'30453' ,'30460' ,'30461' ,'30462' ,'30463' ,'30470' ,'30471' ,'30472' ,'30473' ,'30480' ,'30481' ,'30482' ,'30483' ,'30490' 
  ,'30491' ,'30492' ,'30493' 
hcc54-Schizophrenia  ,'29500' ,'29501' ,'29502' ,'29503' ,'29504' ,'29505' ,'29510' ,'29511' ,'29512' ,'29513' ,'29514' ,'29515' ,'29520' ,'29521' ,'29522' 
  ,'29523' ,'29524' ,'29525' ,'29530' ,'29531' ,'29532' ,'29533' ,'29534' ,'29535' ,'29540' ,'29541' ,'29542' ,'29543' ,'29544' ,'29545' 
  ,'29550' ,'29551' ,'29552' ,'29553' ,'29554' ,'29555' ,'29560' ,'29561' ,'29562' ,'29563' ,'29564' ,'29565' ,'29570' ,'29571' ,'29572' 
  ,'29573' ,'29574' ,'29575' ,'29580' ,'29581' ,'29582' ,'29583' ,'29584' ,'29585' ,'29590' ,'29591' ,'29592' ,'29593' ,'29594' ,'29595' 
hcc55-Major Depressive, Bipolar, and Paranoid 
Disorders  ,'29600' ,'29601' ,'29602' ,'29603' ,'29604' ,'29605' ,'29606' ,'29610' ,'29611' ,'29612' ,'29613' ,'29614' ,'29615' ,'29616' ,'29620' 
  ,'29621' ,'29622' ,'29623' ,'29624' ,'29625' ,'29626' ,'29630' ,'29631' ,'29632' ,'29633' ,'29634' ,'29635' ,'29636' ,'29640' ,'29641' 
  ,'29642' ,'29643' ,'29644' ,'29645' ,'29646' ,'29650' ,'29651' ,'29652' ,'29653' ,'29654' ,'29655' ,'29656' ,'29660' ,'29661' ,'29662' 
  ,'29663' ,'29664' ,'29665' ,'29666' ,'2967' ,'29680' ,'29681' ,'29682' ,'29689' ,'29690' ,'29699' ,'2970' ,'2971' ,'2972' ,'2973' 
  ,'2978' ,'2979' ,'E9500' ,'E9501' ,'E9502' ,'E9503' ,'E9504' ,'E9505' ,'E9506' ,'E9507' ,'E9508' ,'E9509' ,'E9510' ,'E9511' ,'E9518' 
  ,'E9520' ,'E9521' ,'E9528' ,'E9529' ,'E9530' ,'E9531' ,'E9538' ,'E9539' ,'E954' ,'E9550' ,'E9551' ,'E9552' ,'E9553' ,'E9554 ,'E9555' 
  ,'E9556' ,'E9557' ,'E9559' ,'E956' ,'E9570' ,'E9571' ,'E9572' ,'E9579' ,'E9580' ,'E9581' ,'E9582' ,'E9583' ,'E9584' ,'E9585' ,'E9586' 
  ,'E9587' ,'E9588' ,'E9589' ,'E959' 
hcc67-Quadriplegia, Other Extensive Paralysis  ,'3350' ,'33510' ,'33511' ,'33519' ,'33520' ,'33521' ,'33522' ,'33523' ,'33524' ,'33529' ,'3358' ,'3359' ,'3432' ,'34400' ,'34401' 
  ,'34402' ,'34403' ,'34404' ,'34409' ,'34481' ,'78072' ,'80601' ,'80606' ,'80611' ,'80616' ,'95201' ,'95206' 
hcc68-Paraplegia  ,'3430' ,'3441' ,'80621' ,'80626' ,'80631' ,'80636' ,'95211' ,'95216' 
hcc69-Spinal Cord Disorders/Injuries  ,'3340' ,'3341' ,'3342' ,'3343' ,'3344' ,'3348' ,'3349' ,'3360' ,'3361' ,'3362' ,'3363' ,'3368' ,'3369' ,'34460' ,'34461' 
  ,'7400' ,'7401' ,'7402' ,'74100' ,'74101' ,'74102' ,'74103' ,'74190' ,'74191' ,'74192' ,'74193' ,'7420' ,'7421' ,'7422' ,'7423' 
  ,'7424' ,'74251' ,'74253' ,'74259' ,'7428' ,'7429' ,'80600' ,'80602' ,'80603' ,'80604' ,'80605' ,'80607' ,'80608' ,'80609' ,'80610' 
  ,'80612' ,'80613' ,'80614' ,'80615' ,'80617' ,'80618' ,'80619' ,'80620' ,'80622' ,'80623' ,'80624' ,'80625' ,'80627' ,'80628' ,'80629' 
  ,'80630' ,'80632' ,'80633' ,'80634' ,'80635' ,'80637' ,'80638' ,'80639' ,'8064' ,'8065' ,'80660' ,'80661' ,'80662' ,'80669' ,'80670' 
  ,'80671' ,'80672' ,'80679' ,'8068' ,'8069' ,'9072' ,'95200' ,'95202' ,'95203' ,'95204' ,'95205' ,'95207' ,'95208' ,'95209' ,'95210' 
  ,'95212' ,'95213' ,'95214' ,'95215' ,'95217' ,'95218' ,'95219' ,'9522' ,'9523' ,'9524' ,'9528' ,'9529' 
hcc70-Muscular Dystrophy3  ,'3590' ,'3591' ,'35921' 
hcc71-Polyneuropathy  ,'3590' ,'3591' ,'35921' ,'33700' ,'33709' ,'3371' ,'33720' ,'33721' ,'33722' ,'33729' ,'3373' ,'3379' ,'3560' ,'3561' ,'3562' 
  ,'3563' ,'3564' ,'3568' ,'3569' ,'3570' ,'3571' ,'3572' ,'3573' ,'3574' ,'3575' ,'3576' ,'3577' ,'35781' ,'35782' ,'35789' 
  ,'3579' ,'35800' ,'35801' ,'3581' ,'3582' ,'3588' ,'3589' ,'35922' ,'35923' ,'35924' ,'35929' ,'3593' ,'3594' ,'3595' ,'3596' 
  ,'35971' ,'35979' ,'35981' ,'35989' ,'3599' 
hcc72-Multiple Sclerosis  ,'340' ,'3410' ,'3411' ,'3418' ,'3419' 
hcc73-Parkinsons and Huntington’s Diseases  ,'3320' ,'3321' ,'3330' ,'3334' 
hcc74-Seizure Disorders and Convulsions  ,'34500' ,'34501' ,'34510' ,'34511' ,'3452' ,'3453' ,'34540' ,'34541' ,'34550' ,'34551' ,'34560' ,'34561' ,'34570' ,'34571' ,'34580' 
  ,'34581' ,'34590' ,'34591' ,'78031' ,'78032' ,'78039' 
hcc75-Coma, Brain Compression/Anoxic Damage  ,'3481' ,'3484' ,'3485' ,'78001' ,'78003' 
hcc77-Respirator Dependence/Tracheostomy Status  ,'51900' ,'51901' ,'51902' ,'51909' ,'V440' ,'V4611' ,'V4612' ,'V4613' ,'V4614' ,'V550' 
hcc78-Respiratory Arrest  ,'7991' 
hcc79-Cardio-Respiratory Failure and Shock  ,'42741' ,'42742' ,'4275' ,'5184' ,'5185' ,'51881' ,'51882' ,'51883' ,'51884' ,'78550' ,'78551' ,'7980' ,'7981' ,'7982' ,'7989' 
  ,'79901' ,'79902' 
hcc80-Congestive Heart Failure  ,'40201' ,'40211' ,'40291' ,'40401' ,'40411' ,'40491' ,'4150' ,'4160' ,'4161' ,'4168' ,'4169' ,'4170' ,'4171' ,'4178' ,'4179' 
  ,'4250' ,'4251' ,'4252' ,'4253' ,'4254' ,'4255' ,'4257' ,'4258' ,'4259' ,'4280' ,'4281' ,'42820' ,'42821' ,'42822' ,'42823' 
  ,'42830' ,'42831' ,'42832' ,'42833' ,'42840' ,'42841' ,'42842' ,'42843' ,'4289' ,'4290' ,'4291' 
hcc81-Acute Myocardial Infarction  ,'41001' ,'41011' ,'41021' ,'41031' ,'41041' ,'41051' ,'41061' ,'41071' ,'41081' ,'41091' ,'4295' ,'4296' 
hcc82-Unstable Angina and Other Acute Ischemic 
Heart Disease  ,'41000' ,'41002' ,'41010' ,'41012' ,'41020' ,'41022' ,'41030' ,'41032' ,'41040' ,'41042' ,'41050' ,'41052' ,'41060' ,'41062' ,'41070' 
  ,'41072' ,'41080' ,'41082' ,'41090' ,'41092' ,'4110' ,'4111' ,'41181' ,'41189' 
hcc83-Angina Pectoris/Old Myocardial Infarction  ,'412' ,'4130' ,'4131' ,'4139' 
hcc92-Specified Heart Arrhythmias  ,'4260' ,'4270' ,'4271' ,'4272' ,'42731' ,'42732' ,'42781' 
hcc95-Cerebral Hemorrhage  ,'09487' ,'430' ,'431' ,'4320' ,'4321' ,'4329' 
hcc96-Ischemic or Unspecified Stroke  ,'43301' ,'43311' ,'43321' ,'43331' ,'43381' ,'43391' ,'43401' ,'43411' ,'43491' ,'436' 
hcc100-Hemiplegia/Hemiparesis  ,'34200' ,'34201' ,'34202' ,'34210' ,'34211' ,'34212' ,'34280' ,'34281' ,'34282' ,'34290' ,'34291' ,'34292' ,'3431' ,'3434' ,'43820' 
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Appendix D. Diagnostic Coding by Hierarchical Condition Category 

Condition Category Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 
hcc101-Cerebral Palsy and Other Paralytic 
Syndromes3  ,'43821' ,'43822' 
hcc101-Cerebral Palsy and Other Paralytic 
Syndromes3  ,'33371' ,'3433' ,'3438' ,'3439' ,'3442' ,'34430' ,'34431' ,'34432' ,'34440' ,'34441' ,'34442' ,'3445' ,'34489' ,'3449' ,'43830' 
hcc104-Vascular Disease with Complications  ,'43831' ,'43832' ,'43840' ,'43841' ,'43842' ,'43850' ,'43851' ,'43852' ,'43853' 
hcc104-Vascular Disease with Complications  ,'0400' ,'41511' ,'41512' ,'41519' ,'4162' ,'44023' ,'44024' ,'44100' ,'44101' ,'44102' ,'44103' ,'4411' ,'4413' ,'4415' ,'4416' 
  ,'44321' ,'44322' ,'44323' ,'44324' ,'44329' ,'4440' ,'4441' ,'44421' ,'44422' ,'44481' ,'44489' ,'4449' ,'44501' ,'44502' ,'44581' 
  ,'44589' ,'449' ,'5570' ,'59381' ,'7854' 
hcc105-Vascular Disease  ,'4400' ,'4401' ,'44020' ,'44021' ,'44022' ,'44029' ,'44030' ,'44031' ,'44032' ,'4404' ,'4412' ,'4414' ,'4417' ,'4419' ,'4420' 
  ,'4421' ,'4422' ,'4423' ,'44281' ,'44282' ,'44283' ,'44284' ,'44289' ,'4429' ,'4431' ,'44381' ,'44382' ,'44389' ,'4439' ,'4470' 
  ,'4471' ,'4472' ,'4473' ,'4474' ,'4475' ,'4476' ,'4478' ,'4479' ,'4480' ,'45111' ,'45119' ,'45181' ,'45183' ,'4530' ,'4532' 
  ,'4533' ,'45340' ,'45341' ,'45342' ,'45350' ,'45351' ,'45352' ,'45372' ,'45374' ,'45375' ,'45376' ,'45377' ,'4538' ,'45382' ,'45384' 
  ,'45385' ,'45386' ,'45387' ,'5571' ,'5579' 
hcc107-Cystic Fibrosis  ,'27700' ,'27701' ,'27702' ,'27703' ,'27709' 
hcc108-Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease  ,'4910' ,'4911' ,'49120' ,'49121' ,'49122' ,'4918' ,'4919' ,'4920' ,'4928' ,'49320' ,'49321' ,'49322' ,'496' ,'5181' ,'5182' 
hcc111-Aspiration and Specified Bacterial 
Pneumonias  ,'4820' ,'4821' ,'48240' ,'48241' ,'48242' ,'48249' ,'48281' ,'48282' ,'48283' ,'48284' ,'48289' ,'5070' ,'5071' ,'5078' 
hcc112-Pneumococcal Pneumonia, Emphysema, 
Lung Abscess  ,'00322' ,'0064' ,'0203' ,'0204' ,'0205' ,'0212' ,'0221' ,'0391' ,'1140' ,'1144' ,'1145' ,'11505' ,'11515' ,'11595' ,'1212' 
  ,'1221' ,'1304' ,'481' ,'4822' ,'48230' ,'48231' ,'48232' ,'48239' ,'4846' ,'4847' ,'5100' ,'5109' ,'5130' ,'5131' 
hcc119-Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy and 
Vitreous Hemorrhage  ,'36202' ,'37923' 
hcc130-Dialysis Status  ,'99656' ,'99668' ,'99673' ,'V4511' ,'V4512' ,'V560' ,'V561' ,'V562' ,'V5631' ,'V5632' ,'V568' 
hcc131-Renal Failure  ,'40301' ,'40311' ,'40391' ,'40402' ,'40403' ,'40412' ,'40413' ,'40492' ,'40493' ,'5845' ,'5846' ,'5847' ,'5848' ,'5849' ,'5851' 
  ,'5852' ,'5853' ,'5854' ,'5855' ,'5856' ,'5859' ,'586' ,'75314' 
hcc132-Nephritis  ,'0786' ,'5800' ,'5804' ,'58081' ,'58089' ,'5809' ,'5810' ,'5811' ,'5812' ,'5813' ,'58181' ,'58189' ,'5819' ,'5820' ,'5821' 
  ,'5822' ,'5824' ,'58281' ,'58289' ,'5829' ,'5830' ,'5831' ,'5832' ,'5834' ,'5836' ,'5837' ,'58381' ,'58389' ,'5839' 
hcc148-Decubitus Ulcer of Skin  ,'70700' ,'70701' ,'70702' ,'70703' ,'70704' ,'70705' ,'70706' ,'70707' ,'70709' ,'70720' ,'70721' ,'70722' ,'70723' ,'70724' ,'70725' 
hcc149-Chronic Ulcer of Skin, Except Decubitus  ,'70714' ,'70715' ,'70719' ,'7078' ,'7079' 
hcc150-Extensive Third-Degree Burns3  ,'94811' ,'94821' ,'94822' ,'94831' ,'94832' ,'94833' ,'94841' ,'94842' ,'94843' ,'94844' ,'94851' ,'94852' ,'94853' ,'94854' ,'94855' 
  ,'94861' ,'94862' ,'94863' ,'94864' ,'94865' ,'94866' ,'94871' ,'94872' ,'94873' ,'94874' ,'94875' ,'94876' ,'94877' ,'94881' ,'94882' 
  ,'94883' ,'94884' ,'94885' ,'94886' ,'94887' ,'94888' ,'94891' ,'94892' ,'94893' ,'94894' ,'94895' ,'94896' ,'94897' ,'94898' ,'94899' 
hcc154-Severe Head Injury  ,'80003' ,'80004' ,'80005' ,'80013' ,'80014' ,'80015' ,'80023' ,'80024' ,'80025' ,'80033' ,'80034' ,'80035' ,'80043' ,'80044' ,'80045' 
  ,'80053' ,'80054' ,'80055' ,'80063' ,'80064' ,'80065' ,'80073' ,'80074' ,'80075' ,'80083' ,'80084' ,'80085' ,'80093' ,'80094' ,'80095' 
  ,'80103' ,'80104' ,'80105' ,'80113' ,'80114' ,'80115' ,'80123' ,'80124' ,'80125' ,'80133' ,'80134' ,'80135' ,'80143' ,'80144' ,'80145' 
  ,'80153' ,'80154' ,'80155' ,'80163' ,'80164' ,'80165' ,'80173' ,'80174' ,'80175' ,'80183' ,'80184' ,'80185' ,'80193' ,'80194' ,'80195' 
  ,'80303' ,'80304' ,'80305' ,'80313' ,'80314' ,'80315' ,'80323' ,'80324' ,'80325' ,'80333' ,'80334' ,'80335' ,'80343' ,'80344' ,'80345' 
  ,'80353' ,'80354' ,'80355' ,'80363' ,'80364' ,'80365' ,'80373' ,'80374' ,'80375' ,'80383' ,'80384' ,'80385' ,'80393' ,'80394' ,'80395' 
  ,'80403' ,'80404' ,'80405' ,'80413' ,'80414' ,'80415' ,'80423' ,'80424' ,'80425' ,'80433' ,'80434' ,'80435' ,'80443' ,'80444' ,'80445' 
  ,'80453' ,'80454' ,'80455' ,'80463' ,'80464' ,'80465' ,'80473' ,'80474' ,'80475' ,'80483' ,'80484' ,'80485' ,'80493' ,'80494' ,'80495' 
  ,'85103' ,'85104' ,'85105' ,'85113' ,'85114' ,'85115' ,'85123' ,'85124' ,'85125' ,'85133' ,'85134' ,'85135' ,'85143' ,'85144' ,'85145' 
  ,'85153' ,'85154' ,'85155' ,'85163' ,'85164' ,'85165' ,'85173' ,'85174' ,'85175' ,'85183' ,'85184' ,'85185' ,'85193' ,'85194' ,'85195' 
  ,'85203' ,'85204' ,'85205' ,'85213' ,'85214' ,'85215' ,'85223' ,'85224' ,'85225' ,'85233' ,'85234' ,'85235' ,'85243' ,'85244' ,'85245' 
  ,'85253' ,'85254' ,'85255' ,'85303' ,'85304' ,'85305' ,'85313' ,'85314' ,'85315' ,'85403' ,'85404' ,'85405' ,'85413' ,'85414' ,'85415' 
hcc155-Major Head Injury3  ,'80000' ,'80001' ,'80002' ,'80006' ,'80009' ,'80010' ,'80011' ,'80012' ,'80016' ,'80019' ,'80020' ,'80021' ,'80022' ,'80026' ,'80029' 
  ,'80030' ,'80031' ,'80032' ,'80036' ,'80039' ,'80040' ,'80041' ,'80042' ,'80046' ,'80049' ,'80050' ,'80051' ,'80052' ,'80056' ,'80059' 
  ,'80060' ,'80061' ,'80062' ,'80066' ,'80069' ,'80070' ,'80071' ,'80072' ,'80076' ,'80079' ,'80080' ,'80081' ,'80082' ,'80086' ,'80089' 
  ,'80090' ,'80091' ,'80092' ,'80096' ,'80099' ,'80100' ,'80101' ,'80102' ,'80106' ,'80109' ,'80110' ,'80111' ,'80112' ,'80116' ,'80119' 
  ,'80120' ,'80121' ,'80122' ,'80126' ,'80129' ,'80130' ,'80131' ,'80132' ,'80136' ,'80139' ,'80140' ,'80141' ,'80142' ,'80146' ,'80149' 
  ,'80150' ,'80151' ,'80152' ,'80156' ,'80159' ,'80160' ,'80161' ,'80162' ,'80166' ,'80169' ,'80170' ,'80171' ,'80172' ,'80176' ,'80179' 
  ,'80180' ,'80181' ,'80182' ,'80186' ,'80189' ,'80190' ,'80191' ,'80192' ,'80196' ,'8019' ,'80220' ,'80221' ,'80222 ,'80223' ,'80224' 
  ,'80225' ,'80226' ,'80227' ,'80228' ,'80229' ,'80230' ,'80231' ,'80232' ,'80233' ,'80234' ,'80235' ,'80236' ,'80237' ,'80238' ,'80239' 
  ,'8024' ,'8025' ,'8026' ,'8027' ,'8028' ,'8029' ,'80300' ,'80301' ,'80302' ,'80306' ,'80309' ,'80310' ,'80311' ,'80312' ,'80316' 
  ,'80319' ,'80320' ,'80321' ,'80322' ,'80326' ,'80329' ,'80330' ,'80331' ,'80332' ,'80336' ,'80339' ,'80340' ,'80341' ,'80342' ,'80346' 
  ,'80349' ,'80350' ,'80351' ,'80352' ,'80356' ,'80359' ,'80360' ,'80361' ,'80362' ,'80366' ,'80369' ,'80370' ,'80371' ,'80372' ,'80376' 
  ,'80379' ,'80380' ,'80381' ,'80382' ,'80386' ,'80389' ,'80390' ,'80391' ,'80392' ,'80396' ,'80399' ,'80400' ,'80401' ,'80402' ,'80406' 
  ,'80409' ,'80410' ,'80411' ,'80412' ,'80416' ,'80419' ,'80420' ,'80421' ,'80422' ,'80426' ,'80429' ,'80430' ,'80431' ,'80432' ,'80436' 
  ,'80439' ,'80440' ,'80441' ,'80442' ,'80446' ,'80449' ,'80450' ,'80451' ,'80452' ,'80456' ,'80459' ,'80460' ,'80461' ,'80462' ,'80466' 
  ,'80469' ,'80470' ,'80471' ,'80472' ,'80476' ,'80479' ,'80480' ,'80481' ,'80482' ,'80486' ,'80489' ,'80490' ,'80491' ,'80492' ,'80496' 
  ,'80499' ,'8502' ,'8503' ,'8504' ,'85100' ,'85101' ,'85102' ,'85106' ,'85109' ,'85110' ,'85111' ,'85112' ,'85116' ,'85119' ,'85120' 
  ,'85121' ,'85122' ,'85126' ,'85129' ,'85130' ,'85131' ,'85132' ,'85136' ,'85139' ,'85140' ,'85141' ,'85142' ,'85146' ,'85149' ,'85150' 
  ,'85151' ,'85152' ,'85156' ,'85159' ,'85160' ,'85161' ,'85162' ,'85166' ,'85169' ,'85170' ,'85171' ,'85172' ,'85176' ,'85179' ,'85180' 
  ,'85181' ,'85182' ,'85186' ,'85189' ,'85190' ,'85191' ,'85192' ,'85196' ,'85199' ,'85200' ,'85201' ,'85202' ,'85206' ,'85209' ,'85210' 
  ,'85211' ,'85212' ,'85216' ,'85219' ,'85220' ,'85221' ,'85222' ,'85226' ,'85229' ,'85230' ,'85231' ,'85232' ,'85236' ,'85239' ,'85240' 
  ,'85241' ,'85242' ,'85246' ,'85249' ,'85250' ,'85251' ,'85252' ,'85256' ,'85259' ,'85300' ,'85301' ,'85302' ,'85306' ,'85309' ,'85310' 
  ,'85311' ,'85312' ,'85316' ,'85319' ,'85400' ,'85401' ,'85402' ,'85406' ,'85409' ,'85410' ,'85411' ,'85412' ,'85416' ,'85419' ,'9050' 

  ,'9070' 
hcc157-Vertebral Fractures without Spinal Cord 
Injury  ,'73313' ,'80500' ,'80501' ,'80502' ,'80503' ,'80504' ,'80505' ,'80506' ,'80507' ,'80508' ,'80510' ,'80511' ,'80512' ,'80513' 
  ,'80514' ,'80515' ,'80516' ,'80517' ,'80518' ,'8052' ,'8053' ,'8054' ,'8055' ,'8056' ,'8057' ,'8058' ,'8059' 
hcc158-Hip Fracture/Dislocation3  ,'73314' ,'73315' ,'8080' ,'8081' ,'8082' ,'8083' ,'80841' ,'80842' ,'80843' ,'80849' ,'80851' ,'80852' ,'80853' ,'80859' ,'8088' 
  ,'8089' ,'82000' ,'82001' ,'82002' ,'82003' ,'82009' ,'82010' ,'82011' ,'82012' ,'82013' ,'82019' ,'82020' ,'82021' ,'82022' ,'82030' 
  ,'82031' ,'82032' ,'8208' ,'8209' ,'82100' ,'82101' ,'82110' ,'82111' ,'82120' ,'82121' ,'82122' ,'82123' ,'82129' ,'82130' ,'82131' 
  ,'82132' ,'82133' ,'82139' ,'83500' ,'83501' ,'83502' ,'83503' ,'83510' ,'83511' ,'83512' ,'83513' 
hcc161-Traumatic Amputation  ,'8870' ,'8871' ,'8872' ,'8873' ,'8874' ,'8875' ,'8876' ,'8877' ,'8950' ,'8951' ,'8960' ,'8961' ,'8962' ,'8963' ,'8970' 
  ,'8971' ,'8972' ,'8973' ,'8974' ,'8975' ,'8976' ,'8977' ,'99690' ,'99691' ,'99692' ,'99693' ,'99694' ,'99695' ,'99696' ,'99699' 
hcc164-Major Complications of Medical Care and 
Trauma  ,'3491' ,'9580' ,'9581' ,'9582' ,'9583' ,'9584' ,'9585' ,'9586' ,'9587' ,'9588' ,'95890' ,'95891' ,'95892' ,'95893' ,'95899' 
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Appendix D. Diagnostic Coding by Hierarchical Condition Category 

Condition Category Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 
  
 ,'99600' ,'99601' ,'99602' ,'99603' ,'99604' ,'99609' ,'9961' ,'9962' ,'99630' ,'99631' ,'99632' ,'99639' ,'99640' ,'99641' ,'99642' 
  ,'99643' ,'99644' ,'99645' ,'99646' ,'99647' ,'99649' ,'99651' ,'99652' ,'99653' ,'99654' ,'99655' ,'99657' ,'99659' ,'99660' ,'99661' 
  ,'99662' ,'99663' ,'99664' ,'99665' ,'99666' ,'99667' ,'99669' ,'99670' ,'99671' ,'99672' ,'99674' ,'99675' ,'99676' ,'99677' ,'99678' 
  ,'99679' ,'99700' ,'99701' ,'99702' ,'99709' ,'9971' ,'9972' ,'99731' ,'99739' ,'9974' ,'9975' ,'99771' ,'99772' ,'99779' ,'9980' 
  ,'9986' 
hcc174-Major Organ Transplant Status  ,'99682' ,'99683' ,'99684' ,'99685' ,'99686' ,'99687' ,'V421' ,'V426' ,'V427' ,'V4281' ,'V4282' ,'V4283' ,'V4284' ,'V4321' ,'V4322' 
hcc176-Artificial Openings for Feeding or 
Elimination  ,'53086' ,'53087' ,'53640' ,'53641' ,'53642' ,'53649' ,'56960' ,'56961' ,'56962' ,'56969' ,'56971' ,'56979' ,'V441' ,'V442' ,'V443' 
  ,'V444' ,'V4450' ,'V4451' ,'V4452' ,'V4459' ,'V446' ,'V448' ,'V449' ,'V551' ,'V552' ,'V553' ,'V554' ,'V555' ,'V556' ,'V558' 
  ,'V559' 
hcc177-Amputation Status, Lower Limb / 
Amputation Complications  ,'3536' ,'9059' ,'99760' ,'99761' ,'99762' ,'99769' ,'V4970' ,'V4971' ,'V4972' ,'V4973' ,'V4974' ,'V4975' ,'V4976' ,'V4977' ,'V521' 
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Appendix E 
Appendix E. Diagnostic Coding by Elixhauser Disease Category 

Elixhauser Disease Category Diagnostic Codes (ICD-9-CM) 

congestive heart failure  "39891", "4280 "-"4289 " 

valvular disease 
"09320"-"09324",   "3940 "-"3971 ",  "3979 ", "4240 "-"42499",  "7463 "-"7466 "  "V422 ",    
"V433 " 

pulmonary circulation disorders "41511"-"41519",  "4160 "-"4169 ", "4179 " 

peripheral vascular disorders 
"4400 "-"4409 ",  "44100"-"4419 ", "4420 "-"4429 ","4431 "-"4439 ","4471 ",  "449  ", "5571 ", 
"5579 ", "V434 "  

hypertension, uncomplicated "4011 ", "4019 ", "64200"-"64204" 
hypertension, complicated "4010 ",   "4372 "  
paralysis "3420 "-"3449 ",  "43820"-"43853", "3420 "-"3449 ", "78072"    

neurological disorders 

"3300 "-"3319 ", "3320 ", "3334 ", "3335 ", "3337 ", "33371","33372","33379","33385","33394", 
"3340 "-"3359 ", "3380 ", "340  ",  "3411 "-"3419 ", "34500"-"34511",   "3452 "-"3453 ", 
"34540"-"34591","34700"-"34701",  "34710"-"34711",  "64940"-"64944", "7687 ", "76870"-
"76873", "7803 ", "78031", "78032", "78033",  "78039", "78097", "7843 " 

chronic pulmonary disease "490  "-"4928 ", "49300"-"49392","494  "-"4941 ",  "4950 "-"505  ", "5064 "   
diabetes, uncomplicated "25000"-"25033", "64800"-"64804", "24900"-"24931" 
diabetes, complicated "25040"-"25093", "7751 ","24940"-"24991" 
hypothyroidism "243"  -"2442 ", "2448 ", "2449 "  

renal failure 
"5853" , "5854 ", "5855 ", "5856 ", "5859 ", "586  ", "V420 ", "V451 ", "V560 "-"V5632", "V568 
", "V4511"-"V4512"  

 liver disease 
"07022", "07023", "07032", "07033", "07044", "07054","4560 ", "4561 ", "45620", "45621", 
"5710 ", "5712 ", "5713 ", "57140"-"57149","5715 ","5716 ", "5718 ", "5719 ","5723 ", "5728 
","V427 "  

peptic ulcer disease excluding 
bleeding 

"53141", "53151", "53161","53170", "53171", "53191", "53241", "53251", "53261", "53270", 
"53271", "53291", "53341","53351", "53361", "53370","53371", "53391", "53441", "53451", 
"53461","53470", "53471", "53491" 

AIDS  "042  "-"0449 " 
lymphoma "20000"-"20238","20250"-"20301", "2386 ", "2733 ", "20302"-"20382" 
metastatic cancer  "1960 "-"1991 ", "20970"-"20975", "20979", "78951"  

solid tumor without metastasis 
"1400 "-"1729 ", "1740 "-"1759 ","179  "-"1958 ","20900"-"20924","20925"-"2093 ", "20931"-
"20936", "25801"-"25803" 

rheumatoid arthritis/collagen 
vascular disease "7010 ", "7100 "-"7109 ",  "7140 "-"7149 ", "7200 "-"7209 ", "725  " 
coagulopathy "2860 "-"2869 ", "2871 ",  "2873 "-"2875 ",  "64930"-"64934", "28984" 

obesity 
"2780 ", "27800", "27801", "27803", "64910"-"64914", "V8530"-"V8539","V8541"-"V8545", 
"V8554", "79391"  

weight loss  "260  "-"2639 ", "78321"-"78322" 
electrolyte disorders "2760 "-"2769 " 
blood loss anemia  "2800 ", "64820"-"64824" 
deficiency anemia "2801 "-"2819 ", "28521"-"28529",  "2859 " 

alcohol abuse 
"2910 "-"2913 ",  "2915 ", "2918 ", "29181", "29182", "29189", "2919 ", "30300"-"30393", 
"30500"-"30503" 

drug abuse "2920 ", "29282"-"29289", "2929 ","30400"-"30493", "30520"-"30593", "64830"-"64834" 
psychoses  "29500"-"2989 ", "29910", "29911" 
depression "3004 ", "30112", "3090 ", "3091 ", "311  "  
  
 

 
 
 
 


